
HEALTH SCIENCES PLANNING OFFICE
MINUTES OF THE HEALTH SCIENCES PLANNING COMMITTEE

DATE: January 16, 1974

PLACE: Regents Room, Morrill Hall

MEMBERS PRESENT:

MEMBERS AB SENT :

Clint Hewitt - Chairman; Dean Weaver; Dean Holland;
Dean Harris; Dean Stauffer; Mr. Singer; Mr. Jones;
Mr. Kogl; Mr. Kopietz; Mr. Bowen; Mr. Trapold;
Mr. Maupin.

Vice Pres. Brinkerhoff; Vice Pres. French; Dean Schaffer;
Dean Gault; Mr. Westerman; Ms. Cushmore

VISITORS PRESENT: Mr. Henrique Ms. Lewis; Ms. Weaver

Health Sciences Parking Ramp Report - P. Kopietz

Mr. Hewitt opened this report by stating that investigation and
examination of the structural defect is still underway and because this
is such a sensitive matter every possible solution is being explored.

At the last meeting Mr. Kopietz reported that tests were being run to
determine the extent of the structural deficiency. The outside support
beams failed to test. This does not mean the ramp will have to be torn
down, however, now we must wait for the consultants to provide us with a
solution. In order to minimize time losses to everyone concerned, Phase
II (the second part of the ramp due to be completed September 1974) will
proceed on schedule. It is conceivable that phase II will be complete
before Phase I (the first half of the ramp plus the waiting lobby and
the turn-around) which was to have opened February 15, 1974. The University
has hired its own consultant firm (Johnston & Sahlman). The Architects
Collaborative is working with Carl Walker Associates and 3 other firms.
A meeting was held last week at which time some possible solutions were
suggested; however, the University group was not satisfied completely.
We need absolute assurance of a sound structure with no life safety hazard
and an assurance that there will be no risk to the life of the structure.
Dean Stauffer questioned how we can be sure of their assurances? Mr.
Kopeitz explained that both TAC and Carl Walker Associates are nationally
recognized firms with a reputation to protect. Their insurance will cover
the additional costs with a very minimal cost to the University. Mr. Maupin
asked Tom Jones if he could estimate the loss of revenue to the hospital
due to the delay. Mr. Jones said it would be almost impossible to predict
if this would cause patients much more difficulty in parking and what the
cost loss to the hospital would be. Mr. Kopietz expects to receive the
proposals on both phases of the ramp this week.
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Unit A Progress Report - P. Kopietz
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The schedule given at the last meeting by Mr. Kopietz has been
changed due to casework delays. A delivery committment has finally been
received from Hamilton which is completely unacceptable to the University.
The attorneys are working on the problem to see if there is anything we
can do. Hamilton is using the steel shortage as an excuse for the
delay, however, it is a contract they have had for two years.

The revised floor finish schedule is as follows:

Phase I (Floors 1-6)

Phase II (Floors 7-9)

Phase III (Floors 11-14)

Complete except for some areas
on 2nd and 3rd which are still
waiting for casework. Should
be completed in 6 weeks.

6, 7, & 8 are complete.
9 complete week of January 21, 1974.

Delayed 8 - 10 weeks from
December schedule due to casework.

c
Floor 11
Floor 12
Floor 13
Floor 14

March 15,
March 22,
April 5,
April 14,

1974
1974
1974
1974

Phase IV (Floors 15-19)

Floor 15
Floor 16
Floor 17
Floor 18
Floor 19

Delayed 4 - 6 weeks from
December schedule due to casework.

No casework
April 17, 1974
May 27, 1974
June 1, 1974
June 1, 1974

The plumbers and mechanical contractors have completed many areas
as far as they can and are not waiting for casework.

The link between Millard and Unit A will be opening Monday a.m.,
January 21, 1974.

Unit K/E and V.C.H.H. Remodeling Progress Report and Proposed
Finish Schedule P.Kopietz

K/E - This project is going extremely well. The E portion is 60% complete
with April 1, 1974 anticipated as the completion date. It is 6 weeks behind
the original schedule due to the delay of critical items such as steel.
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! - The K portion of the building is also 6 weeks behind the original
schedule, but the mechanical contractors are ahead of schedule, therefore,
we may be able to improve on the schedule and cut off a couple of weeks.
The anticipated completion date for K is August 19, 1974.

VCHH - Variety Club Heart Hospital Remodeling is divided into three
phases. Within each phase are a number of projects.

lA - New Construction
(10 beds)

lB - 2nd floor west
Bed area (12 beds)

2nd floor east
Nursing station etc.

lC - 2nd floor west
(8 beds)

lD - 3rd floor west
(7 beds)

Phase II

2nd floor east

Phase III

3rd floor east
(22 beds)

65% complete
Completion approx. March 1, 1974

100% complete
now occupied

50% complete
Completion approx. March 15, 1974
(Note: Nurses station virtually
complete and occupied. Change
in west clinic const, (to meet
pipe code)and cracking paint problem
not yet resolved.

96% complete
Now occupied
(Note: Carpeting in conference
room and shelving in storage
rooms not completed pending
delivery.

55% complete
Completion approximately Feb. 15, 1974

10% complete (now in demolition)
Completion approximately April 1, 1974

0% complete (not started)
Completion approximately July 15, 1974
(Note: Phases 2 and 3 approximately
2 months behind. Problems of
delivery of steel studs, structural
steel and general complexity of job.

Mr. Jones asked Mr. Kopietz why he thinks the K/E project is going
so well as compared to the A project. The reasons are listed below.

1. Samller project
2. General contractor Kraus Anderson and combination of sub-contractors

are cooperative, well organized and have good control of project.
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3. Schedule manager is quite effective.
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Miscellaneous Planning Report

Unit A Movable Equipment & Furnishings

- P. Maupin

The combined efforts of the Interiors Department, the Unit A faculty
and the Health Sciences Planning Office has resulted in a complete Unit A
furnishings and movable equipment manual which was sent to the Dept. of
Health Education & Welfare in Chicago last week.

Unit A - Union Difficulties

For several months now we have been battling the Minneapolis Building
and Construction Trades Council. There is disagreement between vendors and
unions as to who will unload and move equipment into the building to the
installation location. The Trade Council believes trade labor should be
utilized at union wages and we feel it is the vendors responsibility.
The attorneys are working on this problem. This week the issue is calm
because Ritter and Dent-al-eze hired Knutson workers to move equipment.

Unit A - Temporary Storage Fees

Large items of movable equipment which are accumulating storage fees
will be accepted at the Unit A site for storage because the budget will
not handle the extra costs incurred.

Unit Blc

The 3rd grant application will be ready to go to HEW by March 1, 1974.

Noble Apartments

The College of Pharmacy is facing a serious space problem due to the
delay of Unit F. Space Management is working to have the one Noble apartment
(located on the Unit F site) remodeled for Pharmacy office use. The
preliminary CO&t estimate for the entire building is $36,000.

Basic Sciences Remodeling

The hospital space request has been received. The next meeting
will be held as soon as the space programs for the Basic Sciences are
received from Dr. Lazarow. It will take approximately 30 - 60 days
for the committee to make its recommendations. The architects will then
begin design development.

Mr. Maupin stated again that because of the deferment of Blc and F
the space assignments will be on an interim basis keeping long-range
program in mind.
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Milt Trapold asked for op1n10ns on how the problem of space allocation
in the Health Sciences areas should be handled. This is a completely
different type of space problem than occurs on the rest of the campus
due to the overlap of various disciplines and also the income that
various departments generate. He asked if Space allocations should not
be made a "recording secretary" rather than a decision making
department.

Mr. Hewitt said the first step in attempting to solve this problem
would be accurate, up-to-date data regarding Health Sciences space.

Mr. Maupin stated that a major concern in the space problem is
to try and satisfy the areas with the largest dollar flow for the
Health Sciences and the greatest student need. Mr. Hewitt and
Dr. Trapold will discuss this further and report to the committee.

It was also brought up again about the funds for "E" and where they
will come from. Mr. McGrath is working on that now and will report
his findings at the next meeting.

NEXT MEETING: March 20, 1974, Wednesday
8: 30 a.m.
Regents Room, Morrill Hall

THERE WILL BE NO MEETING IN FEBRUARY.
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date__F_eb_._7'__19 74

to Mr. Paul Kopietz------_----..:=------------
Jeri Benedictfrom _

Here are the minutes from the Planning Meeting. Please feel free to
change anything you feel is mis-quoted. Sometimes my interpretation
isn't quite what was actually said.

Thank you.



HEALTH SCIENCES PLANNING OFFICE
MINUTES OF THE HEALTH SCIENCES PLANNING COMMITTEE

DATE: Ma.rch 20, 1974

PLACE: Regents Room, Morrill Hall

MEMBERS PRESENT: Chairman - Mr. Hewitt; Vice President Brinkerhoff;
Dean Schaffer; Dean Gault; Dean Harris; Dean Stauffer;
Mr. Westerman; Mr. Singer; Mr. Jones; Mr. Kogl;
Mr. Kopietz; Mr. Bowen; Mr. Maupin; Dr. Trapold;
Mr. Preston.

VISITORS PRESENT: Ms. Lewis; Mr. Henriquez.

MEMBERS ABSENT: Vice President French; Dean Holland; Ms. Cushmore;
Dean Weaver.

Health Sciences Space Allocations Office - M. Trapold

This item is being deferred until a later date waiting improved data.

Construction Progress Reports on Unit A, K/E and Health Sciences Parking
Ramp. - P. Kopietz

Unit A We have lost about 2-2 1/2 weeks on the schedule that was given
at the December meeting for Phase III due to Hamilton Casework delivery delays.
We still intend to meet the schedule on Phase IV and be completed by June 1, 1974.
The revised schedule is as follows:

Phase III Floor 11 April 1, 1974
Floor 12 April 8, 1974
Floor 13 April 19, 1974
Floor 14 April 29, 1974
Floor 15 March 27, 1974
Floor 16 May 1, 1974
Floor 17 May 1, 1974
Floor 18 May 1, 1974
Floor 19 May 1, 1974

The Food Service and bookstore facilities in Unit A will be open April 15,
1974.

Unit K/E - Some time has been lost on Unit E putting the new completion date
at April 26, 1974. Unit K has picked up time from the previous schedule:
August 5, 1974 completion date.

Health Sciences Parking Ramp - Several important discussions have been held
with TAC since the last meeting. One of the main problems was a discrepancy
between TAC and Carl Walker Associates regarding regarding actual extent of the
structural problem. That has been cleared up now and the University will
receive the Phase II corrections on Friday, March 22, 1974. Phase I corrections
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should be received April 5, 1974. If the University accepts these corrections
they will then be given to the contractors and a new schedule will be devised.
Ideally we would like Phase I and II to be completed at the same time.

It was brought up again that TAC and Carl Walker Associates are
responsible for the structural deficiencies. Dean Gault asked if this could be
relayed to outside sources who question where the responsibility lies. He
made the statement that some feel the University has been "left holding the
bag as usual". Mr. Brinkerhoff was quick to point out that the University has
always had very tight contractural agreements and he is not aware they have
ever been "left holding the bag".

Unit A Movable Equipment Status Report - P. Maupin

On floors 1 through 5 equipment and furniture has been received and checked
out with some exceptions and invoices are in process of being paid.

On floors 6 - 9 equipment and furniture is in process of being received.
The dental chairs are being installed now and should be completed by April 1st
with a few exceptions. The lab equipment and furniture is presently arriving
and most of it should h~ve been received by the 10th of April. These areas
will not be occupied until the summer session because of inherent logistics
problems involved with checking out and making fully operational (1) the 400
dental chairs and associated dental equipment in the clinics, (2) the entire
dental handpiece and instrument sterilization, storage, and dispensing system,
and (3) a completely new dental patient record system.

As of now we have scheduled equipment delivery and installation for June 15 
30 for the balance of the floors. September 1st is projected as a completion
date for payment of all invoices and resolution of equipment problems which
present themselves as equipment is moved in.

Other items requ1r1ng attention are bonds, warranties, manuals, going out
for bids on items discontinued, items found to be faulty in the interim by
faculty members, problems with a government agency, etc. since the issuance
of the original purchase orders.

Jackson Owre Millard Building Advisory Committee Status Report - P. Maupin

This committee is not moving along as well as could be hoped. Space requests
have been received from the Hospital, the Medical School and Mortuary Science.
Basic Science space requests are being held up by two departments. Mr.
Westerman made the proposal that this committee recommend a deadline on the requests
be set - possibly March 30th. This was discussed and amended to April 30th.
Dean Gault said he felt Dr. Lazarow's staff might be too involved in geogra-
phical location rather than space needs in relation to program and staff proj
ections. Mr. Maupin agreed with this and it was decided that he would meet
with Dr. Lazarow and his staff to try and help them with their problems on
determining their space needs.
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Mr. Westerman stated that there seems to be a conflict between the
Hospital and the Medical School that needs to be rectified in regards to
space allocation.

Health Sciences 1975 Legislative Building Request - P. Maupin

Items are listed in order of priority.

2 Unit F

Total

1 Basic Sciences Remodeling

7 Health Sciences Air Conditioning Planning

$ 3,500,000

$ 9,920,349

$ 250,000

$ 265,000

$ 230,000

$ 150,000

$ 100,000

$ 420,000

$14,835,349

Ventilation Rehabilitation, 4th Floor
Variety Club Heart Hospital

3 Health Sciences Master Planning (Up-date)

6

5 Conversion of Primary Electrical Services in
Health Sciences Building

4 Diehl Hall Energy Conservation & Bio Medical
Library Air Conditioning

8 Health Sciences Complex Environmental
Pedestrian Tunnel Design & Engineering

Dean Gault asked if Eustis,
in the Master Planning Up-date?
Sciences space would be reviewed
now as they were then.

Powell Hall, etc. were to be included
Mr. Maupin said all aspects of Health
to see if the priorities of 1968 are the same

The Diehl Hall air conditioning request seems to be a yearly item. This year
an item has been included in this request,concerning energy conservation,which
will save the University $12,000 per year in fuel costs.

Tom Jones asked what percentage of the Health Sciences Master Planning will
be devoted to the Clinical Facility Planning and Mr. Maupin replied "a reasonable
share".

Dean Stauffer asked if Veterans Administration conversations are still being
held. If the Outpatient Clinics are included as part of Blc in the future there
is a good chance of the Veterans Administration locating here because the
federal government makes it a policy to locate VA Hospitals and Outpatient Clinics
adjacent to Medical Schools.
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If this all comes about, alternate locations will be provided for
Public Health and School of Nursing.

Unit E Operations Budget - Clint Hewitt

At the September meeting of the Health Sciences Planning Committee a
report from John Westerman concerning Unit E operations was given. The key
issue at that time concerned non-hospital operations and how they should be
funded. Mr. Hewitt has discussed this with Mr. Brinkerhoff. After their
discussion it was decided that a basic package will be put together for central
administration to request funding for some central services. The remaining
funds will be worked out after a more thorough investigation of all the
problems.

,
NEXT MEETING: April 17, 1974, 8:30 a.m.

Regents Room
Morrill Hall
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HEALTH SCIENCES PLANNING OFFICE
MINUTES OF THE HEALTH SCIENCES PLANNING COMMITTEE

DATE:

PLACE:

July 17, 1974

Room 300 - Morrill Hall

MEMBERS PRESENT:

VISITORS PRESENT:

MEMBERS ABSENT:

Vice President Lyle French; Mr. Dave Preston;
Dean Schaffer; Dr. Drehmel; Dean Holland;
Dean Stauffer; Mr. John Westerman; Mr. Rex
Singer; Mr. Tom Jones; Mr. Gene Kogl;
Mr. Paul Kopietz; Mr. Paul Maupin.

Ms. Barbara Rittman; Mr. Luis Henriquez.

Vice President James Brinkerhoff; Asst.
Vice President Clinton Hewitt; Dean Weaver;
Dean Harris; Mr. Bill Bowen; Dr. Milton Trapold;
Ms. Virginia Lewis.

Progress Report on Health Sciences Parking Ramp - Paul Kopietz

Mr. Kopietz reported Phase I, Price Correction Proposal was to be
received within one week. Phase II erection was estimated to begin
September 30, 1974, with an April 1, 1975, estimated completion date.
It was also pointed out that half of the ramp could be ready for use
by January 1, 1975.

Status Report on Building A - Paul Kopietz

Building A was reported complete and occupied through 16th Floor.
Mr. Kopietz discussed casework problems and related delays; how
ever, he predicted 17th Floor would be finished by August 2, 1974,
and 18th and 19th Floors would be completed by August 16, 1974.

Other items discussed were problems related to locks, Tenney Rooms,
labor, materials, prime contractors, etc.

Building A is approximately six months behind schedule of total
completion.
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HEALTH SCIENCES PLANNING COMMITTEE MINUTES (Continued)

Building K/E Progress Report - Paul Kopietz

First Floor of Building K/E was to be occupied the week of
July 15, 1974. Delays have been experienced in the E Portion
related to casework delivery, and deliveries from Hamilton Lab
Furniture Company.

-2-

The Committee requested a detailed report of space assignments of
Building K/E to be prepared by the Health Sciences Planning Office
before the next Committee meeting.

Building A Movable Equipment Report - Paul Maupin

Mr. Maupin reported 95% of the Movable Equipment for BUilding A
has been received. We are approximately thirty days behind in
processing payment of invoices. He indicated that Movable Equip
ment is within budget at this time, and only one min-tape recorder
has not been accounted for in consideration of the vast amount of
equipment that has been ordered, received and installed in Building
A.

NEXT MEETING: August 21, 1974, 8:30 a.m.
Room 300
Morrill Hall



UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
TWIN CITIES

School of Nursing
3313 Powell Hall
Minneapolis, Minnesota 5545~

August 21, 1974

RECEIVED

AUG 23 1914

UNIV. OF MINH
HEALTH SCrENCE:
PLANN1N.G OFFiCE

TO: Paul J. Maupin, Health Sciences Planning Office
4103 Powell Hall ,

FROM: Isabel Harris, Dean~

RE: Membership on the Health Sciences Planning Committee

Some time ago I submitted Barbara Redman's name in lieu of mine
for the Health Sciences Planning Committee. Since her responsibilities
in the School include the development and assignment of space, it
seems more appropriate. Would you please change the listing so that
she does appear as a member of the Committee and not as a guest.

IH:vl

HEALTH SCIENCES
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA I Department of Family Practice and Community Health
lWlN CITIES Medical School

A·290 Mayo Memorial Building
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

. August 23, 1974

Neal L. Gault, M.D.
De an, t1 ed i cal Sc haa1
1360 Mayo, Box 293
Un i ve r sity of r1 inn esota
t1 inn ea!J ali s, ~, N

Dear Neal:

We have enclosed for your review, additional information on the
Primary Care Research Facility directed by Dr. Leif Solberg. The
purpose of the project being that of a demonstration model for the
professional community on primary health care. Service is emphasized
in this project, and research studies will be accomplished over an
extended time ~eriod on various aspects of ~rimary health care.

~.

-...J'

We have planned this prooram in the Department since 1973, but
frankly it was not anticipated that the only option available to the
Department for this project would be the purchase of commercial
facilities for both the establishment of the clinic, and parking for
patients at the site selected.

We did plan for and do hove departmental resources to cover the costs
of alteration and rennovation of some 2,000 square feet of clinical
space, capitaliz~tion cost for equipment, supplies and consulting
services, and the initial costs through the first year of the on-going
ooeration. The departmental commitment for the start-up phase of the
project is outlined on Table I. We are, however, requesting $110,000
support from the University for the acquisition of the real property
at 5408 and 5412-14 Chicago Avenue, South. We view this request as
beino an investment oDportunity for the University and realize that
such an unbudqeted expenditure of funds necessitates sound economic
reasons for such a decision.

The Department of Family Practice is willing to guarantee the
University rental paYments on the capital Qutlay of money, We know
lhat for such an investment to be attractive, the prinfipal as well
as interest would have to be returned on the University's investment.

I h&ve asked my administrative staff to prepare some options on this
subject. We know from our current experience that rental of space for
facilities that are fully functional for use, as the Bethesda Model
Clinic's rental arrangements for clinical facilities, costs somewhere

,-

HEALTH SCIENCES

':
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l~ Neal L. Gault, M.D.
August 23, 1974
Page 2

bet \'I een $9 . 00 and $1 0 . 00 per s qua r e" f 0 0 t. We ant i c i pat e t hat be ca use
the Department is committing its own resources to rennovate and equip
the facilities, a rental fiqure for older facility space such as at
Chicaqo Avenue could reasonably expect to be about one half of this or
between $4.50 and $5.00 per square foot. Also, we realize that qiven
the University does purchase the entire facility, the Department on
behalf of the project, needs to guarantee the rent on the entire
facility; even though initially we will only be using approximately
half of it (the 2,000 square feet) for patient care. We have
anticipated renting out the unused space to generate income. We
propose that a repayment schedule of principal and 10% interest on the
original University investment be set un over ten years. ]he monthly
rental paym ts of the clinic to the . ersit would be aranteed

oy t h . e 'p a r t me lJ • r s t f i veye a r s . f t er f i veye ar s \'1 e

We emphasize that while we anticipate that the project will be a
success, we feel that we could negotiate a commercial financial
package for this project of no greater than five years duration.
Obviously, this point is open to negotiation.

We have enclosed for your review, in Table II, some possible payback
options on the $110,000 acquisition. The middle option, at 10% interest
over ten years with monthly payments of $1,454 is one that I personally
feel is viable in terms of what the project can reasonably anticipate
supporting for the first year to eighteen months of its existance. We
have prepared pro forma income statements on this project assuming
minimum success of the clinic in the first full year of operation;
i.e., July, 1975 to June, 1976; these figures show that the clinic
can satisfy its obligations through its guaranteed cash flow. We
envision the clinic will support between two to three doctors by
July, 1976. This anticipation is the result of our experiences in the
Metropolitian area with our model clinics, and it does compare favor
ably with national information on practice experience for this area
of-the country.

There are other financing options which we can explore further. These
include leasing the property from a leasing company. This option in
the long run costs us more money and is undesirable in that we are
not in com~lete control of the facilities. Figures on the range of
costs for leasing are also noted on Table II. Another option for
financing the project includes the existing partnership of Family
Practice Ass~ciates or the establishment of an entirely new group for
the sole purpose of financing this project. There are disadvantages
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"August 23, 1974
Page 3

with each of these approaches but they are still viable and under
Departmental consideration.

We would rather finance the $110,000 through University resources.
We see this as a University project and hope that interest can be
found within the institution to support our proposal. We do need
some positive indication in this regard soon, as details of financing
the $110,000 must be in hand no later than the September meeting of
the Board of Regents.

We feel the University should support this endeavor because it
offe rs:

1. A secure competitive investment; the Department, and/or
the project guarantees the payments for the first five years
of the project's life;
2. The property remains in the management of the University,
not subjectin~ the project to demands placed on it bya
landlord;
3. An established patient population, benefiting the Department,
the Medical School, and University Hospitals as well as others in
the health sciences;
4. A contribution to primary health care research; an area of
health care that needs creditable studies;
5. A contribution to the community in south Minneapolis which
has a paucity of primary care facilities and primary care
physicians.

We w0 u1d"be happy to supply additional de t a i1 s upon request.

Sinc~jY?.7
,.." .•. I

~~l

Ed~ard W.~iriaCy, M.D.
Professor and Head,
Department of Family Practice

EWC:mo

Enclosures
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TABLE I

Department Family
Practice Commitment

1974-75
U of M
Commitment

Equipment, Consultation,
Supplies

Alterations/Renovations

Income from practice

Departmental Support on
ongoing operation

Total

Expenses:

Equipment, Consultation,
Supplies

A/R

Clinical Expenses

Total

$ 32,000

40,000

36,500

26,707 1

$135,207

32,000

40,000

63,207

$135,207

$ 65,000
40,000

5,000
$110,000

5408 Chicago
5412-14 II

parking lot
conversion

~
'-.../ .

1Excludes Dr. Solberg's salary and fringes.

Ratio of general University to Department commitment in the first
year project approximately 81%.

8/22/74
bjs

.'



/ TABLE II

Options for financing physical acquisitions

at 8% 10% 12%

J

2,230 2,337 2,447
26,765 28,046 29,362

133,824 140,230 146,813

U of M payback

5 years:

Monthly payments

•
Annual payments
Total to be paid

10 years:

Monthly payments
Annual payments
Total to be paid

15 years:

Monthly payments
Annual payments
Total to be paid

1,337
16,043

160,431

1,054
12,645

189,676

1,454
17,444

174,439

1,182
14,185

212,771

1,578
18,938

189,381

1,320
15 / 842

237,633

OPTIONS FOR LEASING

$5/sq. ft. $6/sq.ft. $7/sq.ft. $8/sq. ft. $9/sq.f

Leasing: minimum of 5
years commitment for
lessor, negotiated at
4.000 sq. feet plus
parking at •

• Per month: 1,667 2,000 2,333 2,667 3,000
Per year: 20,000 24 / 000 28,000 32 / 000 36,000
For 5 years: 100,000 120,000 140,000 160,000 180,000

c
'-....) .

.8/22/74
bjs
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, PediJtric C}rdiaiogy

Box 91, I.:::jo ~.1emoriJI Building
MinneJp-JiIS, r,linncsota 55455

(612) 373-8938

TO: Parking Committee ~reI:,bers

FROH: Russell V. Lucas, Jr., ~·!.D., Chairman

DATE: August 2S, 1974

Stage I of the Oak Street Parking Ramp is scheduled for co~p1etion on
about 1 November, 197ft • As you know, a clajor thrust in the design or
this R~~p was to provide a comprehensive parking facility and reception
center for patients and visitors to the E~alth Sciences. The section
scheduled for co~p1etion on 1 Kove~ber, 1974 will have a 1,000 care
capacity and will be for transient visitor parking.

Vice President French has asked our Coc.mittee to carefully evaluate
the need of the Health Scien~e Unit for patient and visitor parking
,and to provide a working plan for the ctilization of the Oak Street
Ramp and the Health Science Reception and Parking facility. He
wishes us to provide him with a recoCQendatipn for his review.

Among the areas we must consider in m2king our reco~nendations to
Dr. French are: needs of the hospital clinics and other units,
functioning of visitor reception center, patient transport flow
between the parking ra~p and the Health Sciences Units, the role
of the Mayo Garage in patient parking, and consideration of costs
and recovery of costs.

I would appreciate it if you would gain input from your specific
constituencies in these areas so that ~e Day proceed as expcdiciously
as possible. In addition, I ~ould welcome letters or narratives for
the Con~ittee meeting, from anyone who wishes to provide input to the
COlj'JIiittee.

Linda will be in touch with you in the near future regarding the time
and place of the meeting.

RVL:lmb

cc: Vice President French
Mr. John \;~'ster::1an

Paul WinchL'll, l'LD.
Eugene Gcdgaudas, M.D.
Hr. David Preston

I"IP.ALTH SCiENCES
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Office of the Dean

. . 'I (l... JI
I :j i'

August 29, 1974

MEDICAL SCHOOL

1360 MAYO MEMORIAL BUILDING· MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55455

Dr. Lyle A. French, Vice President
Health Sciences

Dr. N. L. Gault, Jr., Dean
Medical School

FROM:

TO:

,

During the past few months we have held discussions with Paul Maupin,
David Preston, Milton Trapold, and Virginia Lewis concerning pressing needs
of the Medical School for additional office space for the faculty and staff
of several different departments. These needs have been documented to Mrs.
Lewis in writing and through meetings with both Dean's Office and departmental
staff •

The focus of our attention has primarily been on the Kensington Apartments,
i.e., the Marlin Building, as the most feasible location of additional office
space. The purpose of this letter is to specifically request that two floors of
the Marlin apartment building be assigned to the Medical School when those floor~
have been renovated by the University for office space. One floor of the request
ed space is proposed for use by the Department of Family Practice. The other
floor is proposed for use by several different departments of the Medical School,
dependent upon our most critical needs.

Your approval of this request will be appreciated. Should you wish more
detailed information on this matter we will be happy to provide it.

NLG/EWD/MH

cc: Wayne Drehmel
Virginia Lewis
Paul Maupin
David Preston
Milton Trapold

c,-,'+: HEALTH SCIENCES CENTER
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School of Nursing
3313 Powell Hall
Minneapolis. Minneso1a 55455

David R. Preston
Assistant Vice President for

Heal th Sciences
A-306 Mayo'
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, MN 55455

Dear Dave:

August 29, 1974

We are attempting at this time to finalize our faculty office
assignments for fall quarter and I am encountering the expected
difficulties in allocating our available space among total School
of Nursing faculty. I believe adequate background was provided in
my June 24, 1974, letter to you; but the problem, in a few words,
centers around how to put a minimum of 75 people into 33 offices.
These 33 offices, indicentally, include four rooms in Frontier
Hall and three Powell Hall Conference rooms which are presently
being converted.

My request in the June 24 letter was for an additional-IO offices,
and our need for this· space still exists. I am especially interested
in housing our faculty entirely in Powell -RaIl, ~but am open to a
discussion involving space-in a facility_such as Fenwick Apartments.

Will you contact me at your earliest convenience, so we may
discuss the matter further. We are desperate f6r additional space.

Sine er ely your s ,

[
0 t J!--.
/'~{} l..

sabel Harris
Dean

IH:vl
cc: B. Redman

D. Allison

HEALTH SCIENCES



UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
TWIN CITIES

Dr. Neal L. Gault
Dean, Medical School
University of Minnesota
Box 293 Mayo

A'IJDear Dr. Gaul tv

Division of PediZltric Neurolo?y
Medical School ...,

Box 486 Mayo Memorial Building
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

(612) 376-3692 or
(612) 373-5288 (after hours)

September 3, 1974

..

After a recent Department of Neurology Executive
Committee meeting and after a subsequent meeting
with Dr. Wayne Drehmel, Virginia Lewis and
Dr. Joseph Resch it was concluded that I should
investigate further the possibility of the
Division of Pediatric Neurology utilizing space
in the apartment building complex that has been
acquired by the University immediately adjacent
to bUilding A. After viewing the vacated apartments
in the Fenwick Building, I request that our
Division be allocated two apartments (adjoining
efficiency and one bedroom apartment) on the north
side of the Marilan Building. The back two
apartments on the north side would be best for our
purposes.

This request is in keeping with my letter to you
of June 11, 1974, in which I detailed our space
needs. Although the overall square footage in the
apartments exceeds that requested in the letter, the
usable space in these apartments is considerably less
than the total square footage. The space in two
apartments would allow adequate conference room and
assembly room space, office space for a Ph.D.
psychologist and another Pediatric Neurology staffman
and appropriate secretarial space and storage facilities .

• • • • • 2
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- 2 - Dr. Neal L. Gault
September 3, 1974

I hope that you will give favorable consideration to
this proposal. I will be available to discuss the
matter at any time with you or members of your staff.

My best regards,

/}/
/ hA.~
/"V

Kenneth F. Swaiman. M.D.
Piofessor and Director
Pediatric Neurology

KFS :n1-Cb
c.c.~Virginia Lewis

-Dr. A.B. Baker
-Dr. J. Resch
-Dr. E. Wayne Drehmel

.~

I



UNIVERSITY O.:iVfinnesom

OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT FOR HEALTH SCIENCES AFFAIRS

424 MORRILL HALL' MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55455

September 5, 1974

TO:

FROM:

Mary Jo Anderson
WaVle Drehme1
~llor Holland, Chairman
Thomas Jones
Hugh Kabat
Arnold Lazarow
Barbara Redman
Rex Singer
Dale Sorensen

~/)V
Lyle A. French, M.D. AZ>--'-~

:~: 197'i

~
v

-SUBJECT: Health Sciences Space Planning Committee

Upon recommendation of the Council of Deans and Directors, I am requesting
that you serve as a member of a newly formed Health Sciences Space Planning
Committee. This committee will serve to provide advice and recommendations
regarding Health Sciences space considerations.

The major task facing your committee at the present time is an update of
space allocations as presented in the Health Sciences Master Plan of 1967 in
relation to Health Sciences unit needs and current facility construction
plans, i.e., Blc construction with subsequent reallocation of portions of
Mayo complex facilities.

Also, of immediate concern is need for recommendations regarding allocation
of space in the newly acquired Marlin Apartment. Use of this space has
been requested by several Health Sciences units.

Staff assistance to your committee will be provided through the offices of
Mr. Paul Maupin and Dr. Milton Trapold.

I appreciate your willingness to serve on this very important Health Sciences
committee, a willingness I will assume ~nless you inform me otherwise.

cc: Mr. Clint Hewit t
Mr. Paul Maupin
Dr. Milton Trapold
Ms. Virginia Lewis
Health Sciences Deans and Directors
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HEALTH SCIENCES SPACE PLANNING COMMITTEE

Mary Jo Anderson, CHIP Representative
Student Affairs Office
318 Harvard S.E.

Wayne Drehmel, Assistant Dean
Medical School Administration
1360 Mayo Memorial Building

Mellor Holland, Associate Dean (Chairman)
School of Dentistry
15-106 Health Sciences Unit A

Thomas Jones, Associate Director
University of Minnesota Hospitals
D25l Mayo Memorial Building

Hugh Kabat, Professor and Head
Department of Clinical Pharmacy
College of Pharmacy
101 Appleby Hall

Arnold Lazarow, Professor and Head
Department of Anatomy
262 Jackson-Owre Addition

Barbara Redman, Professor
School of Nursing
3313 Powell Hall

Rex Singer, Associate Professor and Assistant Dean
School of Public Health
1110 Mayo Memorial Building

Dale Sorensen, Professor and Chairman
Department of Veterinary Clinical Sciences
College of Veterinary Medicine
339c Veterinary Hospital



UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
TWIN CITIES

r';·' .,

School of Public Health
1325 Mayo Memorial Building
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

September 5, 1974

MS. Virginia Lewis
Building Space Management
4116 Powell Hall
Box 100 Mayo
University of Minnesota

Dear Ms. Lewis:

As I mentioned in my August 14th letter, the School would like to meet its
current space needs through use of one floor of the Marlin Apartments. Our
other option is to convert existing classroom space in the Mayo Building to
faculty and staff offices, which we are reluctant to do.

At the moment we seem to lack the necessary information to either know
which are real options, or to properly evaluate them. I would be most appre
ciative if you could tell me who will be deciding on the uses of the Marlin
Apartments and when that decision will be made.

i
The University Department of Plant Services has provided us with design

drawings for the possible conversion of Mayo classrooms to offices. We have
not authorized Plant Services to proceed with this project since it is our
least preferred solution. However, delays are costly in both dollars and in
terms of faculty effectiveness. Anything'you can do to help us expedite a
decision regarding our request for additional space will be appreciated.

Sincerely,

Lee D. Stauffer, Dean

LDS:ss

cc: Dr. Lyle French

HEALTH SCIENCES



UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
TWIN CITIES

School of Public Health
1325 Mayo Memorial Building
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

September 5, 1974

Lyle French, M.D.
Vice President
Health Sciences
Box 501 Mayo
University of Minnesota

Dear Dr. French:

In view of the School's present and future space needs I am enclosing a
copy of my most recent letter to Virginia Lewis regarding the Marlin Apartments.
Also enclosed is a copy of an August 21st letter to Paul Maupin with our space
needs projected through 1985.

Since we are presently overcrowded and anticipate filling recently funded
grant positions for faculty in Public Health Nursing, our focus is more directed
toward solution of immediate problems than long-range ones. The possible solu
tions to our short-range needs are briefly described below, in rank order:

1. Total Occupancy, 13th Floor of Mayo: We understand there is a
possibility that the Medical School administrative offices may be
relocated in the vacated Owre - Millard area. Should this occur
in the next year or so, occupancy of the total 13th floor area
would be the least cost and best functional solution to our space
needs. Not only could we consolidate School faculty and functions,
but use of the total 13th floor would forstall need for either the
space requested in 2 below, or the costly loss of classroom space
described in paragraph 3. This has previously been mentioned to

\~ ~~-Paul Maupin (see page 2, enclosed letter) and we hope our request
will receive careful consideration. The recent e~~pansion of the
space occupied by the Medical School in Buildings A and K-E,
coupled with potential space in Owre - Millard, might, we hope,
make the 13th floor available for contiguous occupancy by the School
of Public Health.

2. Use of One Floor, Marlin Apartments: Our possible use of space in
these apartments has been requested previously since we feel we
must explore all alternatives t~ meet our present needs. Lacking
definite knowledge regarding future use of the 13th floor of Mayo,
this is the best and least costly of the remaining alternatives.

3. Conversion of Classrooms, 12th Floor Mayo: Should neither of the
solutions to present space needs (as described above) be viable,
we are prepared to convert classrooms 1205 and 1210 to faculty and
staff offices. Such conversion is estimated to cost double that
of the possible renovation of one floor in the Marlin Building.
We would lose classroom seating for 44 students while providing

HEALTH SCIENCES
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page two
Lyle French
9/5/74

space for 4 faculty and 1 secretary, and yet only meet existing needs.
This renovation would not eliminate present overcrowding nor provide
for faculty additions in the future.

I am aware that the details of space planning and management are matters
with which you do not normally deal. In light of your past support of t3e School,
however, I felt your knowledge of our space needs - as a ~orollary to dollar needs 
might be helpful to you and to us •

Sincerely,

...... ,.,'..~;]P--_ ...
.. ' : '..Lee D. Stauffer, Dean

...

LDS:ss

enclosures

cc: Mr. Maupin

I
r
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
TWIN CITIES

School of Nursing
3313 Powell Hall
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

September 6, 1974

David R. Preston
Assistant Vice-President for Health Sciences
A-306 Mayo
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

Dear Mr. Preston:

The Faculty, Student, Staff Welfare and Resoarces Committee of the School
of Nursing has reviewed the content of the meeting of Friday, August 30, at
which you discussed space policies and procedures and School of Nursing needs
with some of our faculty.

We wish now to indicate our understanding of the content of that meeting,
raise some questions, and indicate our stage of decision-making and alert you
to probable further requests.

1) Regarding the request for ten additional offices submitted by Dean
Harris on June 24, 1974, there has been no formal response. You did cite the
re-assignmentof CHIP space to the School of Nursing. However, this space
will not be available to uS for the faculty who will be arriving on September 16.

You reported also that dean-to-dean negotiations for four Medical Sch~cl

offices are under way. You said you would prod Dean Gault, and we are new re
questing from you a progress report on the state of negotiations for four
offices by September 16.

2) The process of acquiring space as you described it appears to us to
deny the space needs required for expanded programs. Further, we believe in
terpretation of jurisdiction of the new Health Sciences Space Committee -
which has not yet become operational -- for new space only may be in conflict
with the original intent for that committee. Referring to the proposal sub
mitted to Vice President French by Clinton Hewitt and dated April 26, 1974,
the following is quoted:

"4.B. Creation of an All-Health Sciences Space Committee
with equal representation from all units to resolve
space issues that cannot be handled by the previously
mentioned committee (4.A. College Committee) or
where requests cross divisional borders ••.. "

~ It seems then that this committee should have responsibility for handling
~ vacated space as well as new space. It appears also that inter-school trading

should be channelled through this committee. We have charged our representa
tive on that committee to press for early organization and functioning of the

HEALTH SCIENCES
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David'R: Preston

committ~e•

Page 2 September 6, 1974

...
When a school undertakes expansion of programs in response to the Univer

sity and Health Sciences missions, and when money is brought in to support
programs which require space (space and personnel needs being written into
grant proposals), it is an obligation of the University and Health Sciences
to provide space. The fact that the additional space must be paid for by the
School of Nursing is highly discriminatory to the School of Nursing because
of our lack of resources. We were not aware from our discussion with you,
for example, that the cost of the CHIP space and the four Medical School offi
ces will come from our meager budget. Though we did not specifically ask the
question, our impression was that these were transactions not involving money.

3) The need for .office space to accommodate all faculty who will be on
board en September 16 is critical. We are dealing with essentially the same
space we had in 1968 and more than twice the number of people. Some of our
heavily used conference and classrooms and a faculty/graduate student reading
room have already been designated for conversion to office space.

We continue to assess utilization of office space. With use as a primary
criterion, it is essential that some office space be assigned for single occu
pancy. When the nature of the work involves confidentiality, high amount of
individual and/or group counseling, and the majority of work being office
based, double occupancy jeopardizes the programs which this School is carrying.
The ability to carry out the programs of the School is essential to the re
cruitment and retention of faculty, students, and a Dean. To the extent that
space provides the arena for carrying out programs, our successes depend on
providing space for our people to do the work for which they are hired.

With the immediate need for office space by September 16, we are attempt
ing to use our inadequate space with above considerations in mind. The only
viable option appears now to be the immediate conversion of our remaining con
ference and classrooms to temporary office space. This will necessitate the
location of classroom space in Building A for those nursing classes scheduled
in PoH 2309, 2317, and 4312. This will also make these rooms unavailable to
other departments for meetings and conferences. We will ask your help with
this if our final decision is to convert those spaces. We believe the alter
nate space for displaced classes and conferences should come out of Health
Science space and that other areas of the University should not be responsible
for providing space for us in light of the general negative feelings about
Health Science resources. We expect to make our final decision on conve~3icn

by September 10 and will then let you know what specific classroom needs we
have.

Sincerely,

Ellen Egan, Associate Professor
Chairman of Faculty, Student and Staff
Welfare and Resources Committee

~
~

EE:nc

cc: Barbara Redman
Health Sciences Space Committee
Don Allison

Frances Dunning
FSSWR ~inutes Book
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UNIVERSITY OF MINf'JESOTPI Office of the VicE: President hr :-j,,~:Hl Sc.ienses I~ifairs

A-306 r.';cyo r\1e:lloriJI ouildil;g. Box 501
:,jinnecp')!is, MInnesoi3 55455

t:J.'.··
~'

Sep.tembe.r 16,1974 •

E'lilen 'Eigan" :,Chairman
Faculty) 'St;l,ldent and Staff
~.Jelfare ,Clnd ,Resources Conunittee
Schoel of Nursing
3313PO\,'ell Hall
Minne~pali~) Minnesota 55455

Dea~ Dr. 'Eg.3.n:

This letter is:i,.n response to your sUiPJllariz3tion of our re.::ent meeting
where I enjoyed [the opportunity to meet ,,1ith Nursing School faculty
members. I will comment on some items of understanding and sUbgest
means, thr0t.l.gh which your requests uill be considered.

I h8Jve:responded to Dean Harris's !!1emorandum through both a nu::rer
of telephone calls and a more formal meeting. I indicated that I
would talk with Dean Gault in terms of helping his understandinfof
thc Nursing School need. However. ,,3 yeu h3.V2 s~lgges tc:'d) these c.re
de;:m-to-deall negotiations and it mi~;hl he Joost oppropri<1te for )''-''.1 to
obtain a progress report on the state of those negoj·iation~ thTo~gh

the ~ursing School Dean's office.

I would lil~e to point out the difficulti2s q:ldting t(1 your 2SS0rt] on
that ",,'ben money is brought in to SLpport prc,gr2ms wh~ c:~ :-equii. e space
(space ~nd personnpl needs being written into grant proposals), it is
an 0bligation of the [niversity an0 }je21rh Scienc.es to pro'.'5.dc space."
As, you .::tre al'lare, throl'gil0ut the Health S'.·.L:nces tL::rncndo"ls P.ll;"',b(>r~.

of griwts are received) and perhaps r!,,~ny i~:)re rOl,ld b~' c~Jt3ir.C:'d Fere
space available. ,It si~ply is not possihle fur t~e University or the
Health Sciences to provid~ unlimited sp~ce on de~and fer whateV2r pro
grams might be supported througll out side fundi!1£.

; I believe thati}the issues ,,,hich you raise in yOtJlo letter c:re L'''r'crtant
"and :vOin"ant further discussion within the Health Science::;. I ,jOule
~'B,uggcst that your representative to the S,)[Jce ~ornmitt2e, Dr. Reclilan)

hee appy.qis,ed of your concern" ana perhaps raise these. is,:;vss for
further discu~sion and possible. reco:nmend2.tions by th3i: C:~J::·.:,-,i.ttH·.

'In addit,i,or., your Dean may, of course) bring ClDy of U·H3se itt-·'~:o to
,:the Co;uncil of Health Sciences Deans and DirectoI"s fo;" ael.ion ]'.:' that

group.

DRT':l:g HC '\L"1 H
- -' ~ ..

~'L;~t~r'H .. r. ~

cc: :,1. ls"bel :Ljrris
/l:.::rbcr;.; :r\E:'d'~lan

D,':r: .:d 1 :..::: ("~
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Division of Space Prograrnmingand Management
i Office of Physical Planning
i 4116 Powell Hall
i Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

I (612) 373-9673

September 12, 1974

1974

~
'-J

TO: Occupants of Jackson-~qre-Mi11ardComplex
-'~

FROM:ltt<\~Paul Maupin, Coordinator Health Science Planning
(}l1rs. Virginia Lewis, Space Programming and Nanagement

SUBJECT: Jackson-~qre-Mi11ard Complex

As you know, the Dental School and some Basic Science De
partments have vacated space in the Jackson-~re-Mi1lardComplex
as a result of their moves into Unit A. This space has been
~laced in the charge of a Jackson-~qre-Mil1ard Committee by Vice
President Brinkerhoff for reallocation in accordance with ~ 1967
proposal drafted by the Health Sciences Planning Office. This
committee has submitted its proposal to Assistant Vice President,
Clinton Hewitt, for his approval and still awaits his official
acceptance.

Due to pressures of need for this space, this committee
will be allowing unofficial occupancies on an interim basis
pending a final decision and the initiation of planning. However,
several stipulations must be honored before unofficial occupancies
may be permitted. No major renovations will be approved and at a
later date when renovations are authorized, your departments will
be subject to inconvenience and possible relocation until work is
completed. Moreover, you will only be able to move into that space
which has been tentatively allocated to your departments.

Funds have been established for schematic planning but not
for renovations. In planning these renovations, the utilities in
the Jackson-~re-MillardComplex will have to be upgraded in com
pliance with OSHA codes and regulations. During this phase, some
of the space that has been allocated may be recalled so refurbish
ment of the building can be completed. It is possible that addi
tiona,l funds may be available to complete the planning and start
renovations by July, 1975.

If there are any questions concerning this space: please feel
free to contact us.

cc: Mr. Clinton Hewitt
Dr. Milton Trapold
All Hembers of the Jackson-~qre-HillardCommittee
Dr. N. Gault
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Division of Space Programming and Management
Office of Physical Planning
4116 Powell Hall
Minneapolis, MinnesotJ 55455

(612) 373-9673

cc: continued

Mr. David Preston /
Dr. Hellor Holland (Chainnan, Health Science Space Committee)\/
Hr. Richard Hendricks
Mr. Joseph Leverone
Mr. Gus Scheffler
Mr. Eugene Wilson

VWL, PM:es
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September 24, 1974

: University Hospitals
; Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

'I

I

. I

TO: University Clinics Committee

FROM:

Chairman, Department of Medicine Richard Ebert, M.D.
Chairman, Department of Surgery John Najarian, M.D.
Chairman, Department of Pediatrics John Anderson, M.D.
Chairman, Department of Fanily Practice Edward Ciriacy, M.D.
Chairman, Clinical Services Michael Paparella, M.D.
Chairman, Clinical Services Eugene Gedgaudas, M.D.
Chairman, Out-Patient C02ffiittee David Eifrig, M.D.
Chief of Staff Paul Winchell, M.D.
School of Nursing Sharon Wilford
School of Public Health Alma Sparrow
General Director, University Hospitals John Westerman,

Chairman •
Staff Robert Dickler, Greg

Kujawa, Janet Shapiro,
BevDorsey
Tom Jones

Michael Paparella, M.D., Chairman, Council of Chiefs of
Clinical Services, Pau: Winchell, M.D., Chief of Staff,
University Hospitals, John H. 'vesterman, General Director,
University.Hospitals

Now that Building B-C is funced, the VcirlOUS component parts must
proceed with the fi~al planning s~2ges. The co~ponents of B-C include
Animal Hospital, Department Office Space, Learning Resources Center,
Department Research Space and University Clinics.

Our responsibility is for University Clinics. The task of the
Committee will be to consider the;

1. Development of movable equipment list and allocation
of limited capital resources to competing interest
groups (i.e. laboratories, radiology, operating rooms,
clinics).

2. Space utilization aS5ignment of the reduced nu~ber of
general clinic modules/exa~ rooms, and dEvelop~ent of
critieria for consicering the inclusion of a multi
specialty clinic.

3 •

1.} •

Question of how to t~~dle requests for design change.

Planning for occupar=y end for beginning operation in
the ne~ building.

HEALTH SC'::·. CES
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(2)

5. Operatlonal suthority/responsibility and planning
of the new ambulatory surgery suite.

6. Examination of alternate organizational arrangements.

In fulfilling this "assignment the Committee will have the option
of utilizing resources outside the University. The multispecialty
clinic study would be referred to the Patient Care Committee, under
the chairmanship of Dr. Ciriacy. It is anticipated that other study
groups may be needed.

MP/PW/JW/sjg
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I
September 24, 1974

TO: University Clinics Committee

I University Hospitals
IMinneapolis, Minnesota 55455

I

FROM:

Chairman, Department of Medicine
Chairman, Department of Surgery
Chairman, Department of Pediatrics
Chairman, Department of Family Practice
Chairman, Clinical Services
Chairman, Clinical Sciences
Chairman, Out-Patient Committee
Chief of Staff .
Chairman, Health Services Administration

Michael Paparella, }I.D., Chairman, Council of Chiefs of Clinical Services
Paul Winchell, M.D., Chief of Staff, University Hospitals
John H. Westerman, General Director, University Hospitals

c

Now that Building B-C is funded, the various component parts must proceed
with the final planning stages. The components of B-C include Animal Hospital,
Departillent Office Space, Learning Resources Center, Department Research Space
and University Clinics.

Our responsibility is for University Clinics. The task of the Committee
will be to consider the:

1. Development of movable equipment list and allocation of limited
capital resources to competing interest groups (i.e. laboratories,
radiology, operating rooms, clinics).

2. Space utilization assignment of the reduced number of general
clinic modules/exam rooms, and development of criteria for
considering the inclusion of a multispccialty clinic.,...

~ 3. Question of how to handle requests for design change.

4. Planning for occupancy and for beginning operation in the new
building.

HEAL1H SCIENCES
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5. Operational authority/responsibility and planning of the new
ambulatory surgery suite. .

6. Examination of alternate organizational arrangements.

In fulfilling this assig~~ent the Committee will have the option of utilizing
resources outside the University. The multispecialty clinic study would be
referred to the Patient Care Committee, under the chairmanship of Dr. Ciriacy.
It is anticipated that other study groups may be needed.

MP/PW/~{/sds



UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
TWIN CITIES

University Hospitals
; Minneapoiis, Minnesota 551;.55

September 24, 1974

'10: Health SCiences' Plann.ing Carlnit-tee

FRCM: Robert Dickler, Assistant Director, University Hospitals

SUBJECl': Health Sciences Parking Ramp Reception Center and Shuttle Bus

In a11ticipation of the opening of the Cek Street Health Sciences Parking
Rarrp in November, 1974 the School of DP..ntistry and University Hospitals have
been discussing for the past several rrcnths alternative apprOcl.ches to the
operation and organization of the receptio.ll. C8Ilter and shuttle bus services.
The fol10\'1ing attachments are t.."le result of those investigations and
discussions and constitute the basic structure which bot.h units feel are
necessary in relation to those services.

These proposals have been revia..,ed briefly with Dr. Russell V. Lucas as
chaJnren of the Health Sciences ParJr.ing Cmmittee and will 1.:'€ presented to the
full carmittee at its ne-xt meeting. 'Ihis is .in accord with the catlnittee's
charge to provide a v7ork.Ll1g plan. for t.he reception centpr and shutt.Ie bus as
noted in the August 28, 1974 memo fran Dr. Lucas (see attached) •

It should be noted t.h.at even if these proposals are adopted in their prese..nt
fonnat a number of questions still must be addressed, particularly in relation
to the shuttle bus. Briefly, these include sources of funding (reception center
and bus), the tmit responsible for sur::ervisicn of the bus, and the types anc.'1
nurnr..Rr of contracts which will be sold to Health Sciences students and staff. In
addition sane tangentia.l issues to both the reception center ar;d shuttle bus include
the developnent of an appropriate mechanism for referriJ"lg handicapIX:=d patit~nts to
Mayo garage, appropriate signing of the canpus, and the d~'::ilelopnent of ir.L£onnation
materials and handouts for users of the parking facility.

HEALTH SCIENCES



Oak Street. Ramp Recept,ion Center and Shuttle Bus'

-An Op?xational Proposal-

The follCMing d<A-~..nt is intended to briefly outline t.'1e School of Dentistry

and University Hospitals proposals for the operation, fundjng 1 and administration

of the Oak Street Ramp Reception Center and Shuttle Bus.

A. Reception Center

1) Hours of Operation-

a) The Center should be open 24 hours, 7 days a week initially or whatever

hours the rarrp is in operation. Maps and information signs should be located in

the reception center to help patrons reach their destinatim when the Center is

not staffed.

It is recognized that the Reception Center being oJ?€l1 24 hours may

present a security problan. HCMever, it is hoped that University Police can

provide adequate cOverage of this location.

b) The Center should be staffed with one receptionist· fran 7 :30 a.m. -

4: 30 p.m.; Mcnday through Friday. These hours are selected as t...'1ose during which

the majority of patients, outpatients and visitors will enter the Health Sciences

Canplex. Since the center will service incaning rather than outgoing patrons I the

majority of clientele should be serviced.

It is recognized, havever, that Hospitals visitors and others enter the

CCITg?lex after 4:30 p.m. and on weekends. If at a later time it is determined

tha.t volume during other hours is sufficient to justify staffing, an attempt

will be ma.de to provide it.

2) Organizational C~ntrol -

The Reception Center should be operated as a part of University Hospitals

Ccrrrnunication Center. SUch an arrangem..snt will pennit backup staffing during

regular operating hours, vacation and sick leave.

3) Staffing

It is proposed that initially the Reception Cp.nter be staffed by one person

during nonral operating hours.
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4} Scope of KnCMledge cU1d Training

While the School of Dentistry and University Hospitals view the reception

center as essential for adeqJ:iately serving our patients and visitors, it is

recognized that patrons utilizing Oak Street Rarrp facilities will be seeking

destinations throughout the Health Sciences and University campus. It is

therefore prcposed that each Health SCiences Unit designate an individual or

groop of individuals ",no can orient this individual to their facilities and

offices as well as provide maps and other useful information. Contact will also

be made with University SUpport Services concerning general campus info:rmation.

5} Funding

a} Staffing - The University Hospitals and School of Dentistry will joint

ly fund the ltajority of personnel costs of the reception center (percentage

allocation to be determined at a later' date. )

b) Supplies - The Hospitals and SChool of Dentistry \'lill jointly fund

basic infonnation handouts. All specific 'handouts relating to the various units

will have to be provided by those units.

6} Function

The recepticn center should function solely as a reception and information

center. It should not be charged, at least initially, with controlling access

to the shuttle bus ( a separate proposal ) or making detennination of which

patient patrons should park in H3.yO Garage due to handicaps. (Note: Handicap

parking will apply primarily to the Hospital Patients and should be controlled

by both an internal Hospitals mechanism and develor:m:;nt of policies with

University Parking) .

7} Relatimship with University Parking

It is proposed that while the receptim center and parking attendants \"ill

be responsible to different organizatims and fulfill different functions they

should have a close working relaticnship. Such a n~lat.icriShip \'lill be en.i-J.:l11ced

by adequate phcne or illtercan comn.micat:ions between th(~ lccatirns, jointly \<lorking

on policy changes, etc.
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B. Shuttle Bus

1) Hours of Operation -

a) The shuttle bus, initially, should be in operatirn from 7 :30 a.m. to

5: 30 p.m., Monday-Friday. This time period should cover adequately outpatient

patrons as well as the majority of the transient and contract parkers - other

than the hospital.

b) Consideration should be given to extending the hours of operation in

relation to hospital staff and visitor Parking. This decisien is primarily

dePendent on the POtential volurre resulting fran final allocatien of contract

parking space.

2) Route -

a) Initially, the shuttle bus should proceed en ene of two routes depending

on the constructicn phase of Unit B-C., (See attached rrap.)

1. Fran the ramp \'vcst on Delaware St. S.E.; south on Ha..."'Vard St.;
west an Essex St.; north an Unim St; west an the the horseshoe
drive to the wain hospital entrance i and return via the same route
in reverse. Stops would be the parking ramp, Hasonic Manorial
Hospital; Unit A; University Hospitals; and Po..,rell HalL

2. Fran the ramp west on D2lavlare through the horseshoe drive and
return via :pela"'Jare with stops at Unit Ai University Hospitals;
and the comer of Harvard and D2laware for Masonic HospitaL

b) other routes have been considered but do not seem feasible either

because of traffic (Church St.) or physical obstructiens (Heart Hospital canopy) .

3) Number of circuits per hour

It is estimated that a bus can carplete the more extensive route ( 2 a 1

above) in approximately 12 minutes including stops. The direct route CCMn

Delaware (2a2 above) \.,rould be sanewhat shorter (9-10 minutes) .

4) Size of bus

Initially, a full size bus with a paSse."1ger capacity of appra:dmately

C 50 individuals Should be utilized.

5) Number of buses
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Past surveys, relating to hospital outpatient parking indicate a peak load

demand fran 8:30-10:30 and 12:30 - 2:30. In additim, the majority of Dentistry

clinic appoinurents are ITlade for 10:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m. resulting in additiooal

peak demand. It is therefore reccmner~ded that a second bus initially be contracted

for fran 8:30-10:30 and 12:30-2:30. If, after a pericrl of initial operation,

the demand is inadequate to justify two vehicles during these hours it is proposed

that the second bus be eliminated and the contract with M.T.C. be written

accordingly.

6} Operatic:n of bus -

a} It is reccmrended that initially the University contract with M.T.C. for

the shuttle buses needed.

b} An evaluation should be made within the first year of the feasibility

and econanics of purchasing buses and operating this service internally within

the University. Such consideration should include ve,."1.icle capacity needs, coverage

of ill or tardy drivers, replacing inoperative vehicles and financing.

7} Access to the bus -

a} It is proposed that University Hospitals and School of Dentistry patients

and associated individuals have first priority access to the bus. Stment,

staff, faculty, anc. others may use the shuttle bus if space pennits.

b} No fo:rrna.l control mechanism such as tokens, appointment slips, etc.

should be used initially due to the canple..'<ity of such systerns. Rather, it is

hoped that a dual mechanism of signs within the ramp or on the bus indicating

patient priority, as well as t.l1e driver asking patients to board first, '.',ill re

adequate controls.

8} Organizational Control -

It is unclear at t.'1is t.ime which unit or units of the University should

assume responsibility for contracting ~,.,ith and supervising H.T.C .
•

9} Funding" -
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a) Based on June, 1974 r-m: bus rates the shuttle bus will cos·t

approximately $11.25/hour to oPerate. At 14 hours/day (7:30 - 5:30 and four

hours for second bus) the service will cost approximately $800/five day week

or $41,000 for an entire year.

b) While the School of IP-..ntistty and Hospital patrons will be the pr.i.maJ:y

users of the bus it is recognized that the shuttle bus will service all health

science units, and possibly others, as \VeIl. It is therefore proposed that

funding be primarily the responsibili.ty of Dentistry and the Hospitals but that

all units participate to sane extent. Ha.v such costs should be apfOrtirned

at this ti.rre is unclear and will depend largely on the final space utilization

configuration of the ramp.

Note: Huch of the information relating to the shuttle bus costs and routes can

be obtained fran Roger O. Russ - Transit Coordinator for t.~e University.



HEALTH SCIENCES PLANNING OFFICE
MINUTES OF THE HEALTH SCIENCES PLANNING COMMITTEE

DATE:

PLACE:

September 25, 1974

Room 300 - Morrill Hall

MEMBERS PRESENT: Vice President Lyle French; Vice President James
Brinkerhoff; Mr. Clinton Hewitt; Dean Mellor Holland;
Dean Lawrence Weaver; Mr. Tom Jones; Mr. Rex Singer;
Mr. Paul Kopietz; Mr. Eugene Kogl; Ms. Virginia Lewis;
Mr. Paul Maupin; Mr. John Westerman; Ms. Barbara Redman

VISITORS PRESENT: Mr. Bob Dickler

MEMBERS ABSENT: Dean Erwin Schaffer; Dr. E. Wayne Drehmel; Dean Lee
Stauffer; Mr. Bill Bowen; Dr. Milton Trapold; Mr. Dave
Preston

(,

Progress Report on Building A - Paul Kopietz

At present all floors are occupied or ready for occupancy except 50% of
the 18th floor. Completion of the 18th floor has been delayed due to
casework problems with Hamilton; however, it should be completed by
October 1, 1974. Hamilton casework problems may result in legal action,
and it was suggested that Hamilton should not be considered as a Building
Blc bidder.

There is some clean-up work to be completed related to problems with
environmental rooms.

Status Report on Health Sciences Parking Ramp - Paul Kopietz

Mr. Kopietz reported all concerned parties are moving cautiously on
settlement of the law suit related to the structural problems of the
Health Sciences Parking Ramp. The general prime contractor will do
no further work until these problems are resolved. The Architects
Collaborative's insurance carrier, CNA, is responsible to cover the
costs of repairs, loss of income, and damages which will amount to
several million dollars. It was also pointed out that costs are
increasing rapidly with further delay, and every effort should be
made for a meeting of all concerned parties to begin negotiations
as soon as possible. Structural repairs could be completed by
January 1, 1975, if a settlement is made soon with CNA and TAC.
Phase II construction is contingent on settlement; completion of
Phase II is estimated to be April 1, 1975, providing an agreement is
reached in the near future.



Parking Ramp Shuttle Bus Service - Bob Dick1er

Mr. Dick1er presented a progress report on the proposed Oak Street Ramp
Reception Center and Shuttle Bus in behalf of the Health Sciences Park
ing Committee. He provided Committee members with handouts of the pro
posal that is to be reviewed by the Parking Committee at their next meet
ing. The School of Dentistry and University Hospitals have indicated
the pressing need to initiate a working plan for utilization of the Oak
Street Ramp to accommodate patients and visitors to the Health Sciences.
The proposal addressed itself to operational, funding, and administrative
issues, and the proposed route of the shuttle bus service.

Building B/C Planning Report - Paul Maupin

The University is presently negotiating with The Architects Collaborative
to amend architectural fee structures of the original 1968 contract for
Building B/C. Mr. Maupin indicated these negotiations should reach an
agreement very shortly.

Funding: $7.9 million has been approved for Building B/C construction
grant by H.E.W.; $14.0 million state matching appropriations have been
committed; and the remainder of the $33.0 million project will be funded
by private sources.

Mr. Maupin stated that all change orders or modifications to the design
of Building B/C shall be funded by departmental funds.

CPMI, cost consultants, have been contracted to provide cost management
services. Their analysis should be received within two weeks indicating
updated costs and possible alternate deducts which would not hamper the
operational adequacy of the facility.

Time Framework: The H.E.W. guidelines dictate that all design phases
and construction contracts must be awarded within twelve months from
the date of grant approval. Mr. Maupin cautioned that the project must
move as expeditiously as possible in order to meet the H.E.W. deadlines.

Advertising for ECX bids is scheduled for September 26, 1974, and will
be awarded October 24, 1974. ECX must begin prior to December 14, 1974,
in compliance with the Certificate of Need.

Purchase of steel is scheduled for January, 1975.

Multiple prime contracts will be awarded in July of 1975.

Building B/C completion and occupancy - January, 1977.



University Clinics Committee - John Westerman

Mr. Westerman presented an informational handout explaining the charge
of the newly formed University Clinics Committee. This committee will
adress itself to the final planning stages for University Clinics.

(.,

NEXT MEETING: NOVEMBER 20, 1974
8:30 A.M.
REGENTS ROOM
MORRILL HALL



Office of the Dean

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA . School of Dentistry
TWIN ClliES i 136 Owre Hall

Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

HEALTH SCIENCES SPACE PLANNING COMMITTEE
October 8, 1974

Those present at the meeting of the Health Sciences Space Planning Committee
on Tuesday, October 8, at 2:00 P.M. were: Mary Jo Anderson

Wayne Drehmel
Mellor Holland
Thomas Jones
Arnold Lazarow
Virginia Lewis
Paul Maupin
Barbara Redman
Rex Singer

The charge of the committee as given in the memo to the committee from
Dr. Lyle A. French on September 5, 1974 is as follows:

Upon recommendation of the Council of Deans and Directors, I am requesting
that you serve as a member of a newly formed Health Sciences Space
Planning Committee. This committee will serve to provide advice and
recommendations regarding Health Sciences space considerations.

The major task facing your committee at the present time is an update
of space allocations as presented in the Health Sciences Master Plan
of 1967 in relation to Health Sciences unit needs and current facility
construction plans, i.e., B/C construction with subsequent reallocation
of portions of Mayo complex facilities.

Also, of immediate concern is need for recommendations regarding alloca
tion of space in the newly acquired Marlin Apartment. Use of this space
has been requested by several Health Sciences units.

The committee is to formulate ~pace recommendations and send them on to the
vice-president's office. The committee is not a final policy maker or decision
making committee, but is to act as a representative of all units. The committee
is to be evaluating all requests received. It is assumed that vacated space
outside of the Jackson-Owre-Millard area is included in the charge to the
committee. Allocation of space in Units B/C is not included in the committee's
charge. Unidentified requests for space would still course through the Space
Management Office. Virginia Lewis would bring this to the committee for action.

As Paul Maupin stated, what would come to the committee is what couldn't be
handled within the individual schools. In other words, when a school couldn't
solve their needs through available square footage, the need would be brought
to Virginia Lewis and then to the committee. Virginia Lewis stated that a
proposal would come from her office when a space problem crosses school lines.
In making a proposal, she feels that the committee could do bargaining when
space requests cross school lines.



Paul Maupin mentioned that a space utilization study is underway for the Twin
Cities campuses. $125,000 has been allotted for the Twin Cities campuses for
this study. Paul Maupin suggested that it would be better to take the lead
and request that a space audit be done for the Health Sciences. It is his
opinion that over-all space in the Health Sciences is not being utilized as
efficiently as possible.

,
Health Sciences Space Planning Committee
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The subject of the MarIan, Wilshire, and Fenwick Apartments was raised. These
are all presently owned by the University. The School of Pharmacy and CHIP
are already programmed for the Fenwick Apartments.

In the MarIan Apartment the third floor is already programmed for the Office
of Opportunities in Health for Minorities. The basement is programmed for
the Units Blc construction people. In the MarIan Apartment there are two
floors of approximately 3,500 square feet each of useable area left to be
allocated. This consists of four one bedroom apartments per floor and two
efficiencies per floor. Square footage does not include bathrooms but does
include closets. There is $40,000 on hand to start refurbishment of the
MarIan Apartment. Actual renovation of any space has to be done at school
expense. It is anticipated that the $40,000 will cover painting, keying, and
cleaning. The Fenwick and MarIan Apartments are much alike in size and arrange
ment while the Wilshire Apartment is larger.

Paul Maupin felt that spring was about as soon as the Wilshire Apartment could
be vacated. Permission probably won't be received from Vice-President Brinkerhoff
to evict tennants until the need for this space is really determined.

Dr. Lazarow raised the question of whether or not people were really aware of
the possibility of space becoming available. Dr. Lazarow further speculated
on whether the needs in front of the committee were really the most pressing
needs or whether there may be others of which the committee is not aware.

The present requests before the committee are as follows:

School of Nursing: Ten additional offices plus a nursing arts laboratory
(this would include 20 to 30 people) and total approximately 2,000 square feet.

School of Public Health: One floor of the apartment buildings has been
requested which represents approximately 3,500 square feet.

Medical School: Requests from their various departments total approximately
7,000 square feet.

The present requests for space totals approximately 12,500 square feet. As
mentioned before, 7,000 square feet of space is what is available at the present
time.

The MarIan Apartment will be ready for occupancy in approximately 30 days.
Paul Maupin stated that the MarIan, Wilshire, and Fenwick Apartments would
be available for three to five years.
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Tom Jones stated that approximately 20,000 net square feet of space would likely
be available for reassignment in the Mayo building in late 1976 or early 1977.

Paul Maupin made the suggestion of using ratios in allocating the 7,000 square
feet of space which is available.

Barbara Redman brought up the point that some of the request for space may be
padded. She suggested that an effort be made to try to determine whether
or not this has been done.

It was suggested that the three units requesting space at this time be asked
to submit further documentation, in tabulated form, of their proposed use of
the space requested. Wayne Drehme1 will contact the various departments of
the Medical School requesting space to ask them to submit the further documenta
tion and will act as a clearing house for the information they submit. Barbara
Redman and Rex Singer will see that the information is prepared for their
respective areas. The documentations will be submited to Mel Holland's office
in advance of the next meeting.

MRH:ajm
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OCTOBER IS, 1974

TO:
FROM:
SUBJECT:

UNIVERSITY CLINICS COMMITTEE

BoB DICKLER

EDUCATIONAL JUSTIFICATION & RATIONALE FOR UNIT B-C

AT THE OCTOBER 10, 1974 MEETING I \~AS REQUESTED TO DRAW TOGETHER THE MOST
RECENT DISCUSSIONS OF EDUCATIONAL PROG~V;S A~TI HOW THEY y!ILL FUNCTION IN
UNIT B-C. IN ACCORD i'IITH THAT REQUEST THE, FOLLO\~ING DJCUJ!icNTS ARE PROVIDED:

D

2) JUST1FICATION ~F B-C SP~CE; DE?AR~)~NT OF FU1ILY PRACTICE
AND LOj/j'1UmTY jEALTH~ EBRUA~,( 25, 1974

3) §VAILA13Il ITY OF 8EsQ.URCES FOR [UNrCAl STUDIES; UNIT B-C
RANT ApPLICATION; APRIL L 19/Lt.

4) ~iiLC- OUTPATIENT CLINICS; UNIT B-C GPANT APPLICATIONS;
APRILr;-197'~

IN ADDITIONAL EARLY PLANNING OOCUi-ENTS ~ATING FROf1 1954 ARE AVAILABLE INCLUDING
ALL PREVIOUS GRANT AJ\iD CERTIFICATE OF r:::ED APPLICATIONS •

•



UNIVERSITY OF Hlt-.'NESOTA
MEDICAL 'SCHOOL

Projected Utilization for Medical Education
of Clinlc Exa~ining Rooms in Building B/C

A projectioa is made to 1979-80 concerning the anticipated lJtilization at that
time for medical educational activitie.s in clinic examining rooms of Building B/c.
University of ~1innesota Hospitals has projected a need in 1979-80 for 187 examining
rooms based on app~oximate1y 250,000 patient visits anticipated during that year,
including an average of 5 patient visits per examining room per day of clinic opera
tion.

Enrollment of Undergraduate Nedical Students
The following table provides data on medical student enrollment at the University

of Minnesota He2lth Sciences Center during the current year, 1973-74, and enrollment
expected in 1979-80.

Hedical Student
Year

l-1edical Student
Class

Current Enrollment
1973-1974

E~~ected Enrollment
1979-1980

First Phase A
Second Phase B
Third Phase D3
Fourth Phase D4

Total medical students in metropolitan
Rural Physician Associates, outs tate
Total medical student enrollment

244
244

444. < 224
220

area 932
25

957

239
239

539 <257
247

1017
40

1057

(+35)

Utilization of Clinic Examining Rooms by ~fedical Students
Phase A and Phase B medical students utilize examining rooms intermittently during

the first and second years of medical school in their clinicallY-related courses en
titled Introduction to Clinical Medicine and Student as Physician. For this analysis,
we estimate that, on the average throughout the year 1979-80, approximately 10 student
equivalents from Phase A and/or B will be involved in outpatient clinical activities
in the examining rooms of B/C.

The great bulk of day-by-day medical student utilization of clinic rooms is by
students in Phase D, who are assigned, essentially on a full-tine basis, in block
periods of time to clinical activities, a significant portion of \vhich relates to
outpatie~t experience. We assume that, on the average in 1979-80 as is now the case,
at least 28 percent of. Phase D students will be assigned to clinical activities at
University of Ninnesota Hospitals. We further assun2 that in 1979-80 approximately
60 percent of the clinical experiences of medi~al scudents so assigned will be in the
outpatient units, utilizing clinic examining rooms in Building B/c. Thus, of 539
Phase D students, on the average 151 will have continuing daily educational experience
at University Hospitals; of that number, 91 Phase D students will utilize
91 B/c clinic examining rooms, or about one-half of the 187 rooms projected to accom
modate outpatient visits in 1979-80. These numbers of Phase D students in residence
at the ECQ1th Sciences Center and utilizing clinic rooms represent a 23% increase ov~r

comparable figures for the current year.

•
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Daily Work Load of Hedical Students, Housestaff and Facultv in Clinic Examining Rooms

In 1979-80, on the average, one-half of the examining rooms will be utilized
by Phase D medIcal students who, at their various levels of limited experience
and educational background, are able to function significantly less efficiently
and rapidly than ~ore experienced housestaff and faculty. In a teaching environ
ment, a Phase D student will usually need about 1.5 hours to perform adequately
a complete "workup" on a L'niversity Hospital patient, plus an additional 1.0
hour for teaching review with or by one or more staff members, further consulta
tion with the patient and appropriate disposition of the clinical problem. Thus,
occupied 2.5 hours per average teaching out?atient, one student examining room
accommodates about 3 such patient workups and related teaching exercises in 7.5
hours, leaving about one-half hour in an eight-hour day for room preparation and
changes of occupants.

In the remaining one-half of the eX28ining rooms, housestaff physicians
(interns and residents) and medical faculty will be simultaneously learning, teach
ing and providing medical service as they care for an average of 7 patients per day
per.room. generally these moree}~erienced physicians work in the outpatient set
ting considerably more rapidly and efficiently than do medical students, although,
due to intermingled teaching activities and frequently very complicated patient
problem~, less so than many e~erienced physicians in a non-teaching practice •.

Although specific clinics at University Hospitals are scheduled at various
times, with monthly and seasonal variations in schedules, on an annual basis we
may anticipate distribution of 91 Phase D sedical students among the several clinics
in the following manner: 11 in Family Practice, 25 in Internal }Iedicine and Medical
Specialties, 15 in Pediatrics and Pediatric S~ecialties, 15 in Obstetrics-Gynecology
and related specialties, 10 in Psychiatry, Neurology and related specialties, and
15 in Surgery and Surgical Specialty fields.

In summary, in this educational setting, an average of 10 outpatients will be
cared for in each 2 examining roo~ of the 187 available roo~s in 1979-80, providing
service for a total of 250,000 patient visits during the year. Working in this
manner in the clinic, on a daily average basis, will be 10 Phase A and B Qedical
students, 91 Phase D medical students, ap?roximately 70 hOlisescaff physicians and
20 faculty physician-teach~rs~ for a total of 191 IDccical personnel in 187 examining
rooms .

For brevity, this analysis of educational use of clinic exam1n1ng rooms has
focused only on undergraduate medical students, and, to a lesser extent, on clinical
graduate students and related faculty. T~e present analysis does not consider the
extensive but variable use made of clinics in educational programs by numerous
other health science students, including students of nursing, clinical pharmacy,
occupational therapy, physical therapy, clinical psychology and other allied health
fields, as well as their related faculty teachers.

" .
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JUSTIFIcnTION OF B.C. SPACE

UNDETIGRAD02\TE EDUCATION

Phase A 120 students ~ Introduction
to Clinical Medicine

Introduction to Clinical Medicine 
24 weeks - 12 weeks ambulatory

12 weeks in-patient

One patient/week x 12 weeks x 120 = 1440 pat.ie'!lt visits

6 patients/day x 12 days x 60

Phase B 210 students
25% on campus = 60 students

= 4320 pat.ient visits

Phase D 120 students - G week preceptorship
50~ on campus = 60 students

60 students @ 8 -patients per-day

33 days in 6 week preceptorship, =15840 patient visits

EI'IC :glj
2/25/74

TOTi\L . .-21600 patient

,

• '.L.
V1Sl.L.S
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Gradeatc Education

JUS~JVICATION OF B.C. SPACE

18 Residents (6 for. each of 3 years)

First year - G residents - 1/2 daY/'i~'eek - 4 po.ticnts/one-half day

6 x 4 x 52 = 1248 patient visits

Second and Third Year - 12 Residents @ 40% time for 18 of 24 months

12x 0.4 x 18/24 = 3.6 full time equivalent residents
in the Clinic all the time

3.6 x 16 patients per day - 57.5 per day
;~~ 1 ...~'S'

57.5 x 22 = 1267 patients per month

1267 x 12 = 15,204 patient visits per year

J.:;.:c: gl j
2/7.5/74

'TOTAL • • • • • 1,248

15,204_

16,452
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JUSTIFICATION OF D.C. SPACE

Patient Visits Required

Undergraduate

Graduate

B.C. - 30 offices (exam)

5 patients/day/exam room

21,600

16,1152

38,052

5 x 30 x 22 x 12 - 39,600 visits/year

EOC:g1j
2/25/74

"
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Availability of Resources for Clinical Studies.
The num~ers and types of patients required, under normal conditions
for the tenching of the clinical sciences in the ambulatory setting
provided for in Unit Blc are developed through analysis of medical
students assigned to the clinical services in the Health Sciences
Center.

Phase A and Phase B medical students, utilizing examining rooms
intermittently during the first and second years of medical school
in their clinically related courses entitled Introduction to
Clinical Medicine and Student as a Physician, will, on ~he average,
nu~ber 10 student equivalents in outpatient activities in the
examining rooms of Unit B/c.

The great bulk of day-by-day medical student utilization of clinic
rooms is by students in Phase D, who are assigned, essentially
on a full-time basis, in block periods of time to clinical
activities, a significant portion of which relates to outpatient
experience. At le~st 28 percent of Phase D students will be assigned
to clinical activities at University of Minnesota Hospitals at
anyone time. The remainder of the students in this Phase will be
assigned to experiences in the affiliated hospitals. Approximately
60 percent of the clinical a~periences of medical students so
assigned at the Health Sciences Center will be in the outpatient
units utilizing clinical examing rooms in Unit B/c. Thus, of 539
Phase D students, on the ave~age 151 will have continuing daily.
e~ucational experience at University Hospitals; of that number
91 Phase D students will be engaged in experience in the ambulatory
clinics.

p~~bulatory patient needs projected for medical students in Phase A
and B are for two patients per week:

Number of
Students

Patient Visits No. of
Required/week weeks

No. of
Patients

Phase A

Phase B

239

239

478

478

·30

45

14,340

21,510

Total patient visits needed for these phases of the cirriculum per
year number 35,850.

Pha.se D students should attend one "new" patient each day in the
a~~ulatory cl~nics and follow-up approximately five patients daily
~1th the housestaff and faculty.
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~~ Number of Patient Visits No. of No. of
Students Required/week days Patients

Phase D 91 546 255 139,230

" In support of these students experiences, a need for 175,080 patient
visits to the ambulatory clinics in Unit B/C annually is projected.

The A(tached chart, Table I, provides outpatient statistics for the
clinics which will be located in Unit B/C.

In considering the projected patient population which will be served
in the B/C unit outpatient facilities it is not possible to project
specifically and with total accuracy what the origin patterns will
be. This is due to a variety of factors including the impact of
socioeconomic factors, geography, transportation, financing, etc.,
upon referral and utilization; a changJng enphasis from inpatient to
outpatient care; changes in medical technology; and the large service
area of the University. What can be provided at this time, however,
is the best possible information on t~e basis of historical trends
and considered judgment of the impact of changes in health care.

In co~sidering patient origin, a distinction is made between primary
care and specialty care resources. Family practice, as the major
provider of primary care, can be expected to continue to draw the
~~jority of its patients from the in~ediate environs of the Univer
sity and thus serve as a local community health resource. On the
basis of current projections family practice will, for the 1980-81
year have approximately 39,000 patient visits.

The remaining clinics will continue to provide services primarily
to a patient population referred by other health providers.

As indicated earlier, the patient origin statistics (~~cluding

fanily practice) reflect that approxinately 58% of outpatients are
fran the seven county metro area, 29% from the remainder of
Minnesota, and 13% from outside the state or country. On the basis
of these figures, past trends and the increasing emphasis on out
patient care, it is anticipated that an increase of about 134,000
patient visits will take place by 1981, reflecting substantially the
sane patient origins with a slight increase from out-state areas.
Patient origin figures remaining stable, an additional 6,000 patients
will be from the metropolitan area.

Table II, attached, prOVides outpatient data for major metropolitan
hospitals with which the University maintains affiliation agreements.

c
Table III, provides occupancy information for the major affiliated
hospitals. Most hospitals have experienced a significant trend

..
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toward decreasing length of patient stay, and increased use
of outpatient facilities.

Table IV, provides a tabulation of teaching beds by hospital
location and by service.

,
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'ACTUAL Ah~ PROJECTED CLINIC VISIT--Clinics to be Moved

to Building BIc

t _h

),

f'JJ

SF,VICE

Actual Projected

169- 70 70-71 71-72 72-73 I .. '73-74 74.. 75 75-76 76-77 77-78 78-79 79-80 60-a1 81-82 1
AU;lIOI.OGY 3,824

CLIN. PSYCH. 674

D!:::;-;AL CLINIC 7,267

Drr;MATOI.OGY 3,312

E.N.T. 6,564

fir; 16,885

4,030

774

7,447

2,983

7,273

17,351

4,119

1,613

7,266

4,410

8,836

19,401

4,363

1,365

3,879

5,331

10,232

20,665

4,581

1,370

4,034

6,663

. H,255

21,078

4,810 5,050

1,/,11 '1,453

4,195 4,J6i

8,328 9,993

12,J80 ~3,618

21,1,49 . 21,928

5,302 5,832

1.554 . 1,709

4,536 4,717

11,991 14,389

14,979 17,525

22,366 25,049

6,415 7,056 7,761

1.879 2.067 2,273

4,905 5;101 5,305

17,266 20,719 23,826

20,504 22,144 23,915

28,0>4 30,298 . 32,721

8,537

2,500

5,517

26,208

25,828

34,634

Fk'j[ LY PIV\C. 325 2,821 ~,056 5,881 8,527 10,658 13.322 19,316 28,008 39,7.11 39,000 39,000

19,560 21,156H:DIC ll'E

t-:[l'P,OJ,OGY

Hr,UOSURGERY

10,408

5,516

3,016

11,157

5,558

3,404

12,397

7,252

3,857

12,071

7,196

. /.,193

12,433

7,483

4 ..392

17.,806

7,782

" ,611

13,189

8,093

4,e41

13,584

8,41(,

5,083

16,300

9,678

5,591

11,129

6,150

12,241

6,765

23,667

13,465

7. B8

26,033

14,811

7,744

I....
W
'-I
I

. {JE-cn;

OI<THOPEDICS

PfDL\TR1CS

rr.C:CTOLOGY

PS'ICl!lA!RY

S1!PCERY

12,647

3,685

10,593

893

.5,120

5,046

15,732

4,129

11,961

975

5,490

5,291

15,077

4,467

14,1,60

1,1113

5,288

6,290

15,639 '

4,452

14,126

1,254

4,544

7,307

16,420

4,585

14,549

1,379

4,550

7,964

17,2 /,1

4,722

14,985

1,516

4,686

8,680

18,103

4,863

15,434

1,668

4,826

9,461

19,008 20,338

5,009' 5,610

15,897 19,076

1,835 2,201

5,163 5,679

10,312 12,168

21,761 22,849

6,283 6,78 /,

22,89,1 26,325

2,641 3.169

6,246 6,870

14,358 16,22 /•

23,963

7,326

30,272

3,644

7,557

18,333

25,192

7,912

34,812

4,190

8,312

20,716 I

URfJ!.OCi.' , ~ 2,900 3,133 3,461 3,634 _3,815 4,005 4 J 205 ---!!..t..~~ 4',904 _5,198 5,509 5,8D

TOTAL 99.304 106,780 121,870 124,134 132,251 141,994 151,545 162,562 189,719 222,954 254,177 275,795 297,835

% Chan.:o from
previous YClIr 7.6% 14.1% 1.9% 6.5% 7,/,% 6.7% 7.3% 16.7% 17.5% 14.0% 8.5%

TABlE I

8.0%
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OUTPATIENT VISITS

e)
ServJce

University of
Minnesota Hospitals

1972-73

l1ennepin County
General Hospita~

1972-73

St. Paul-Ramsey
Hospital

1971

Veterans Administration
Hospital

1972

*Includea medical specialties
**Includes surgical specialties

Audiology
Cllnlc~1 Psychology
Dental ClinIc
Dermatology
Ear, Nose & Throat
Eye
Fnmily Practice
Medicine
Neurology
Neurosurgery
Obstetrics and

Gynecology
Orthopedics
Pediatrics
Proctology
l'uychlatry
~Juq;('ry

UrolClgy
Cardiac
&nergency Receiving
Physical Medicine &

Rehabilitation
Vascular
Other
Radiation Therapy
Tumor
Oncology (Masonic)
Trauma
Prothrombin

TOTAL

4,363
1,365
3,B79
5,331

10,232
20,665
4,056

13,7£9
7,196
I~ , 183

15,639
li,452

'15 t 894
1,25/•
li,54 /i
6,272
3,461

19,621

3,01i2

352
1,152
1.035
5,477

157,234

6,764 2,357
4,060 4,266 4,550
7,385 5,242 5,910
9,087 8,481 8,135 .

20,519 16,2l11 27,965
2,784 3,297 2,530

980 1,280

10,8l11 13,848
ll,986 10,489 7,210 I

~

15,952 10,100 w
00

1,350 510 1,760 I

30,169 2,395
5,.953 . 7,059 7,980
J,329 4,971 5,710

2,008 2,035
66,068 73,434

733 788
3,962 884
3,962(birth control) 2.025 48.248(ancillary lab

and support
936 service)

4,347
1,139

105,107 90,894 77,280

TABLE II
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1973 AVEP~GE INPATIENT OCCUPfu~CY RATE

Hennepin
Univ. of County St. Paul Veterans Mount North-
Minnesota General Ramsey Admin. Sinai western
Hospitals Hospital Hospital Hospital Hospital Hospital

72.6% 82.5% 62.7% 75.7% 75.1% 81. 3%

TABLE III

..

'..
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AVAILABILITY OF P£SOt~CES FOR CLINICAL STUDIES

EXISTING TEACHING BEDS

Hennepin
Univ. of County St. Pau1- Veterans Mount
Minn. General Ramsey Admin. Sinai Northwestern

Servtce poslli tals~ Hospital Hospltnl~ _Hospital J!()sJ?i_till ___~()Gl'J tal----
Anesthc:::iology 4
Clinical Research 11
Dentistry 3
Dermatology 8 5
Family Practice 12
Gynecology 1~3 12

SOlHedicine 130 138 128 2691 150
Neurolo8Y 38 24 84
Neurosurgery 31 If

Obstetrics 20 31 18 I
t-'

Ophthalmology 2/~ 4 .&'-,
0

Orthopedics 28 40 I

o to 1a ryngo logy 16 6
Pediatrics (general), 126 553 443
Pediatrics (newborn) 31
Physical Medicine (adult) 20 11.* 38*
Physical Medicine (peda) 20
Psychiatry (adult) 49 20* 85 107*
PHychiatry (peds) 18
R.:ld:1.l1 tion Therapy 5
Surgery 129 59 1702 374 2 452

• Urology 23 10
Nursery 24
Other S(rB)

TOTAL 789 432 467 872 95 150

I-Includes Medical Specialties 2-Includes Surgical Specialties
* Indicates combined total adult andcbhild

3-Includes Newborn

TABLE IV
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Thus, Unit Blc is critical to planning for the improvements
required to sustain quality animal care services to underpin
the educational activities of this major acad~~ic Health'
Sciences Center.

Space Logic

In making the decision to select the portions of Unit Blc to
be finished the functions considered absolutely necessary for
student learning were determined. This resulted in a facilities
program which included outpatient clinic space, general teaching
areas, a learning resources center, a Central Core Animal Care
facility and support areas for teaching faculty.

1. Outpatient Clinics

By 1979, 539 third and fourth year medical students will
be enrolled in Phase D, the highly clinically-oriented
portion of the curriculum of the Medical School. Of
these students, 490 will be active in regular full-time
clinical teaching programs of the Medical School. Of
that number, it is estimated that, at anyone time,
90-100 medical stud~nts will be located for learning
experiences in the outpatient cli~ic facility. Current
outpatient facilities cannot acco~uodate this teaching
load and nwr.bers of s·tudents. The number of examing
rooms is inadequate. The rooms are small, cramped,
inefficient and in many cases, obsolete. Various
departmental clinics are geographically separated, an
unfortunate situation resulting in fragmentation of
teaching. Cormnunica tion modal i ties are poor. There is
an almost total lack of seminar rooms and teaching space.
Hallways, patient waiting rooms, and nurses' stations
necessarily are now used for discussions of patients and
problems and for teaching of students.

In 1969-70 there were 99,304 outpatient visits· in those
selected University of Ninnesota Hospitals Clinics which
are planned for the proposed Unit B/c. These figures
do not include visits to those clinics (e.g., cardiovas
cular, cancer, and emergency receiving) which are not
planned for Unit Blc and remain in other areas of the
Health Sciences Center. By 1972-73 this corresponding
number had risen to 124,134. Based upon a conservative
rate of increase, it is estinated that by 1980 there
will be 275,000 outpatient visits. Continued use of
current inadequate. antiquated facilities will markedly
inhibit this projected growth in patient population,
which is vital to fully implQ~ent curricular develop
ment and to provide teaching opportunities for the
greatly increased number of medical students.

..
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Current facilities are functionally obsolete and do
not lend themselves to renovation. The clinics lack
air ·conditioning in most places. Waiting facilities
are poor. Cramped quarters in some clinics require
patients to wait in major, heavily-travelled hallways,
a condition cited for remedy by the Joint Commission
in Accreditation of Hospitals. Patient traffic patterns
are poor and, because of archaic architectural design,
canhot be effectively improved. One large clinic'
operates in an old dormitory building separated from
other major clinic operations. Patient must move
relatively large distances for use of support facili
ties. Record retrieval is difficult because of lack
of an adequate materials transportation system. Ancil
lary support services are poorly arranged, resulting
in inordinate travel and loss of time for patients,
staff, and students.

Two hundred and twenty-eight exa~ining rooms in total
are planned for the new outpatient facilities. One
hundred fifty-six examining roo~s are planned as
finished space in this request. ~his total includes
general clinic modules, specialty modules, and the
Family Practice Clinic. This compares with the
present 102. The numbers of examining rooms for the
new building is based on an analysis of part and pro
jected growth rates of eac1:1 clinic. "Optimal utiliza
tion" (or maximum) of five 'patients per examining ·room
per clinic day for each clinic ~odule was the standard
used for analysis of examining room needs. This
standard was based on present utilization statistics
and was substantiated by time studies. Based on
projected growth rates, optimal utilization will be
realized two to three years post-occepancy. The two
hundred and twenty-eight rooms are planned to meet
the projected patient load for this unit expected in
the 1980's. This is consistent with the design in
tention to acco~~odate approxi~ately 90-100 medical
students receiving instruction in the clinic at any
one time, by the assignment of one medical student
per two examining rooms. This ratio is generally
accepted for a busy teaching oetpatient clinic where
students at all levels and fac'..:lty are actively
engaged in teaching and patient care. I t is consistent
with experience of senior faculty intensively involved
with the instruction of undergraduate medical students.

The size and configuration of the exa~ining rooms was
determined by studies conducte:: ,-:ith mock-up models
under simulated conditions of interactions among
student, faculty, patient and s~pporting personnel.

r
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The ex~mining rooms and the clinic modules are designed
to facilitate optimal student/patient staff interaction
in this teaching setting.

In order to provide an optimal setting for student learning.
seminar rooms are included in clinic modules. This allows
increased interaction among faculty, student and patient
and the availability of ancillary support close to the
center of the learning experience. Specialty modules are
planned for services in Audiology, Otolaryngology, and
Ophthalmology. The major portion of the teaching programs
in these specialties requires an outpatient setting. The
clinic modules are designed to facilitate the specialized
teaching programs.

An ambulatory treatment center, which includes minor
surgery operating rooms with associated support facilities,
is included for the instructiop- of stcdents in minor surg
ical procedures. This provides experience for the student
in the care of patients requiring surgery which relight be
done on an inpatient service but which could be more
effectively and economically perforced in a suitable out
patient facility.

Provision will be made for appropriate anenities conducive
to efficient, modern, personal care of patients including
good communication systems, adequate transportation.
functionally-designed patient-flow patterns, adequate
waiting room space, and central air-conditioning. Support
faCilities, which include an outpatient pharmacy, clinlca~

laboratory, radiology section, and an outpatient business
office and reception area, are provid.ed and are so located
to promote easy patient and student access.

An entire floor is to be occupied by the Family Practice
Clinic and is designed to provide a codel for the student
participation in comprehensive health care. The clinic
is designed as a complete entity in itself to simulate
a physician's office practice in the co~~unity. It is
designed to accomplish investigation of newer, more
innovative methods of patient care delivery and student
instruction in health care systems. In order to facilitate
faculty-student interchange and promote learning in the
important specialty of Family Practice, the faculty
offices and departmental teaching space are located in
Unit B/C.

,



A Ccrrpo.site l'1T'bulatOl:Y Care Issues List

I. Role of A~ulatoI1' Care

A. SUpport of Education - Graduate and Undergraduate

B. SUpport of Research

C. Medical Staff Eccncrn.ic Support

D. SUpport of Inpatient Service

E. Canpre~ensive and Ccntinuing Care

F. D3velq:rner.t of new delivery m:dels

II. Operational Issues

A. Organization

1. 100+ sp2cialty and sub-specialty clinics

2. ?>1ultiple lines of aut.'1ority and responsibility

a. r.le:1ic.al Staff

b. Nursir.g

c. Hospital A...-~istratiQ"1

d. Academic Units

e. SuPFO:::t Services

B. Financing

1. Losses

2. Dual Charge hospital - !-1edical Staff charges

3. Billing arra.'1.gare.'1.ts

4. Capital pjnancing

6. Legislative f~'1.ds

C. Incentive systems

1. PaticI1t ince..'1tivos to seek care

2. H2dico.l Staff

a. fic:o.l'..cial

/' .
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b. Pranotian

c. Clinical C11iefs Attitudinal Support

D. Fiiucation

1. Graduate Hedical

2. Undergraduate !-1edical

3. ~Ursing

4. other

E. Researcl1 clinics

1. Staff

2. COst

3. Volume

F. Scheduling

1. Walk-in clinics

2. Beh;een clinics

G. Facilities

1. Allocation of space and tirre

2. S[.>E:cial space

3. Assessment of needs

4. Funding

H. other

1. Access

a. Referral relations

b. Camrunity relations

2. Parking

3. Jlncillary D2pt. relations
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&13ULATORY Cr-\RE 8EORGAN rZ/jT ION STUDY PROPOSAL

lNTENT OF STUDY

THE INTENT OF THE STUDY IS TO PROVIDE THE NECESSARY INFORi'1ATIOi~ THROUGH ~\IHICH

TrlE UNIVERSITY CLINICS CO~~lITTEEI AND OTHER INVOLVED PARTIES, CAN EVALUATE THE

r·1ERITS OF VARIOUS M-1BULATORY CARE ORGANIZATIONAL FORi'lS. SUCH INFORtvlATION \'IILL

lMEN BE UTILIZED TO TRY AND RESOLVE THE PROBLEM STATE.~ENT:

"How CAN THE UNIVERSITY HOSPITALS, MEDICAL STAFFI HEALTH SCIENCESI

A~ID OTHER RELATED PARTIES ORGANIZE ~DST EFFECTIVELY TO FULLFIL THE

GOALS, OBJECTIVES, AND ROLES OF THE A"SULATORY CARE PROGRAr'1?"

SlUDY ,SPPROACH

I I SCOPE - THIS STUDY ~'IILL LIt·HT ITSELF TO THOSE Al>iGULATORY CARE ACTIVITIES

~ NO',~ OCCURRING ItfITHIN, OR IN DIRECT RELATION TO, UNIVERSITY HOSPITALS I

IHCLUDED IN THESE Pf\RJ.'\JliETERS ARE ALL P;:;ESENT OUTPATIENT CLINICS, flDST

RESEARCH CLINICS, LEGISLATIVE SPECIAL OR SEMI-AUTONOrDUS DEPARTI~ENTAL

CLI mCS I AND E~,ERGENCY SERVI CES. THIS IS NOT TO SAY THAT ALL SUCH

ACTIVITIES vnLL BE INCLUDED Ir~ ONE FINAL ORGAiHZATION. RATHER, IT

SIi·1PLY RECOGiH ZES THAT THEY SHOULD BE ANALYZED AS fv1AJOR FACTORS IN

T:-lE DELI'v'ERY OF Aj'1BULATORY CARE I

IN ADDITIOi~, SOr"lE ANALYSIS SHOULD BE PURSUED ON THE RELATIONSHIP OR

INCLUSIQi-J P,T A FUTURE DATE OF OTHER ;';\SULATORY C.~RE ACTIVITIES IN THE

PROPOSED ORGANIZJ.\TIOI'li\L FORI~S. THESE InCLUDE SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY CLINICS

PRrr·~:W CARE OUTREACH CLINICS (BOTH L':HVERSITY OPERATED AND SUPPORTED) I

f1U~TI-SPECU\LTY CLIinCS;AND CLINICS O?;::RATED BY OTHER HEALTH SCIENCES

ACAD8"';l C Urn TS I
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.£I.'1BUlJ\TORY CARE REORGAN IZAII ON STUOY. PROF'JSAL

t II. 1'IETHOQQLOGY QUIll NE - THE STUDY '.'II II FOllO'.'/ THE APPROAC

I

~ 0ESFSAENNCE,

ALTERNATI VES - CONSEQUENCES DEC ISION f'V\K ING PROCESS I Ii

TrlIS APPROACH REQUIRES THAT THE SPECTR~1S OF ALTER~L4TIVE ORGANIZATIONAL

F08~S BE ANALYZED AS TO THEIR PROBABLE CONSEQUENCES IN A VARIETY OF PRE-

DETE~~INED AREAS OF CONCERN, THESE AREAS OF CONCERN INCLUDE BOTH FULFILL-

~1ErH OF BROAD GOAL AND OBJECTIVE STATHlENTS AS ViELL AS SPECIFIC PROBLEM

Ar~D ISSUE AREAS, ATENTAII VE LI ST OF AREAS OF CONCERN ARE AS FOLLO'tlS:

tlL ROLE OF /\i'1BULATORY CARE

I) EDUCATION - U~mERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE

2) RESEARCH

3) SERV ICE - ACCESS IBILI TY, COST, QUALI TY, COrlVEN I ENCE , EFF ICI ENT

"

,

COHDREHENSIVE, ETC,

4) NEW DELIVERY rDDELS

5) DEPARTt-\Er~T SUPPORT

6) OTHER

11- £lli2BLEt1 AND ISSUE AREAS

1) FRAGHENTED LINES OF AUTHORITY AND RESpm~SIBILTY .A!''(JNG AND i~ITHIN

CLINICAL ACTIVITIES

2) FINANC ING - EXPENSE, REVENUE, BILLI NG SYSTEfvlS, CONTROL, LEG ISLAT IVE

FUNDS, ETC,

3) INCENTIVE SYSTEMS - TO PROVIDE A~ SEEK CARE

4) SUPPORT AND Ar~CI LLARY SERVI CES

5) RESEARCH CLINICS

6) INFORMATION PROCESSING SYSTEl'~S

7) SCHEDULI fiG
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JI:'3ULATORY CAF'.E REORGAN IZAT1ON STUDY V'RCPOSAL

8) LEVELS OF CARE - H1ERGENCY, PR WARY REFERRAL

g) FACI LITI ES

10) f.1EDIcAL AND PROFESSIOWI,L STAFF ORGANIZATION

11) Hosp. ITALS ROL E AND ORGAN IZATIOi';

12) OUTREACH EFFORTS ArID C0r11UNITY - REFERRAL RELATIONS

13) LEGAL - LIABILITY, AUTONOfW / ETel

THIS APPROACH REQUIRES EXPLORATION OF THE FULL RANGE OF ALTERNATIVE

ORGAi'llZATIONAL FORi·iS PRIOR TO CONSIDERl\TION OF THE CONSEQUENCES OF SUCH

FORi·1S, THEN, EACH CAN BE EVALUATED IN LIGHT OF THE AREAS OF CONCERN

LIST (yfHICH fV1AY ~'iELL EXPMm THROUGH THE COURSE OF THE STUDY) I . HHILE IT IS

FEASIBLE TO BEGIN SUCH A STUDY PRIOR TO A FINALIZATION OF THE ROLE AND

OBJECTIVE STATEf·1ErH FOR Ar'lSULATORY CARE, SUCH A STATEMENT I'JUST BE AVA ILABLE

t;...jFrj CONSEQIjFflCES ARE BEING ..&iBl VIED I

I I 1. P~AS IfiG - THE STUDY Dr SCUSSED ABOVE i'~':'.{ BE PURSUED IN EITHER A PHASED

OR AN ALL INCLUSIVE PROCESS,

Iii A PHASED SEQUEI'lCE THOSE SERVICES !"r-:J ACTIVITIES CURRENTLY BEING PERFORJ'I1ED

BY THE Has PITAL COULD BE I NVESTI GATED I:J TERJ'IS OF ALTERNATI VE ORGAN IZATI ONAL

FORi"S \~H ICH f·'\AY FUNCTI ON i'DRE EFFECTI VELY THEr,j CURRENT SYSTEfV1S I UPON

COr·1PLETlON OF THIS STUDY, THE PROFESSIO~JAL STAFF INTERFACE - PRH·1ARILY

r'lED 1CAL STAFF ORGAN IZJ\TI ON-COULD BE PU2S :.JED Arm POSS IBLE CHAriGES SUGGESTED I

Bo~1 PHASES ARE ESSENTIAL IF T.~E ENTIRE CONCEPT OF M'BULATORY CARE DELIVERY IS

TO BE EXPLORED,
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N'1BULATORY CARE REORGAN lZATION STUDY PRCDOSAL

THE ALTERNATI VE PROCESS ISS IfvlPLY TO SIF\ULTANEOUSLY STUDY ALL ELEt'cNTS

NOW INVOLVED IN N,mULATORY CARE DELIVERY - HOSPITALS, MEDICAL STAFF,

PROFESSIONAL STAFF, ETC, V/HILE THIS APPROACH PROVIDES FOR TIMELY CONSIDERA-

TION OF ALL AREAS Or INTERFACE THROUGHOUT THE STUDY, IT DOES EXPAND THE

NUiVlBERS OF VARIABLES vlHICH THE STUDY TEN1 MUST DEAL WITH AT ANY ONE TIfvlE

AND REQUIRE GREATER IM~EDIATE INVOLVEMENT OF MEDICAL STAFF, OTHER ACAD81IC

UNITS, ETC,

IT IS NOT FELT THAT EITHER APPROACH VfOULD DIFFER SUBSTANTIALLY IN TOTAL

TI['iE REQU IRED TO COf/PLETE THE STUDY,
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UNIVERSITY OF f',,1INNESOTA
WIIN CITIES

OCtober 22, 1974

University Hospitals
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

DRAFr

'ill: Dr. Filiatrault
Dr. Lee
Dr. Satran
Dr. Grage
Nancy CInu."1dson

Dr. Ha.\'e
Dr. ~'lilliarns

Dr. Serposs
Beverly Dorsey, R.N.
Greg Kujawa

FRCl-1: John H. Hesterman - ChaL"TIlaIl, University Clinics Ccrrmittee

I v.'Ould like to take tJ"I.is opportunity to ask you to re a member of a Special
Task Force of the University C1L~ics Committee.

'ITIe charge of the Special Task Force is to reca:rrnend to the uec moveable
and fixed equipnent require.tl'1PJT~S for general clLl)ic rcx:ms and public roans
in Build:Llg" B/C. The sf€cific areas for review include:

*C-eneral Exam Rcx::ms
*G=>....neral Treatrrent Roans
*General Consultation Roams
*Clinic Support Rcx:rns - includll:g utility and storage
*Physicia.."1 Dictatim P.oan.s
*Patient Clinic PEception Roaros
*Patient VJaiting Roans
*Other Public Ro::::ms

Due to constrained time liInits, it is proposed treat this Special Task Force
rreet at least on a weekly basis for the neh"t several weeks to finalize recanrrend
atio.~s.

Unless I heeI to the contrary, I will aSSU"'l!2 t.'1at you are '.·;rilling to serve
on trJ.s Special Task Force. Hr. Greg Kujawa, staff t.o WE University Clinics
Cmmittee, will contact you witi'.in the next fevl days to arrange for the first
meeting.

Thank you for your co-cperaticn.

HEALTH SCIENCES
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA i University Hospitals
TVIIN CITIES r.~jnneapolis. Minnesota 55455

" .:

October 22, 1974

TO: Unive.rsity Clinics Comnittee

FRO."!: Greg Kujawa

SLTJECT: Special Task Force of University Clinics Ccmnittee

At the October 17, 1974 meeting of the Dec, I was directed to organize
a Special Task Force. Tne charge of this Special Task Force is to recarrnend
to the Dec moveable and fi..xed equipnent require.'TeI1ts for ger.eral clinic rocrns
a.'1d public rocrns in Building B/C.

The "rrembership of the proposed Special Task Force should include a cross
section of Clinical Services and the 0.ltpatient, Departmental staff.

I proI?Qse t.D..at the folla·,ring Services/D2parme."1ts and individuals be
considered for ffiOTbership on this Special Task Force:

Famly Practice
r-1edicine
NeurolO3Y
OB/GYN
Pediatrics
Psychiatry
Surgery
Outpatient Dept.
ucc Staff

Dr. Louis Filiatrault
Dr. Hobert Hcwe
Dr. >:yaoJJ1g lee
Dr. Prestc.'1 Williams
Dr. I.eo.ll. Satran
Dr. Alall. serposs
Dr. Theo:1ore Grage
BeYerly Dorsey, PN; Nall.CY Qmmdscn
Gre9 Kujawa

If thE above list is acceptable the Dec should designate a c~..airman.

Attached is a draft of an appointment letter for t..'1e task force.



MEMORANDUM

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
TWIN CITIES

School of Public Health
1325 Mayo Memorial Building
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

October 18, 1974

TO: Dr. Mellor Holland, Chairman
Health Sciences Space Planning Committee

SUBJECT: Request for Addi

FROM: Lee D. Stauffer,

al School of Public Health Space

To aid you and your committee in considering space allocations, Rex
Singer has indicated that some amplification of School needs is desirable.
Ways in which the School might use either the balance of the area on the
13th floor of Mayo and/or a floor within the Marlin Apartments are set out
in general terms below. No specific room-by-room plans for either location
have been developed pending the actual assignment of additional space to
the School.

In addition to meeting existing and future needs as outlined below, I
would strongly request that the solutions to those space needs be developed
so as to reduce -- or at least not increase -- the functional problems re
sulting from present space assignment in many locations. Currently the
School is fragmented in eleven locations on campus which produces rather
self-evident problems of communication, lowered efficiency and perhaps most
importantly, difficulty in providing faculty-student accessibility and in
terchange. With this in mind, we would certainly prefer the assignment of
the contiguous space on the 13th floor of Mayo to some remote location.

Present Needs:

- six faculty offices where present multiple occupancy or other
factors render present space unsuitable

- One large combination office-work space for audio-visual specialist

- One audio-visual study carrel space

- Two small conference/classrooms

- Maternal and Child Health Program Space (Director, secretary, re
source/reference space for materials owned and furnished by the
director, student work spaces)

- Space to allow the upgrading of work spaces for clerical person
nel in the Dean's office to improve effectiveness

HEALTH SCIENCES
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Machine room facilities to allow the segregation of noisy acti
vities which now hamper efficient staff and faculty functioning

Additional space is also required for functional storage space
for current records which need to be maintained in controlled
access areas

Short-Range Future Needs:

- Office space to provide for the functional separation of student
service activities and traffic from faculty or other administra
tive areas. This would separate student registration, general
advising, and other student personnel functions and allow for
their centralization and further development which is not easily
possible in view of present physical constraints.

- Three faculty offices for grant-funded positions not now filled
because of recruiting lag

Our present estimate of the area required to house the present and short
range future needs is 4000 to 4500 net square feet. Although this is not a
precise estimate we feel it is sufficiently so to use for your planning and
allocation purposes.

Longer-Range Future Needs:

- The School has grant applications pending, which if approved,would
require some additional offices for full or part-time faculty re
lating to programs now housed in the Mayo tower. The number of such
offices is dependent on the full or partial funding of such grants.

We look forward to hearing from you.



UNiV[T~SITY OF f/iINNESOTA HealU, Ssie!lces Planning Office
l\\'!1'! Cl i IE~_; Do;< IS PO;Q11 Hall

1',103 ['0,:,,11 Il,,11
~,,~j~Hle:lpolis. fl,1inn:~s<Jta 55455

(6J2) 373-8981

t;(1vc;rbC:l~ 12, 197f+

TO:

FlWN:

SUBJECT:

Dr. Hello:c Holland, Ch2' :Lrmail
Health Sciences Space Planning Committee

lUI; .~. Maupin, Chairman
~Llc~;:t:o,,~-OVJre-HjllarJBu:Ll ding Advi,;ory Committee

Healt11 Sciences Space

Thh; letter is to advise you that the Jackson--O,He--l1illard
Building Advisory Committee met on November 6, 197 /+, and
made the following decision which will be of interest to
the Health Sciences Space Planning Committee.

The Hedical School Dean's Office request to occupy first
floor space in Owre Hall was approved. Presently allocated
spaces on the 13th floor of Mayo anJ Centennial Hall will
be vacated by the Dc~an' s Office; therefore, these areas
are referred to the Health Sciences Space Plann.ing Committee
for reallocation.

As you are probably aware, the University Hospitals had re
quested t112 same location on firnt floor of OIHC' Hilll to ex-
pand clinical spaces. It is the rccollimendation of the Jackson
Ovrrc·--}lillarc1 Building Advisory COl1 ..mittee that the University
Hospitals rcqu'2st be g:ivi~n high priority com:icleration in the
rcassignn~ent of spoces vacated by the Hedical School Dean's
Office on 13th f100r of Hayo and Ccntennied. Ha] 1.

PJi'1:nn.

cc: Hr. Clinton ]jeT' it i:

Nr. To": Jo;~c'~;

Ill". Ly le> Frc n eh
Nr. DClvf: Presion
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UNIVERSITY OF Mlf\jNESOTA
TNIN CITIES

Ur:i ;crsity Hospit::lis
Minneapolis, Minnes0U, 55455
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November 18, 1974

TO: t-tr. John v:restennan, C1'..airrnan
!vIs. Beverly Dorsey
Dr. Roby Thanpson
Dr. Robert Ha-le
Ms. Nancy 1\aY Onundson
.tvtr. Cliff Fearing
Io'rr. Robert Dickler

FFO."l: University Clinics Ccrrnittee

SUBJEcr: Fmbulatory Cc-rre Hospital Organiz3.tiorl Task Force

'Ine University Clinics CCHrrnittee has recently approved a study prC?Osal
for an in-depth analysis of alternative forrns of aT'L1bulatory care orgarlization.
(study proposal is attached).

In approving this study the Ccnrf1itt~2 recognized that arrbulatory C2X2 is a
highly CQ11plex, EU'1d fra9I:"8'1ted, educatic:,-senrice-resec.rch prcgram that reou~.::-(:s

rredical staff a'l.d hospital inte...'Lela'ticr;'::~ipat all levels and categories of
activity. 'I'o facilitate t.t~e study the CGDitte,~ deterrrined that both h8spital
and rredical staff organiza.tion should be L'1vestigatC".:.: sirr,ultaneously by bdO

separate but interdeperDent efforts.

You are asked to serve 0."1 a task fo::ceiupon recCI:"'IT':endation of the Chief of
Staff, Chairman of the Council of Clinical Se.....rvices, and the General Director
of University Hospitalsi to analyze and reC(N,lo'1d altE:...'llative hospital orga'1
izational form (s). Sane of the specific tasks \'ihich the task force \·;ill need
to undertake to achieve te~is result will ir,clude:

1) A role definition of arr,buJz.tory care.

2) An indepth u-Ilderstanding of current hospital organization in
arnbulatory care 2nd resulvILt probler:lS eJld unresolved issues.

3) A delineaticn of actions, Cu.l~J.tr:';ents, CL.'1Q changes necessCh"Y to
deal with ti,e role, prob10~s, a~d iss~es so ida~tified.

S:lrnulta.'1eo'.lsly, a task forcedealirq, \·.'it.t~ r'ledical Staff organization for
a~,bulatory care \'7ill be focusing on rr.an::~ of these sali~e iteITLs frQ-rt that
pc~rsp?Ctive. These task forces \-.'ill ha"'? SCf:"C joint r,s"lL"ership, excha.r.ge
r.i.nutes, and have access to study staff e.s c,csired 2..r'ld rc'quired.

It is irnfDrtant to note in under-L<:~~:.:r'9 t,.~is investigation, that the
i"nurlent opening of Unit B-C is only a Ycdv(lting factor and not t.r-e prirnary
reasor..s for initiating this stt~dy at rr_e p.ccsent tL--:'8. Such an effort has
lx,en re..::.uired for a nUI1h2r of' years and ir,c~ec::d, va:t'icus groups have ll,vestig2t€D
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aspects of acbulatory care reorganizaticn fo:!:" t.'-:e pe"'tst several years.

It is sincerely hop2d that you vlill accept this appJinm,ent. If you are not
able 1 please contact Hr. Hobert Dickler. An initial ffiee ting will be scheduled
shortly.

Thank you.

KIT): jb



UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA \
lWlN CITIES I

I

Health Sciences Planning Office
Box 75 Powell Hall
4103 Powell Hall
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

(612) 373-8981

November 19, 1974

TO: Clinton Hewitt

FROM: ~Pin
SUBJECT: Summary of Agenda Items

Health Sciences Planning Committee Meeting
November 20, 1974
8:30 a.m.
Regents Room - Morrill Hall

1. Parking Ramp & Parking Problems Related to the Dental School

Dean Schaffer has documented a loss of $170,000 in patient revenue
to the Dental School, and an untold amount of public relations prob
lems stemming from the lack of adequate parking facilities. This is
essentially the contents of Dean Schaffer's presentation to the Co~

mittee.

2. Hospital Motel Status Report

We understand you will be discussing the follow-up of your attached
memo to Vice President Brinkerhoff.

3. Interim Animal Space Report

It is the intention of Dr. Manning to give a verbal summary of the
attached report.

4. Building B/C Planning Report

I will discuss Building B/C funding. I shall compare the grant of $33
million and construction costs of $26 million to our current cost consul
tant's project cost of $37 million and construction cost of $29.4 million.
This difference is largely attributed to the newly instituted codes re
quired by U.B.C., U.S.D.A., and N.r.H. One significant code change re
quires that a complete sprinkler system be provided for life safety.

HEALTH SCIENCES



, A 10% escalation factor is incorporated in the $29.4 million construc
tion cost. This factor could vary greatly between now and June, 1975,
based upon unpredictable conditions of the economy. The variation of
5% up or down could change the cost approximately $1.5 million.

We do have some loose ends in Blc planning. One, for example, is the
interim animal quarters as outlined by Dr. Manning. The second, is the
relocation of the Scientific Apparatus Shop as stated in the grant appli
cation. The relocation of that shop was never defined. If we leave
the Scientific Apparatus Shop in its present location and reduce the
Learning Resources Center in proportion, we can save the project $500,000.
It is the Health Sciences Planning Office's recommendation to this Com
mittee that they approve this approach. thirdly, we are holding to the
accepted plans in the grant except in the areas of code changes, and
where reductions in projecc costs are feasible as in the case of the
Scientific Apparatus Shop. This is essentially about all I intend to
report, but we should open it up for any discussion or comments.

5. Hospital Clinics Committee Report

John intends to discuss the progress of this committee. The committee
meets every Thursday morning at 7:00 a.m., and they are concerned with
the grant limitations on space use, and the restrictions imposed upon
them by the Certificate of Need. They will want a commitment out of
the Health Sciences Planning Committee to permit the Hospital Clinics
Committee to make physical planning changes to the currently approved
drawings. (I think!) If this is the case, this request should be
handled very carefully, but in the end the Committee should not permit
those changes. This would be opening the flood gates for an untold
number of requests. We cannot sacrifice the planning time nor the
funds to implement these changes.

In a very brief way, Clint, this provides' you with an overall summary of
tomorrow's agenda.

P~:~

Attachments



HEALTH SCIENCES PlJ.u~ING COt~rrTTEE

AGENDA

November 20, 1974
8:30 a.m.

Regents Room
Morrill Hall

l. Parking Ramp & Parking Problems
Related to the Dental School - Dean Erwin Schaffer

2. Hospital Notel Status Report - Mr. Clinton Hewitt

C 3. Interim Animal Space Report - Dr. Patrick Nanning

4. Building Blc Planning Report - Hr. Paul Haupin

5. Hospital Clinics Committee Report - Mr. John Westerman

,
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October 23, 1974

TO: Vice President Brinkerhoff

RECEIVED

UNIV... O'F MINN., .,
HEA1..TH SCI~~
i?~NING,QFF. ...:s: '
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FROM: ' Clinton Hewitt~:~·~~lt~'.';.,':
;:_c ..... '::..:.~-:~.-;.~-:-......
~._;-... ,;:::<....j:;:,rr-_ ,~- r' .

.·~_~r~:;~~ri~L:<
SUBJECT: Health Sciences 1v!otel - ,~.,:,~~~1tt~-:.

>' " " " ' " ':!~~-=*~~'

Attached is a proposal from the development firm, Arrigoni, Hewell
& Assceiates, to construct and'rnar.aga a hotel/motel facility,ori.:'.' '

, University land. From the Health Sciences perspective, the need
."

for an adequate "Health Sciences Motel" in close proximity to,'
the University Hospital is very apparent. It certainly would, ,0.

permit tp·9 relea~e of motel rooms in Powell Hall for reassignment'
to solve soma of the critical space problems In several schools.-

Also, attached Is a letter from John Viesterrr..an indicating that the
Medical Staff Council, Chiefs of Clinical Services and the
Department of Health services Administration Staff C?f the Universit"f
Hospital have reviewed and endorsed the concept of such a develop
ment.

In my Judgeln~nt, tllthough this 15 not based upon a study of the
, specific needs and criteria for such a facility, it would be pre-~"

ferable to leave such an endeavor to private enterprise--built \v!th
private funds on non-university land. ObvloUGly, this cannot be
achieved in the Campus area if the overriding criteria is close "
proximity to thE:! University Hospital.

Understandably, the attached drawings lack clarity and detail becausa
they are essentially conceptual and relate primarily to lccatlonal
relationship. There arG a number of development Issues (parking,
circulation, relocation of current users, lsasing University land in
this central area of campus to private developers,' etc.) that 'must
be evaluated. '

Please advise how· lNe should proceed on this project. ,Exploring this
proposal \,,rHh the developer would seem appro9r1ate.

CNH/sbvl

,.
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orF--C~[PUS .'\XINAL FACILITY MEETING

~ednesday. October 30, 1974
1:30 p.m.
4112 Powell Hall

PRESENT: Dean Neal Gault, Dr. E. Hayne Drehmel, Dr. Patrick Manning,
Mr. Jim Nelson, Mr. Hans Ballin, Dr. Milton Trapold, Ms. Virginia
Le",-is, Hr. Paul Haupin, Mr. Robert Swanson

Various concerns and thoughts have been expressed during recent months
related to the critical space needs to accoillTIlodate present animal areas
that will either be demolished or disrupted during Building Blc construc
tion. Several meetings have been held previously to examine possible
alternatives for interim space from the onset of Building Blc construc
tion estiQated to begin not later than September, 1975, through estimated
occupancy of Blc in January, 1977.

The 2600 University Corporation submitted a prpposal to Dr. Patrick Manning
on September 17, 1974, offering to design and construct a suitable animal
holding facility to be located at 2600 University Avenue, Southeast. This
meeting was called to discuss and evaluate the options outlined in the
proposal on a comparative basis with other alternatives examined in previous
meetings.

Previous ~2etings have dealt with the feasibility of utilizing presently
o~~ed University properties, i.e. lower level of Mayo, Rosemount, St. Paul
Campus, etc.

wl1ile the lm,rer level of Nayo is undoubtedly the optinuDl location of all
possible facilities considered, renovation costs are estimated to be $1.0
to $1.6 million and construction required could not be completed by the
required date of September, 1975.

The Rosemount facilities may be considered in the future as a long-term
animal holding facility; hO\vever, the most suitable spaces at Rose~ount

are presently leased on three year contracts to 3-M and Kor-Med. Mr. Bill
Cook states that another area that might have been desirable has been
leased to a vocational school. The remaining space at Rosemount accord
ing to Hr. Cook is unheated Harehouse space that ',,",ould require large in
vestulents to renovate the areas to meet N.I.H. and U.S.D.A. requirements.
The distance betHeen the Rosemount facilities and the investigators in
the Health Sciences is also a disadvantage to be considered.

There are presently no facilities on the St. Paul Caspus that could be
utilized for housing research animals. It was suggested that Central
Administration could consider providing a faeil ity on the St. Paul Campus
for the ~ledical School; however, it vas pointed out that all future con
struction of buildings must have Legislative approval and it ~,;ould be
impossible to plan and construct such a facility prior to September, 1975.



The proposal submitted by the 2600 University Corporation could provide
the necess~ry space to centralize the interim needs estimated to be 22,000
to 23,000 sq. ft.' required to acco111J.l1odate all research animals, staff, and
support laboratories. Location of the propos2d facility in relation to
the Health Sciences is a prime factor to be considered. Mr. Lindlan in
dicated in the proposal that a completely equipped building, designed and
constructed to the University's specifications, could be provided within
eleven months upon receipt of a letter of intent from the University in
dicating 1,,,il1ingness to utilize the space. It Vlas also pointed out that
such a facility could be used by the University to meet future space needs
if the neVl quarters in Building B/c are not able to accommodate peak periods
of animal research.

Concerns have been raised related to Mr. Lindlan's previous employment
with the University, and the implication that he acquired privileged in
formation while employed Vlith Space PrograTIkting and Management. However,
it \Vas pointed out that several real estate companies have been surr~oned

to investJgatc various possibilities to provide interim space, and to this
date they have not been able to present any possibility that would be feas
ible. Dr. Trapold indicated that he woald contact other real estate firms
to investigate the present market. Mr. Lindlan's letter to Mr. Ausen dated
October 22, 1974, relates the o~TIership and equity positions of the partners
of the 2600 University Corporation (see attached). There appears to be no
conflict of interest.

It was decided that a com.plete tabulation of all research grants would be
necessary in order to determine what finanCeS could be made available to
finance leasing the facility at 2600 University Avenue, Southeast. Mr.
tlaupin requested the tabulation to include the dollar amounts available
through existing grants to cover rental space costs and an indication of
the duration of each grant. He also pointed out that it would be advis
able to investigate the availability and guidelines in securing future
grant monies to support such rental space. It was estimated the grant
tabulation could be completed in approxiw2tely two weeks, and a meeting
would be called at that time to review the findings of the tabulation.

Dean Gault stressed the importance of providing a facility within the
time schedule in order to meet obligations and commitments of research
grants. Failure to meet such obligations and commitments could result
in loss of revenue. It was estimated that research grants could possibly
support such a rental facility within three years, but it may be necessary
to use partially general funds until that tice.

The general view of the proposal subnlitted by the 2600 University Cor
poration was that it offered better opportunities than any other alter
natives previously examined, and appears to be the most feasible alter
native for interim space needs.

Health Sciences Planning Office
4]03 Powell Hall
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CO:R,POR.A-T..LON

E;2S0 'l/AYZATA BOULEVARD M:NNEAPDLlS. MiN.,.. 55416 612/540-2.558

October 22. 1974

11r. Vernon Ausen
348 Elliott Hall
lJic.neapolis Caspus
Uciversity of ~innesota

~inneapolis. Minnesota 55455

Dear Mr. Ausen:

UNiV. Or' t.;JINN.
HEALTH SCIENSE:
PLANNiNG O?FiC;::

In a~swer to your question of last Friday, October 18. with re
gard to those persons, either directly or indirectly. involved
in, either the o~nership of or the inv2st2ent in, the 2600 Uni
versity Avenue project - let me list all the persons who have been
or ~ill have equity ownership in the building project.

A Hopkins, Minnesota physician. Dr. Rich~rd Pich~. did have a
vested interest in the project in an earlier phase. On August 1.
1973, by mutual agreement, Dr. Picha did terminate his investment in
the project and his equity holding was purchased by the remaining
partners.

The three persons holding equity in the 2600 University project
are:

1. Charles F. Nagney, President of Magney Construction
Company. with office at 2724 Fernbrook Lane. Alinneapolis.
Minnesota.

2. Bruce W. Anderson
3739 Park Valley Road
Hopkins, Minnesota 55343
Mr. Anderson holds a "to be earned" equity position in
the project through primarily his po~ition as over-all
project manager.

3. Leighton Lindlan
2561 Lakewood Lane
Mound, Minnesota

There are two ~dditional individuals ~ho have a tentative position
wit h the pre j E: C t ~.; ~ i c h f.2:;" Y res u 1 tin e Cd. u i t yin the pro j e c tat :l



· • -october 22, 1974
~:~' .. \,"e.!"nc~n ..-\'LtSen

r·.:.6'~ 2,
f l! t ;j re d at::- . They are:

1. Paul K. ~fllLer, Seey. - Treas. of ..'Ictun CO~lstructl-:);l

CUi;jpany of Hugo, ~,[innE:-s'Jtc:.. ~,l!·. ~Iiller rE::::;i.des at 91
Arthur Ave. S. E., Minn~apolis. Minn~suta.

2. Wilson HolJins.jD, ;,!anaf:;el' , Acto:! CunstrLictiun C.)ml.iafl}-.
~ir. l-\ubin::,on resides ;)' 335 ]\0. l.:!..\u.ker Lane: ~iinL,-=,aF'!is:

~.: i 11 n e s (} t a •

This ans';,:::-l'S the
versity project.
at 546 - 2;);) 8.

ownership and equity
If you have Iur[h~r

I}·.)S! tl<..!n~

Q.~e::5t iO;1S

in the
plf?:l~e

2600
call

Cni.-
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
n'IIN CITIES

Health Care Systems Research and Development
Health Sciences
432 Morrill Hall
Minneapolis. Minnesota 55455

November 19, 1974

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

Health Sciences Planning Planning COR~ittee

John H. vJesterman \ ~
Chairman, universi~y Clinics Committee

First Interim Report on University Clinics

This report is intended to inform the Health Sciences

Planning Committee of the progress of the University Clinics

ship is found in Appendix I., Committee. The charge of this cOR~ittee and its member-

The tasks of the Committee

are wide in range and it was decided at the first meeting

that it would be necessary for special task forces to be

formed in order to proceed in an effective, efficient

manner. A review of the existing planning overview was an

essential part of the committees first meeting. This revievl

was necessary because CORmittee members had substantially

different perspectives about the present stage of the

Clinics since the B/C modifications.

An i~~ediate need was for a Special Task Force of

University Clinics C01Tl1~ittee ~-Jith the responsibility of

moveable and fixed equip8e~t requirements for general

choice and public rooms in 3uilding B/C. \'Jhile assign-

ment of rao~s is not co~ple~e, there is an early deadline

for ordering the cquip~ent. Greg Kujawa was made respon-

sible as crganizer and coordinator of this committee.



Appendix II states the committee membership and its charge.

At the suggestion of U.C.C. committee members representatives

from the Department of Orthopedics and Dermatology were added

to the committee.

A discussion of the educational justification and rationale

for Unit B/C brought forth Appendix III. This was complimented

by an Ambulatory Care Issues List. This list, Appendix IV,

specifies the issues of ambulatory care and defines for the

committee the many areas that deserve serious exploration and

study. It seemed essential to the committee that an in-depth

analysis of alternative forms of ambulatory care organization

t-las necessary. The intent of the study is "how can the University

Hospitals, medical staff, Health Sciences and other related

parties organize most effectively to fulfill the goals, objectives

and roles of the ambulatory care program?" Appendix V is the

accepted Ambulatory Care Reorganization Study Proposal. Mr.

Robert Dickler will be the Project Study Director.

The committee felt that in order to be most effective and

acceptable to all parties the studies of both Hospital Organization

and Medical Staff organization must include committee members from

both areas. Mr. Dickler and D~. Winchell have worked together

to develop these committees.

Appendix VI is the charge to the Ambulatory Care Medical Staff

O~ganization Task Force and Task Force Membership. Appendix VII

is the Arr,bulatory Care Organizc:.~ion Task ?orce and Task Force

i:e:-:-,bership.



,

There are issues still facing the University Clinics

Conunittee that have been discussed at each meeting since

the co~mittees inception. The space utilization assignment

of the reduced number of general clinic modules/exam rooms,

the handling of requests for design change, the possible

inclusion of a multi-specialty clinic are all items not

easily resolved.

In summary, the co~~ittee is faced with a reduction of

228 to 156 exam rooms. Of the 156 rooms 89 are general purpose,

37 special purpose (Eye, ENT, Audiology) and 30 Family Practice.

There are now 77 general exam rooms, 18 specialty, and 7 Family

Practice. Neurology, Neuro Surgery, Dermatology and Psychiatry

have no space assignssnts in University Clinics.

Meanwhile grant restrictions need clarification. The clinical

chiefs of service are about to undertake a study to the feasibility

of a multi-specialty clinic. The cO~TLittee will seek further

clarification in vlorking toward a spring-summer completion date.
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September 24, 1974

, University Hospitals
Minneapolis. Minnesota 55455

TO: University Clinics Committee

FRaN:

Chairman, Department of Medicine Richard Ebert, M.D.
Chairman, Department of Surgery John Najarian, M.D.
Chairman, Department of Pediatrics John Anderson, M.D.
Chairman, Department of Family Practice Edward Ciriacy, M.D.
Chairman, Clinical Services t1ichael Paparella, M.D.
Chairman, Clinical Services Eugene Gedgaudas, M.D.
Chairman, Out-Patient Cow~ittee David Eifrig, M.D.
Chief of Staff Paul Winchell, M.D.
School of Nursing Sharon Wilford
School of Public Health Alma Sparrow
General Director, University Hospitals John Westerman,

Chairman •
Staff Robert Dickler, Greg

Kujawa, Janet Shapiro,
Bev'Dorsey
Tom Jones

Michael Paparella, M.r., Chairman, Council of Chiefs of
Clinical Services, Paul Winchell, M.D., Chief of Staff,
University Hospitals, John H. Westerman, General Director,
University.Hospitals

Now that Building B-C is funced, the Various component parts must
proceed with the final planning stages. The co~ponents of B-C include
Animal Hospital, Department Office Space, Learning Resources Center,
Department Research Space and Un~versity Clinics.

Our responsibility is for University Clinics. The task of the
Co~~ittee will be to consider the:

1. Development of movable equipment list and allocation
of limited capital resources to competing interest
groups (i.e. laboratories, radiology, operating rooms,
clinics).

2. Space utilization assignment of the reduced number of
general clinic m0d~les/exam rooms, and development of
critieria for consicering the inclusion of a multi
specialty clinic.

3. Question of how to ~andle requests for design change.

4. Planning fo~ OCCUP2~CY and for beginning operation in
the ne~ tuilding.

HE.ALTH SC1:::~JCES
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s. Operatlonal suthority/responsibility and planning
of the new ambulatory surgery suite.

6. Examination of alternate organizational arrangements •

.
In fulfilling this "assignment the Committee will have the option

of utilizing resources outside the University. The mu~tispecialty

clinic study would be referred to the Patient Care Co~~ittee, under
the chairmanship of Dr. Ciriacy. It is anticipated that other study
groups may be needed.

MP/PW/JW/sjg
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October 22, 1974

TO: University Clinics Comnittee

FRCN: Greg Kuja~Na

SUBJECT: Special Task Force of University Clinics Canmitt.ee

At the October 17, 1974 meeting of the uec, I VIas directed to organize
a Special Task Force. Tne cr;.arge of this Special Task Force is to recarrnend
to the uec moveable and fi..'\:eC. eS'.lipnent require.'TeIlts for ge..'1eral clinic rocrns
and public roans in Buildi.71g B/C.

Tne"membership of the proposed Special Task Force should include a cross
section of Clinical Services and the O.ltpatient Departmental staff.

I propose that the follo,-ling Services/l)2partments and individuals be
considered for merrbership on this Special Task Force:

Farnily Practice
~1edicine

Neurolo:3Y
OB/GYN
Pediatrics
Psychiatry
Surgery
Outpatient Dept.
UCC Staff

Dr. Louis Filiatrault
Dr. Robert Ha.'78
Dr. i'lyoung lee
Dr. Preston Willi~~

Dr. Leon Satran
Dr. lQan Serp:>ss
Dr. Theodore Grage
Beverly Dorsey, FNj Nar,cy Ommdscn
Gre-:r Ku j a~N-a

If the above list is acceDtcble the Dec should designate a chainnan.
Attached is a draft of an ap.;:oin::nent letter for the task force.
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October 22, 1974

TO: Dr. Filiatrau1t
Dr. Lee
Dr. Satran
Dr. Grage
t-:3l1CY Onundson

University Hospitals
Minneapolis. Minnesota 55455

DRAPI'

Dr. Hc:JV,l2

Dr. Hilliams
Dr. 8erposs
Beverly Dorsey, R.N.
Greg Kujawa

FRCt·1: Joh.T'l H. \"7estenrBI1 - ChaLYTran, University Clinics Ccmnittee

I ';''''Quld like to take this opportunity to ask you to be a merr.ber of a Special
Task Force of the University Clinics ComrrQttee.

1':.'1e charge of the Special Task Force is to recarrne.nd to tl1e uec moveable
a.."1d fixed equip-nent requiremPJ1"~s for general cliJ)ic rcx:rns and public roc:ms
in Buildi.11g' B/C. The specific areas for revie\'l include:

*General Exam Rccrns
*General Treat:rrent Rcx:Ins
*General Consultation Roams
*Clinic Support Roaws - including utility and storage
*Pr~sician Dictation p~
*Patient Clinic Peceptian RocITs
*Patient Waiting Roams
*other Public Roans

Due to constrained time b.lm.tS, it is pro?-Jsed that this Special Task Force
rreet at least on a weekly basis for the neA"t several weeks to finalize reccmrend
atio."1s.

L::less I hear to the contrary, I will ass'...:...-:E that you are ,:\rilling to serve
on c-:is Special Task Force. I-ir. Greg Kuja",a, staff to the University Clinics
Ccr:rnittee, will contact you within the next feY! days to arraT'lge for the first
meeting.

Thank you for your co-operaticn.

HEALTH SCIENCES
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OCTOBER 15, 1974

TO:

FROM:
SUBJECT:

AT THE OCTOBER W, 1974 fv1EETING I \'IAS REQUESrtD TO DRA~'1 TOGETHER THE MJST
RECENT DISCUSSIONS OF EDUCATIONAL PROGRN'lS AND HOW TrlEY \'!ILL FUNCTION IN
UNIT B-C. IN ACCORD WITH TH4T REQUEST THE, FOLLOWING DOC~1ENTS ARE PROVIDED:

D

2) JUSTCFICATION ~F B-~PACE: DEDARTI¥~~~ OF FAMILY PRA.CTICE
AND 'Of/j'1UNITY lEALTH; rEBRUAF<Y 25, 1974

3) AVAILAATLITY OF RFSCI,l:;CES 10R~7rNICAL STUDIES: UNIT B-C
GRANT \PPLICATION: kPRIL I ~ 4.

4) SEACEJJy~L_- OUTPATIENT CLINICS: UNIT B-C GPANT APPLICATIONS:
ARRIc-I~1974 .

IN AD:JITIONAL EARLY PLANNING OOCUr"ENTS D~.THJG FROf1 1964 ARE AVAILABLE INCLUDING
ALL PREVIOUS GRANT AND CERTIFIC4TE OF [;:::8; APPLICATIONS.

•
,

HEALTH S:::l:::NCES



UNIVERSITY OF l-IINNESOTA
MEDICAL ·SCHOOL

Projected Utilization for Medical Education
of Clinlc Exa8ining Rooms in Building B/C

A projectioR is made to 1979-80 concerning the anticipated lJtilization at that
time for medical educational activities in clinic examining rooms of Building B/C.
University of ~linnesota Hospitals has projected a need in 1979-80 for 187 examining
roo~s based on app~oximately 250,000 patient visits anticip~ted during that year,
including an average of 5 patient visits per examining room per day of clinic opera
tion.

Enrollment of Undergraduate }reciical Students
The following table provides data on medical student enrollment at the University

of ~fi~nesota He21th Sciences Center during the current year, 1973-74, and enrollment
expected in 1979-80.

Hedical Student
Year

l-fedical Student
Class

Current Enrollment
1973-1974

Expected Enrollment
1979-1980

First Phase A
Second Phase B
Third Phase D3
Fourth Phase D4

Total medical students in metropolitan
Rural Physician Associates, outs tate
Total medical student enrollment

244
244
224

444.< 220
area 932

25
957

239
239

539 <257
247

1017
40

1057

(+35)

Utilization of Clinic Examining Rooms bv Medical Students
?hase A and Phase B medical students utilize exanining rooms intermittently during

the first and second years of medical school in their clinicallY-related courses en
titlei Introduction to Clinical }fedicine and Student as Physician. For this analysis,
~e esticate that, on the average throughout the year 1979-80, approximately 10 student
equivalents from Phase A and/or B will be involved in outpatient clinical activities
in the examining roows of B/C.

The great bulk of day-by-day medical student utilization of clinic rooms is by
stucents in Phase D, who are assigned, essentially on a full-time basis, in block
periods of time to clinical activities, a significant portior. of ,,·hich relates to
outpatient experience. We aSSUDe that, on the average in 1979-80 as is now the case,
at l~ast 28 percent of Phase D students will be assigned to clinical activities at
Univers·ity of Minnesota Hospitals. \·le further aSSllic.e that in 1979-80 approximately
60 percent of the clinical experiences of medical scudents so assigned will be in the
outpatient units, utilizing clinic examining rooms in Building B/C. Thus, of 539
Phase D students, on the average 151 will have continuing daily educational experience
at University Hospitals; of that number, 91 Phase D students will utilize
91 B/C clinic exawining rooms, or about one-half of the 187 rooms projected to accom
modate outpatient visits in 1979-80. These numbers of Phase D students in residence
at the Ee~lth Sciences Center and utilizing clinic rooms represent a 23% increase ov~r

co=pa~2~le figures for the current year.

"
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Daily Work Load of Hedical Students, Housestaff and Facultv in Clinic Examining Rooms

In 1979-80, on the average, one-half of the examining rooms ~ill be utilized
by Phase D medIcal students who, at their various levels of limited experience
and educational background, are able to function significantly less efficiently
and rapidly than more experienced housestaff and faculty. In a teaching environ
ment, a Phase D student will usually need about 1.5 hours to perform adequately
a cocplete "workup" on a University Hospital patient, plus an additional 1.0
hour for teaching review with or by one or more staff members, further consulta
tion with the patient and appropriate disposition of the clinical problem. Thus,
occupied 2.5 hours per average teaching outpatient, one student examining room
acco~odates about 3 such patient workups and related teaching exercises in 7.5
hours, leaving about one-half hour in an eight-hour day for room preparation and
changes of occupants.

In the remaining one-half of the exanining rooms, housestaff physicians
(interns and residents) and medical faculty will be siI:".ultaneously learning, teach
ing and providing cedical service as they care for an average of 7 patients per day
per.room. generally these more experienced physicians work in the outpatient set
ting considerably more rapidly and efficiently than do medical students, althoegh,
due to intermingled teaching activities and frequently very complicated patient
problems, less so than many experienced physicians in a non-teaching practice.. .

Although specific clinics at University Hospitals are scheduled at various
times, with monthly and seasonal variations in schedules, on an annual basis we
may anticipate distribution of 91 Phase D medical students among the several clinics
in the follo~ing manner: 11 in Family Practice, 25 in Internal }ledicine and Medical
Specialties, 15 in Pediatrics and Pediatric S?ecialties, l5 in Obstetrics-Gynecology
and related specialties, 10 in ~sychiatry, Neurology and related specialties, and
15 in Surgery and Surgical Specialty fielGs.

In summary, in this educational setting, an average of 10 outpatients will be
cared for in each 2 examining roo~ of the 187 available rooms in 1979-80, providing
service for a total of 250,000 patient visits during the year. Working in this
manner in the clinic, on a daily average tasis, ",ill be 10 Phase A and B l:'.edical
st~dents, 91 Phase D medical students, a?~roximate1y 70 housestaff physicians and
20 ~aculty physician-teachers, for a total of 191 medical personnel in 187 examining
roo2S .

For brevity, this analysis of educational use of clinic exam~n1ng rooms has
focused only on undergraduate medical students, and, to a lesser extent, on clinical
graduate students and related faculty. The present analysis does not consider the
extensive but variable use made of clinics in educational programs by numerous
other health science students, including students of nursing, clinical pharmacy,
occu?ationa1 therapy, physical therapy, clinical psychology and other allied health
fie12s, as well as their related faculty teachers.

" .

•
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, lJCP,\I-tL1Clll- 01:" FdI'1.ily Practice
and COll1ii1Uni.ty I1c~dll-_h

JUSTI?IC~TION OF B.C. SPACE

UNDEnGNI.DU1\TE EDUCNrION

Phase A 120 students --> Introduction
to Clinical Medicine

Introduction to Clinical Medicine 
24 weeks - 12 w~eks ambulatory

12 weeks in-patient

One patient/\veek x 12 v;'ee}~s x 120 = 1440 patie"!lt visits

6 patients/day x 12 days x 60

Phase B 2'10 students
25% on cari1pus = 60 students

= 4320 patient visits

Phase D 120 students - G week preceptorship
50~ on campus = 60 students

60 students @ 8 -patients per-day

33 days in 6 week preceptorship
~

=15840 patient visits

EI'lC: glj
2/25/74

TOTAL 21600 patient visits

,
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JUS~IPICATION OF B.C. SPAC~

Graduate Education

18 Residents (6 for each of 3 years)

Pasc 2 of 3 .

First year - G residents - 1/2 day/week - 4 p~ticnts/one-half day

6 x 4 x 52 = 1248 patient visits

Second and Third Year - 12 Residents @ 40~ time for 18 of 24 months

12 ~ 0.4 x 18/24 = 3.6 full time equivalent residents
in the Clinic all the time

3.6 x 16 patients per day - 57.5 per day
",'" J ..)~, T.-r

57.5 x 22 = 1267 patients per month

1267 x 12 = 15,204 patient visits per year

1-=:'T: gl j
:!../?5/74

'TOTAL . . . . . 1,248

16,452



·c JUSTIFICATION OF B.C. SPACE

Patient Visits Required

Undergraduate

Graduate

B.C. - 30 offices (exam)

5 patients/day/exam room

21,600

16,1152

38,052

c

5 x 30 x 22 x 12 - 39,600 visits/year

EI'7C: glj
2/25/74

"
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Availability of Resources for Clinical Studies

The num~ers and types of patients required, under normal conditions
for the teaching of the clinical sciences in the ambulatory setting
provided for in Unit B/C are developed through analysis of medical
students assigned to the clinical services in the Health Sciences
Center.

Phase A and Phase B medical students, utilizing examining rooms
intermittently during the first and second years of medical school
in their clinically related courses entitled Introduction to
Clinical Medicine and Student as a Physician, will, on ~he average,
nUffiber 10 student equivalents in outpatient activities in the
examining rooms of Unit B/C.

The great bulk of day-by-day medical student utilization of clinic
rooms is by studtnts in Phase D, ~~o are assigned, essentially
on a full-time basis, in block periods of tL~e to clinical
activities, a significant portion of which relates to outpatient
experience. At le~st 28 percent of Phase D students ~;ill be assigned
to clinical activities at University of rfinnesota Hospitals at
anyone time. The remainder of the students in this Phase will be
assigned to experiences in the affiliated hospitals. Approximately
60 percent of the clinical ~~perie~ces of medical students so
assigned at the Health Sciences Center will be in the outpatient
units utilizing clinical exaning rCJ~S in Unit B/C. Thus, of 539
Phase D students, on the average lSI will have continuing daily
educational experience at University Hospitals; of that number
91 Phase D students will be engaged in experience in the ambulatory
clinics.

Ambulatory patient needs projected for medical students in Phase A
and B are for two patients per week:

Number of Patient Visits No. of No. of
Students Required/week - ~eeks Patients

Phase A 239 478 - 30 14,340

Phase B 239 478 45 21,510

Total patient visits needed for these phases of the cirriculum per
year number 35,850.

Phase D students should attend one "new" patient each day in the
ambulatory cl~nics and follow-up 3??roximately five patients daily
~ith the housestaff and faculty.

•
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,...........
~ . Number of Patient Visits No. of No. of,

Students Required/week days Patients

Phase D 91 546 255 139,230

._ In support of these students experiences, a need for 175,080 patient
visits to the ambulatory clinics in Unit B/c annually is projected.

The Attached chart, Table I, provides outpatient statistics for the
clinics which will be located in Unit B/c.

In considering the projected patient population which will be served
in the B/c unit outpatient facilities it is not possible to project
specifically and with total accuracy what the origin patterns will
be. This is due to a variety of factors including the in:pact of
socioeconomic factors. geography, transportation, financing, etc.,
upon referral and utilization; a changing e~phasis from inpatient to
outpatient care; changes in medical technology; and the large service
area of the University. w~at can be proviced at this time, however,
is the best possible information on t~e basis of historical trends
and considered judgment of the impact of changes in health care.

In considering patient origin, a distinction is made between primary
care and specialty care resources. Family practice, as the major
provider of primary care. can be expected to continue to draw the
~~jority of its patients from the iIT~ediate environs of the Univer
sity and thus serve as a local community health resource. On the
basis of current projections family practice will, for the 1980-81
year have aRproximately 39,000 patient visits.

The remaining clinics will continue to provide services primarily
to a patient population referred by other health providers.

As indicated earlier, the patient origin statistics (excluding
fa~ily practice) reflect that approx~ately 58% of outpatients are
fro~ the seven county metro area, 29% frow the remainder of
Minnesota, and 13% from outside the state or country. On the basis
of these figures, past trends and the increasing emphasis on out
patient care, it is anticipated that an increase of about 134,000
patient visits will take place by 1981, reflecting substantially the
same patient origins with a slight increase from out-state areas.
Patient origin figures re~aining stable, an additional 6,000 patients
will be from the metropolitan area.

Table II, attached. provides outpatient data for major metropolitan
hospitals with which the University maintains affiliation agreements.

Table III, provides occupancy information for the major affiliated
hospitals. ~lost hospitals have experienced a signifi~ant trend
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toward decreasing length of patient stay, and increased use
of outpatient facilities.

Table IV, provides a tabulation of teaching beds by hospital
location and by service.

...
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'ACTUAL AND PROJECTED CLIN!C VISIT--Clinics to be Moved
to Building Blc

f':)

sr1,v ICE

Actual Projected

169- 70 70-71 71-72 72-73" «73-74 7/.-75 75-76 76-77 77-78 78-79 79-80 60-31 81-82 1
"lnlJ,JI.OGY 3,824

CLIN. PSYCH. 674

Dr::;:AL CLINIC 7,267

D[i,~TOr.oGY 3,312

E.V.T. 6,564

4,030

774

7,447

2,983

7,273

4,119

1,613

7,266

4,410

8,836

4,363

1,365

3,879

5,331

10,232

4,581

1,370

4,034

6,663

, H,255

4,810 5,050

1,411 '1,453

/.,195 4,36:l

8,32B 9,993

12,,380 p,618

5,302 5,832

1,554 ' 1,709

4,536 4,717

~1,991 14,389

14,979 17,525

6,415 7,056 7,761

1,879 2,067 2,273

4,905 5;101 5,305

17,266 20,719 23,826

20,504 22,144 23,915

8,537

2,500

5,517

26,208

25,826

21,/'49 . 21,928 22,366 25,049 28,OSl. 30,298 . 32,721£Y!, 16,885

F/~HLY P~\C.

17,351

325

19,401

2,821

20,665

4,056

21,078

5,881 8,527 10,658 13,322 19,316 28,008 39,211 39,000

34,68l1

39,000

W:V I C11\1': 10,408 11,157 12,397 12,071 12,433 17,806 13,189 13,584 16,300 19,560 21,156 23,667 26,033

t'[\.'IWI.OGY

l\LP.tJOSURGrRY

5,516

3,016

5,558

3,404

7,252

3,857

7,196

, 4,193

7,483

4,'392

7,782

4,611

8,093 .

4,e41

8,41G

5,083

9,678

5,591

11,129

6,150

12,241

6,765

13,465

7, B8

14,811

7,7l.4

I....
W
"'-J
I

OE-GY~;

Ol(lhCPEJlICS

Ff.DL\TRICS

rr,C'CTOLOGY

PSYCillA1RY

StJPCERY

mUJ!..OCY •

TOTAL

12,647

3,685

10,593

893

5,120

5,046

3,854

99,304

15,732

4,129

11,961

975

5,490

5,291

2.900

106,780

15,077

4,467

14,/,60

1,183

5,288

6,290

-l.aJll
121,870

15,639' 16,420 17,241 18,103 19,008 20,338 21,761 22,849 23,983 25,192

4,452 4,585 4,722 4,863 5,009' 5,610 6,283 6,78/. 7,326 7,912

14,126 14,549 14,985 15,434 15,897 19,076 22,89~ 26,325 30,272 34,812

1,254 1,379 1,516 1,668 1,835 2,ZOl 2,641 3,169 3,644 4,190

4,544 4.550 4,686 4,826 5,163 5,6796,246 6,870 7,557 8,312

7,307 7,964 8,680 9,461 10,312 12,168 14,358 16,224 18,333 20,716'

3,461 _J,634 _3..1815 . 4,005 4,205 ~)~ 4.904 5,198 5,509 5,BJ)

124,134 132,251 141,994 151,545 162,562 189,719 222,954 254,177 275,795 297,635

%Ch;W60 from
prcv1ou& year 7.6% 14,1% 1.9% 6.5% 7.1.% 6.7% 7.3% 16.7% 17.5% 14.0% 8.5%

TABlE I

8.0%
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OUTPATIENT VISITS

fi:')

ServIce

University of
Minnesotn Hospitals.

1972-73

l1ennepin County
General Hospital

1972-73

St. Paul-Ramsey
_~nospital

1971

Veterans Administration
Hospital

1972

788
884

48,248(anci11ary lab
and support
service)

Audiology
Clinical Psychology
Dental Clinic
Dermatology
E.nr, Nose & Throat
Eye
Family Practice
Medicine
NC'Ill"oloeY
Neurosurgery
Obstetrics and

Gynecology
Orthopedics
Pediiltrics
Proctol08Y
Puychi..::ttry
Sunjcry
UrolCl;:jY
CilrdJ<1c
1011ergency Receiving
Physical Medicine &

Rehabilitation
Vascular
Other
Radiation Therapy
Turoor
Oncology (Masonic)
Trauma
Prothrombin

TOTAL

4,363
1,365
3,879
5,331

10,232
20,665

4,056
13,769

7,196
4,183

15,639
4,452

'15,894
1,254
4,544
6,272
3,lf6l

19,621

3,042

352
1,152
1.035
5,477

157,234

6,764 2,357
4,060 4,266
7,385 5,242
9,087 8,481

20,519 16,241
2,78/f 3,297

980

10,81fl 13,81f8
4,986 10,489

15,952 10,100
1,350 510

30,169
5,.953 . 7,059
3,329 4,971

2,008
66,068 73,434

733
3,962
3,962(birth control) 2,025

936

4,347
1,139

105,107 90,894

4,550
5,910
8,135 .

27,965
2,530
1,280

7,210

1,760
2,395
7,980
5,710
2,035

77,280

,....
w
co,

*Inc1udea medical specialties
**Includes surgical specialties

TABLE II
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1973 AVEfu\GE INPATIENT OCCUP~~CY RATE

Hennepin
Univ. of County St. Paul Veterans Mount North-
Minnesota General Ramsey Admin. Sinai western
Hospitals Hospital Hospital Hospital Hospital Hospital

72.6% 82.5% 62.7% 75.7% 75.1% 81.3%

TABLE III

'.
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AVAILABILITY OF RESOURCES FOR CLINICAL STUDIES

EXISTING TEACHING BEDS

Hennepin
Univ. of County St. Pau1- Veterans Mount
Minn. General Ramsey Admin. Sinai Northwestern

Service IIoEoitals ~spital Hospital Hospital Hospital _Hospit_al------ ,
Ancsthc£iology 4
Clinical Research 11
Dentistry 3
DCDIJ:J. tology 8 5
Family Practice 12
Gynecology I f 3 12

SOlHedlcine 130 138 128 2691 150
Neurology 38 24 84
Neurosurgery 31 4
Obstetrics 20 31 18 I

~

Oph th~1r;101ogy 24 4 $:- .
0

Or.thopedics 28 40 ,
Otolaryngology 16 6
Pediatrics (general), 126 553 443
Pedio trics (uC"\/born) 31
Physical Medicine (adult) 20 14* 38*
Physical Medicine (peda) 20
Psychiatry (adult) 1.9 20* 85 107*
Psychiatry (peds) 18
~~dintion Therapy 5
Surgery 129 59 1702 374 2 452

• Urology 23 10
Nurnery 24
Other B(TB)

TOTAL 789 432 467 872 95 150

I-Includes Medical Specialties 2-Includes Surgical Specialties
* Indicates combined total adult andcbhild

3-Includes Newborn

TABLE IV
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Thus, Unit B/C is critical to planning for the improvements
required to sustain quality animal care services to underpin
the educational activities of this major academic Health·
Sciences Center.

Space Logic

In making the decision to select the portions of Unit B/C to
be finished the functions considered absolutely necessary for
student learning were determined. This resulted ~n a facilities
program which included outpatient clinic space, general teaching
areas, a learning resources center, a Central Core Animal Care
facility and support areas for teaching faculty.

1. Outpatient Clinics

By 1979, 539 third and fourth year medical students will
be enrolled in Phase D, the highly clinically-oriented
portion of the curriculum of the Medical School. Of
these students, 490 will be active in regular full-time
clinical teaching programs of the Medical School. Of
that number, it is estimated that, at anyone time,
90-100 medical students will be located for learning
experiences in the outpatient cli~ic facility. Current
outpatient facilities cannot accoa~odate this teaching
load and numbers of s"tudents. The number of examing
rooms is inadequate. The roo~s are small, cramped,
inefficient and in many cases, obsolete. Various
departmental clinics are geographically separated, an
unfortunate situation resulting in fragmentation of
teaching. Communication modalities are poor. There is
an almost total lack of seminar rooms and teaching space.
Hallways, patient waiting rooms, and nurses' stations
necessarily are now used for discussions of patients and
problems and for teaching of students.

In 1969-70 there were 99,304 outpatient visits' in those
selected University of Hinnesota Hospitals Clinics which
are planned for the proposed Unit B/C. These figures
do not include visits to those clinics (e.g., cardiovas
cular, cancer, and emergency receiving) which are not
planned for Unit B/C and remain in other areas of the
Health Sciences Center. By 1972-73 this corresponding
number had risen to 124,134. Based upon a conservative
rate of increase, it is est~ated that by 1980 there
will be 275,000 outpatient visits. Continued use of
current inadequate, antiquated facilities will markedly
inhibit this projected growth in patient populati9n,
which is vital to fully impl~~ent curricular develop
ment and to provide teaching opportunities for the
greatly increased number of medical students.
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Current facilities are functionally obsolete and ~o

not lend themselves to renovation. The clinics lack
air -conditioning in most places. Waiting facilities
are poor. Cramped quarters in some clinics require
patients to wait in major, heavily-travelled hallways,
a condition cited for remedy by the Joint Commission
in Accreditation of Hospitals. Patient traffic patterns
are poor and, because of archaic architectural design,
cannot be effectively improved. One large clinic
operates in an old dormitory building separated from
other major clinic operations. Patient must move
relatively large distances for use of support facili
ties. Becord retrieval is difficult because of lack
of an adequate mate~idls transportation system. Ancil
lary support services are poorly arranged, resulting
in inordinate travel and loss of time for patients,
staff, and students.

Two hundred and twenty-eight eX2~ining rooms in total
are planned for the new outpatient facilities. One
hundred fifty-six examining roo~s are planned as
finished space in this request. ~his total includes
general clinic modules. special ty module's, and the
Family Practice Clinic. This co~pares with the
present 102. The numbers of exanining rooms for the
new building is based on an analysis of part and pro
jected gro",·th rates of eac1:l clinic. "Optimal utiliza
tion" (or maximum) of five -patients per examining ·room
per clinic day for each clinic =odule was the standard
used for analysis of ~{amining room needs. This
standard was based on present utilization statistics
and was substantiated by time studies. Based on
projected growth rates. optimal utilization \o1ill be
realized two to three years post-occupancy. The two
hundred and twenty-eight rooms are planned to meet
the projected patient load for this unit expected in
the 1930's. This is consistent ~lth the design in
tention to acco~~odate approxicately 90-100 medical
students receiving instruction in the clinic at any
one time. by the assigTh~ent of one medical student
per two examining rooms. This ratio is generally
accepted for a busy teaching outpatient clinic where
students at all levels and faculty are actively
engaged in teaching and patient care. It is consistent
with experience of senior faculty intensively involved
with the instruction of undergraduate medical students.

The size and configuration of the examining rooms was
determined by studies conducted Hith mock-up models
under si~ulated conditions of interactions among
student. faculty. patient and su?porting personnel.

r
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The examining rooms and the clinic nodules are designed
to facilitate optimal student/patient staff interaction
in this teaching setting.

In order to provide an optimal setting for student learning,
seminar rooms are included in clinic modules. This allows
increased interaction among faculty, student and patient
and the availability of ancillary support close to the
center of the learning experience. Specialty modules are
planned for services in Audiology, Otolaryngology, and
Ophthalmology. The major portion of the teaching programs
in these specialties requires an outpatient setting. The
clinic modules are designed to facilitate the specialized
teaching programs.

An ambulatory treatment center, which includes minor
surgery operating rooms with associated support facilities,
is included for the instruction of students in minor surg
ical procedures. This provides experience for the student
in the care of patients requiring surgery which might be
done on an inpatient service but ~hich could be Dare
effectively and economically perforned in a suitable out
patient facility.

Provision will be made for appro?riate amenities conducive
to efficient, modern, personal care of patients including
good communication systems, adequate transportation,
functionally-designed patient-flow patterns, adequate
waiting room space, and central air-conditioning. Support
facilities, which include an outpatient phar~acy, clinica~

laboratory, radiology section, and an outpatient business
office and reception area, are provided and are so located
to promote easy patient and student access.

An entire floor is to be occupied by the Family Practice
Clinic and is designed to provide a nodel for the Etudent
participation in comprehensive health care. The clinic
is designed as a complete entity in itself to simulate
a physician's office practice in the co~~unity. It is
designed to accomplish investigation of newer, more
innovative methods of patient care delivery and student
instruction in health care systems. In order to facilitate
faculty-student interchange and promote learning in the
important specialty of Family Practice, the faculty
offices and departmental teaching space are located in
Unit B/c.
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A Caupo.site NrbulatOl'Y Care Issues List

I. Role of l~~bulatorJ" Care

A. SUpport of Education - Graduate and Undergraduate

B. SUpport of Research

C. ~oc1ical Staff EC01rnUc SUpport

D. SUpport of Inpatient service

E. Canpre~ensive and Ccnti..."1uing Care

F. De'Jelq:rr.er..t of new delivery mcdels

II. OpeJ::ational Issues

A. Organization

1. 100+ specialty and sub-S::..Jecialty clinics

2. Hultiple lines of authority and resp:ms1bility

a. Hec1ical Staff

b. Nursing

c. Hospital l'-C:Tinistration

d. ~~de~c Units

e. St:p::ort Services

B. Financing

1. losses

2. Dual Charge hospital - !·!2d.ical Staff ch..arges

3. Billing arraTJ.gar.ents

4. Capital Financing

5. Thi:cd pCh----ty re:ir::lY.lrserrent

6. Legislative f~"1ds

C. Inc~"1tive systems

1. Pa~iG"1t incoltives to ~2k care

2. Medico.l Staff

a. Fi2"'"'.2ncial

./ .
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b. PraroUon

c. Clinical dti.efs Attitudinal SUpport

D. Education

1. Graduate Hedical

2. Undergraduate r-1e:lical

3. !'."'ursing

4. Other

E. .Research clinics

1. Staff

2. Cost

3. Volume

F. Scheduling

1. Walk-in clinics

2. Beb.;een clinics

G. Facilities

1. Allocation of space 2...:'1d tine

2. Sp2cial space

3. Assessrnerlt of needs

4. Flmding

H. Other

1. Access

a. Referral relations

b. Ccrrm...L"'1ity relatiol'1s

2. Parking

3. Ancillary D2pt. relatia.'1s
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PJ'1BULATORY CARE EEC;:\GAU IZAT ION STUDY PROPOSAL

INTENT OF STUDY

THE UHEUT OF THE STUDY IS TO PROV IDE THE ilECESSARY n·JFORi'\l\TION THROUGH ~<iH ICH

THE Ui-n VERS ITY CLI NICS CO~)\1 ITIE E, AND OTHER INVOLVED PARTI ES, CArl EVALUATE THE

MERITS OF VARIOUS pj·iBULATORY CARE ORGANIZATIONAL FORns. SUCH INFORt'IATImJ \~ILL

THEN BE UT ILI ZED TO TRY AND RESOLVE THE PROBLEJ1 STATEi1ENT:

"Hew CAN THE UNIVERSITY HOSPITALS, MEDICAL STAFF, HEALTH SCIENCES,

A~8 OTHER RELATED PARTIES ORG~\JIZE ,lOST EFFECTIVELY TO FULLFIL THE

C-DALS, OBJECTIVES, AND ROLES OF THE AVaULATORY CARE PROGRPJ,1?"

STUDY ,u,pPROACH

I I SeQ?E - THIS STUDY \'HLL LWIIT ITSELF TO THOSE t\j·13ULATORY CA.RE ACTIVITIES

(,. NC': OCCURR I NG \'1 IIH IN, OR IN DIRECT RELATI o(~ TO, UN IVERS ID' Hasp ITALS I

Ir::LJJDED IN THESE PARPJ1ETERS A~E ALL PRESEiH OUTP/\TIEfn CLHJICS, j:DST

RESEARCH CLINICS, LEGISLATIVE SPECIAL OR SEt'H-AUTONOi/OUS DEPART"1a.n.tL

CLINICS, AND Ef·1ERGENCY SERVICES. THIS IS NOT TO SAY TH/\T ALL SUCH

ACTI VITI ES \'11 lL BE INCLUDED INONE FIi iAL ORGAN IZATI ON I R6.THER, IT

Sr::i?LY RECOGrHZES THJ.\T THEY SHOULD BE NJALYZED AS i/AJOR FACTORS IN

THE DELI VERY OF At'1BULATORY CARE.

IN ADDITION, SO[,;E ANALYSIS SHOULD BE PURSUED ON THE RELATIQi';SHIP OR

r::::::"'USION AT /\ FUTURE DATE CF OTHER J:.:·3ULEl.TORY C!'\RE ACTIVITIES IN THe

PROPOSED ORGJ\N I lEI.TI ONAl FORi IS • THESE Ii JCLUDE SCHCXJL OF DEnTI STRY CLI NICS

PRIi/ARY CARE OUTREACH CLINICS (BOTH c:nVERSITY OPERATED Nm SUPPORTED),

r' TI-SPECI!,LTY CLINICS .. AND CLINICS C?ERATED BY OTHER HEtLTH SCIEi;cES

!\':>:JEJ"'l IC UN ITS •
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P':,'J3UL:'"TORY CARE REORGAN IZATION STUDY PROFOSAL

11. i'~ETHJDOLQGY OUTLINE - THE STUDY ~'II LL FOLLO!,·I THE APPROACH OF AN

ALTERNATIVES - CONSEQUENCES DECISION ~KING PROCESS. IN ESSENCE,

TrllS APPROACH REQUIRES THAT THE SPECTRUf'1S OF ALTERNATIVE ORGANIZATIONAL

FOF';::S BE ANALYZED AS TO THEIR PROBABLE CONSEQUENCES IN A VARIETY OF PRE-

DETE~~INED AREP.S OF CONCERN, THESE AREAS OF CONCERN INCLUDE BOTH FULFILL-

nEilT OF BROAD GOAL AND OBJECTIVE STATEfviENTS AS V{ELL AS SPECIFIC PROBLEM

Ai~D ISSUE AP.EAS. ATENTAT IVE LI ST OF AREAS OF CONCERN ARE AS FOLLOWS:

~ ROL E OF /\HBULATORY CARE

I) EDUCATION - U~mERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE

2) RESEARCH

3) SERVICE - ACCESSIBILITY, COST, QUALITY, CO~JVENIENCE, EFFICIENT

CO'''u':lREHENS IVE, ETC I

4) NEW DELIVERY ~DDELS

5) DEPARTi-iENT SUPPORT

5) OTHER

iL tlIDBLFi'l NJD ISSUE AREAS

1) FRAGi·iEiHED LINES OF AUTHORITY AND RESPONSIBILTY A1'lONG AND \~ITHIr~

CLI j·n CAL ACTI VIT I ES

2) FINANCING - EXPENSE, REVENUE, BILLING SYSTE~lS,CONTROL, LEGISLATIVE

FUNDS, ETC,

3) INCUHIVE SYSTEI~S - TO PROVIDE Ai'iD SEEK CARE

Lt) SUP?Oi-\T MJD ANCILLARY SERVICES

5) RESEARCH CLINICS

6) INFOP1·\ATIO;~ PROCESS I NG SYST8-'iS

7) SCHEDUL I I\JG
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A:'TI3ULATORY CAr',E REORGAN IZATION STUDY PRCPOSAL

8) LEVELS OF CARE - EI·1ERGENCY, PR HIlARY REFERRAL

9) FACI LITI ES

10) f·1EDICAL AND PROFESSIONAL STAFF ORGANIZATION

II) Hosp ITALS ROL E AND ORGAN IZATIOi'!

12) OUTREACH EFFORTS AND Ca1~UNITY - REFERRAL RELATIONS

13) LEGAL - LIABILITY, AUTONOMY, E1Cl

THIS APPROACH REQU IRES EXPLORATION OF THE FULL PANGE OF ALTERNATI VE

ORGAN IZATI ONAL FORlvJS PR lOR TO CONS IDERATION OF THE CONSEQUENCES OF SUCH

FORi"lS. THEN, EACH CAN BE EVALUATED IN LIGKT OF THE AREAS OF CONCERN

LIST (vJHICH ~1AY \~ELL EXPAND THROUGH THE COURSE OF THE STUDY) •. I'IHILE IT IS

FEASIBLE TO BEGIN SUCH A STUDY PRIOR TO A FlNALIZATIml OF THE ROLE AND

OBJECTIVE STATEr·1ENT FOR Af'lBULATORY CARE, SUCH A STATEI'HH nUST BE AVA ILABI E

\':HFr~ CONSEQUFr;CES ARE BE I!'JG a"illLlZElh-

I I 1. nE.\.S ING - THE STUDY DI SCUSSED ABOVE ht;Y BE PURSUED I [j EITHER A PHASED

OR AN ALL INCLUSIVE PROCESS,

Ii·j A Pf{I\SED SECUEiKE THOSE SERVICES AND ACTIVITIES CURRENTLY BEH~G PERFORJ"lED

BY THE HOSPITAL COUL.D BE INVESTIGl\TED I1~ TERi"lS OF ALTERNATIVE ORGANIZATIONAL

FORI/IS VJHICH l/lAY FUNCTION ~'ORE EFFECTIVELY THEr~ CURRENT SYSTEiliS. UPON

COMPLETION OF THIS STUDY, THE PROFESSIONAL STAFF INTERFACE - PRINARILY

!'lEDICAL STAFF ORGt;NlZATIOU-COULD BE PURSUED J-\ND POSSIELE Cf-{j1.f'~(;ES SUGGESTED.

Bo-r.-j PHASES ARE ESSENTI AL IF THE HlT IRE COi~CEPT OF N1BULATORY CARE DELI VERY IS

TO BE EXPLORED.



THe: ~,i3ERNATI VE PROCESS ISS W1PLY TO Srr·1ULTNJEOUSLY STUDY ALL ELEfv1ENTS

NO',.: IiNOLVED IN ANBULATORY CARE DELIVERY - HOSPITALS, ~1EDICAL STAFF,

PROFESSIONAL STAFF, ETC, V!HILE THIS APPROACH PROVIDES FOR TIf/\ELY CmJSIDERA-

TIOiJ OF ALL AREAS OF INTERFACE THROUGHOUT THE STUDY, IT DOES EXPAND THE

~JU;';B:::KS OF VARLtillLES ~'iHICH THE STUDY TEAr·' jvlUST DEAL vlITH AT MN ONE TIME

AND i\EQUIRE GREATER WI',1EDIATE INVOLVEfvlENT OF ~lEDICAL STAFF, OTHER ACAD8'lIC

UNITS, ETC,

IT IS NOT FELT THAT EITHER APPROACH v!OULD DIFFER SUBSTANTIALLY IN TOTAL

Tli':E REQU IRED TO COf~PLETE THE STUDY I
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UNj'jEF;SITY OF r'/i1NNESOTA
TWIN CITiES

~JUJer±€r 18, 1974

'TO: Dr. Roby Thar;pson, Chairman
Dr. Robert Goltz
Dr. Ellis Benson
Dr. David Eifrig
Dr. Robert Ea.·;e
Dr. Paul Quie
Dr. Louis Filiatrault
Dr. Preston r,·~illia.'lls

Hr. Robert Dickler

FRG\: University Clinics Ccmnittee

Lbie~sity Hospitals
r.k,neJpolis, Minnesota 55-155

,

"

STj'BJ"l:CT: l\mbulatory Care I,1edical Staff Organization Task Force

Tne University Clinics Car[11ittee has recently approved a study proposal
fer en in-depLh ar.alysis of alternative fo~s of arrbulatoly care organization
(study proposal is attached) .

In approvL'1'} tllis study the Camnitte8 recognized that cL""'"'l)ulatery care is a
hiShly cCQPls~, ar.d fragr61ted, educatic~-service-researchprogra.'ll tl1at r~lires

rCB~'ical staff ar:d hospital interrelatior:s:1ip at all levels arc categories of
activity. To facilitate the study the C0r.2~ttee determined tb3t toth hospital
2.:;' r~,edical st.2.ff orgal1ization should be iEJestigated siIill.11taneously by bt.'o
sepexate but interdependsl1t efforts.

You are asked to serve on a task force; upon recannendation of the d1ief of
Staff, d1ai~&l of Council of Clinical Services, and the General Director of
c:--. i \:ersity Hospitals; to analyze and reca:.T"',end alterna.tive r-edical staff
ot"';e.nizational ferm (s). Sane of the sp2cific tasks which the task force l;Jill
need to undert2J.:e to achieve this result \':ill include:

1) A role definition of ambulatory care.

2) An indepth understanding of current medical staff organization
in a7bu.latory care al1d resultant problems and unresolved issues.

3) A delineation of actions, ccrr~~ents, and changes necessary to
ceal ,...ith rr,e role, proble,s, and issues so identif i2d.

Si.'lTUlta.rl'c'U..lsly, a task force c1ealir.:; ';.'ith hospital orc;anization for c..[ubulatory
care will be focusing on rnaI1Y of these sa,e iteIns frCl7', thOit p€rspective. These
t.c.sk forces \.,-ill have sene joint mernbership, e:.;:ch..;=tIlge I'limltes, and have access to
st-:.c,y staff as desired and re..1Uirec1.

It is iq::ort;:.nt to note in undertcJ:i"T~: this invcstig2tiof'., that the imnir.e.'1t
c?-"'ir.q of Unit F-C is only a motivatirg :actor and not rr,e prim.=J.ry reason for
i:-:i tia'c. ing this study at t.~e present ti.1\::::. Such an effort rLC"1S been required
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for a number of yeat"s and indeed, various groups f'..ave investigated aspects of
ar.bulatory care reorganization for the past several years.

It is sincerely hoped that you will accept this appointrnent. If you are not
able, please contact Mr. Robert Dickler. An initial meeting \\1ill be scheduled
shortly.

'Ihank you.

R,1I):jb
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
T'NIN CITIES

l C":~:1 r; ! ;.

Unl'i2rsity Hospiti'ls
r.iinn.eapolis, Minnes0tJ 55455

November 18, 1974

TO: I'1r. John Yesteman, Chairm::"'1.'1
~-:s. Beverly Dorsey
Dr. Rob:; 'I'hcmpson
Dr. Robert HOile

Hs. Nancy I(a.y ~'1dson

r.ir. Cliff Fearing
Nr. Robert Dickler

FRO:"l: University Clinics Carmittee

SUBJEcr: Fmbulatory Cc-rre Hospital Organiz3.tioYl Tas}~ Force

'I'he University Clinics Ccrnrnittee has receJltly approvec1 a study prcposal
for an in-dept..'l analysis of alternative rouns of arrbt.:latoiy care organization.
(study proposal is attached).

In approving this study tl1e CcrrrnittE2 reccxjTlized t.~3.t a":'bulatory care is a.
highly ccmplex, a'1d fragr:oeDted, educatio:~-service-rese22""chprO:JJ7ara that recu ~:r::.:s

rredical staff and hospital interrelatic~~hipat all levels a'1d categories of
act_ivity. To facilitate the study the Co.--:Tr_ittee c~etc:-T.'ir,ec1 that both hospital
and rcedical st-aff organization should be investigab::.'C: sEc7,lltan(~ously by h:o
separate but interdepe,.'1dent efforts.

You are asked to serve on a. task foccejupon recC!'i1Tendation of the Chief of
Staff, Chail1TlaIl of the Counci1 of Clinical Se.-rvices, ar.d the General Director
of University Hospitals; to analyze and recc:rrr:'enc alte...''11ative hospital organ
izationel forra (s). Sane of the sp2cific tel.s}:s \·;hich tree tesk force \-7ill need
to ~'1d~~~e to achieve t.'lis result will include:

1) A role defL'1itia.'1 of arcbulc.tory care.

2) An indepth u..'1cerstcmding of current hospital organization in
ambulatory care end result2Jlt proble;s and unresolved iS9~es.

3) A delineation of actio~s, cU_JlQ~ents, ale ch~'1ges necessary to
deal yd.th the role, proble'S, and issues so ic12l1tified.

Simtlltaneously, a task force cealiIlg \·!itll Eccical 5::.aff orga'1ization for
ar,tbulatory CCLre \-lill be fecusing on IT.:ln~' of these san:e itEJ'.l.S fran trIaC
pers?:=octive. These task forces \<.'ill heY2 SO--:-2 jobt rr:erL"'€rship, e..-xcl"S..'1ge
minutes, and have access to study staff 2S desirEXl and rC~1Uirc-'C1.

It is imFOrtac'1t to note. in wlcert-'::iLg this invest.igation, tl>.at trl8

im::tL'1ent of'P..ning of Unit B-C is only a IDt.ivating fecter and not tr.e prk.ary
reaso.n.s for initiatL~.g this study at ti:-~ prese.nt t1.--:-:e. Such arteffort has
been rec[l1ired for a nur1xr of years and indec:rl / vario.1s groups have in.vestiga.ted

HEA,LTH sc :::.CES
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aspects of ambulatory care reorga11izaticn fo::- tr.2 pe."'lst several years.

It is sincerely hoped that you ylill accept this ap[X)intnlent. If you are not
able, please contact t-tr. Hobert Dickle.r. An initial meeting will be schEduled
shortly.

Tnank. you.

JND:jb



, UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
TWIN CITIES

November 20, 1974

Health Sciences Planning Office
Box 75 Powell Hall
4103 Powell Hall
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

(612) 373-8981

,

Ms. Virginia Lewis
Health Sciences Space Programming
and Management
4116 Powell Hall

SUBJECT: Health Sciences Planning Office
Request for Space

Dear Virginia:

Due to the increased activities and responsibilities related
to Building Blc management delegated to this office, it is
necessary that we request adequate space to accommodate our
needs.

Our present space is adequate to accommodate our present
personnel; however, we will be adding several clerical per
sonnel to assist our present staff members in carrying out
management responsibilities. In order to maintain contin
uity of policies and procedures to be implemented in the
Building Blc program, it is imperative that we have space
in close proximity to our present office areas. Therefore,
we are requesting assignment of Room 4110 Powell Hall to
be utilized as office space for new personnel. This space
is presently occupied on a temporary basis by the Child
Bearing - Child Rearing Center. It will be necessary for
the Health Sciences Planning Office to occupy this space
within sixty days.

Sincerely,

~"'W41{~C.- .~1j ...It .-.1 I
".l,t~!-. " ~/,< li~._.. ·~~._-.:""'"",.,..,.",,-i_

(i . .;- ~, . " t • .~~;.I' .. . ,"". "'-;"'-y-c--
Pau ". fa p~n ~

Health Sciences Planning Coordinator
Health Sciences Planning Office

PJH:rm

cc: Hr. Ken Schlenker
Mr. Don Allison
Mr. Tom Jones
Dr. E. Wayne Drehmel

HEALTH SCIENCES

Dr. HeHor RoHand
Nr. Dave Preston
Mr. Clinton Hewitt
Dr. Milton Trapold
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
TWIN CITIES

Nemorandum

School of Public Health
1325 Mayo Memorial Building
MinneJpolis, Minnesota 55455

November 20, 1974

Subject: Hospital Motel S
Planning Committ

To:

From:

Mr. Paul Maupin

Lee D. Stauffer,

at November 20, Health Sciences

During the presentation of Hospital Motel Status Report at the Kovember
20 meeting of the Health Sciences Planning Committee, it was implied that
discussions were underway with Holiday Inn and others about the possible
use of space in the block immediately east of Health Sciences Building A
for parking space for a commercial motel operation.

To the best of my knO'ivledge, the only existing plans for future
consolidated space for the School of Public Health are prograIT~ed for
thf'.t same spot on the block bet~;reen Building A and the State Health
Department. Thus, I would like to express some concern over a move to
wake long-term commercial commitments to a firm until there is some
reassurance that alternative sites for a School of Public Health
building are available. I trust I might count on you to make this
representation of our interests at any future planning meetings and
would appreciate being kept informed of any further discussions along
this line.

LDS :r:,e

cc: Dr. Lyle French
Mr. Dennis Countryman
Hr. Rex Singer
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HEALTH SCIENCES PLANNING OFFICE
MINUTES OF THE HEALTH SCIENCES PLANNING COMMITTEE

DATE:

PLACE:

November 20, 1974

Regents Room - Morrill Hall

MEMBERS PRESENT: Vice President Lyle French; Vice President James
Brinkerhoff; Mr. Clinton Hewitt; Dean Erwin Schaffer;
Dean Mellor Holland; Dean Lee Stauffer; Dr. E. Wayne
Drehme1; Ms. Barbara Redman; Mr. John Westerman;
Mr. Rex Singer; Mr. Tom Jones; Mr. Eugene Kog1;
Mr. Paul Kopietz; Dr. Milton Trapo1d; Ms. Virginia
Lewis; Mr. Paul Maupin

GUESTS: Dr. Patrick Manning; Mr. Bob Dick1er; Ms. Jan Shapiro;
Dr. Hugh Kabat; Dr. Paul Winchell; Ms. Joan Montague;
Mr. Jack Rice

MEMBERS ABSENT: Mr. David Preston; Dean Lawrence Weaver; Mr. Bill Bowen

Health Sciences Parking Ramp Discussion

Paul Kopietz reported that Phase I structural correction is moving along
quite well. Phase II construction is moving along; however, previous de
lays in construction have made it necessary to provide heat to enable
Phase II construction to continue throughout the winter months. The con
tractor is considering implementing a second erection crew if the weather
holds out. Estimated completion of Phase I is March 1, 1975; Phase II is
expected to be completed by May 15, 1975, provided construction can con
tinue through the winter.

James Brinkerhoff stated the University has filed law suits against both
architectural firms. The heating problem presented by construction de
lays in Phase II has been discussed with the University's attorneys. He
indicated the University has proceeded with legal guidance to provide heat
to enable construction to continue through the winter months.

Parking Ramp & Parking Problems
Related to the Dental School - Dean Erwin Schaffer

Dean Schaffer reported the School of Dentistry has documented that their
monetary loss by February 15, 1975, will exceed $170,000 in patient revenue.
He attributes this loss to lack of available patient parking. Dental
services provided by Dentistry are equal or superior in quality to those
provided in the community; conservative fees in conjunction with quality
have long provided an overflow of patients to the University. However,
Dean Schaffer reported that a recent survey has indicated a loss of 207
patients each month due to parking problems. Patients have complained



about parking facilities at the rate of 100 each week. He expressed
his concerns of inconveniencing patients, stating that work cannot be
completed when patients arrive late for their appointments as a result
of parking problems. He also pointed out his concern for the loss of
educational opportunities as a major loss to the School of Dentistry.

Dean Schaffer was asked to compile a report of Dentistry losses to be
forwarded to Mr. Maupin and then submitted to the University's attorneys.

Hospital Motel Status Report - Mr. Clinton Hewitt

Mr. Hewitt discussed the hotel/motel facility proposal submitted by
the development firm, Arrigoni, Hewell & Associates. The facility
would be constructed on University property adjacent to Parking Ramp B.
He reported that several other developers have indicated an interest in
providing a transient ambulatory care facility, i.e. Cedar-Riverside
Associates, the Alumni Association, the Harris Brothers property on
Washington, and a major downtown hotel. Considerations to locations,
parking availability, etc. were discussed.

Mr. Brinkerhoff suggested that the University should continue to collect
program information for a transient ambulatory care facility, and examine
various possibilities in providing such a facility. Information and data
related to this subject should be directed to Mr. Hewitt.,
Interim Animal Space Report - Dr. Patrick Manning

Dr. Manning summarized the critical need to provide interim animal space
during construction of Building B/C and renovation of the Mayo facility
and some areas of Diehl Hall. He estimated that as many as 6,000 animals
are involved. Considerations have been given to various alternate sites
such as Rosemount, St. Paul, Jackson-Owre-Millard, Unit K/E, Diehl Hall,
and the Androck Corporation proposed facility. He pointed out that some
present animal areas do not meet accrediting criteria for U.S.D.A. and
N.I.H. inspections.

After examining various alternate sites, Dr. Manning stated the Androck
Corporation proposed facility appears to be the most viable alternative.
This facility would be constructed at 2600 University Avenue, and could
provide adequate space of up to 30,000 square feet. Androck Corporation
has indicated the facility could be ready for occupancy within the re
quired time frame. A tabulation of research and training grants is pre
sently being tallied to determine the availability of funds to finance
leasing this facility. Dr. Manning stated that investigators are en
couraged to incorporate these costs in grants and contracts. He em
phasized the importance of providing a facility that would meet U.S.D.A
and N.I.H. accrediting criteria within the limited time frame to insure
that present grants are not terminated.



Building Blc Planning Report - Mr. Paul Maupin

There are presently two cost consultants providing cost analysis data
for the Building Blc project. Interim reports have indicated a project
cost of $37 million, and a construction cost of $29.4 million. A 10%
escalation factor is incorporated in the $29.4 million construction
cost.

Newly instituted codes required by U.B.C., U.S.D.A., and N.I.H. have
dictated that a complete sprinkler system must be provided for life
safety. This significant code change is largely attributable to the
increased construction cost.

Mr. Maupin reported that design cuts will be substantial to off-set
the increased cost of incorporating code requirements in the design
of Building B/c. The movable equipment budget will also be cut con
siderably to off-set these increased costs.

Relocation of the Scientific Apparatus Shop was never defined in the
grant application. Mr. Maupin stated that approximately $500,000 in
project funds could be saved if the Scientific Apparatus Shop would
remain in its present location, and the Learning Resources Center
were reduced in proportion. It was suggested that measures to secure
H.E.W. approval to delay Diehl Hall renovation until Building Blc
space is available should be explored.

Work is presently in progress to finalize specifications and drawings
for early purchase of steel after the first of the year.

Hospital Clinics Committee Report - Mr. John Westerman

Mr. Westerman presented committee members with copies of the First
Interim Report of the University Clinics Committee for their review
prior to the next meeting. The intent of this report was to inform
the Health Sciences Planning Committee of the progress of the Univer
sity Clinics Committee, and request their response at the next meeting.

NEXT MEETING: WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 15, 1975
8:30 A.M.
REGENTS ROOM
MORRILL HALL



November 27, 1974

SUMMARY OF MEDICAL SCHOOL REQUESTS:

For space in MARLAN APARTMENT BUILDING

Second Floor MarIan

-r. Pediatrics Neurology

II. Neurosurgery

III. Therapeutic Radiology

Sub-Total

First Floor Mar1an

IV. Family' Practice

Medical Schop1 Total

Details outlined on the attached outline.

400 Sq. Ft.

700 Sq. Ft.

770 Sq. Ft.

1870 Sq. Ft.

3000 Sq. Ft.

4870 Sq. Ft.

Additional needs for office space exist for the following departments:

1. Laboratory Medicine & Pathology

2. Psychiatry

3. Anesthesiology

2~cP
~~4»

LSeD.

Preliminary al~lysis of their space needs has not been completed as of this
date.
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HEDICAL SCHOOL SPACh ~{cEDS

e,>
I. Pediatric Neur~lo~y; Dr. Kenneth Swaiman - Space is needed for the following:

A. New Staff

Dr. Bhuwan Gary - Pediatric Neurologis~

To be appt. 7/1/75

Dr. Elsa Greenberg - Psychologist
Presently on 50% appt. &
goes to 100% 7/1/75.
Currently shares a desk
with 2 others.

Total needed for new staff to provide
offices for interviews, testing and
counseling.

B. Secretarial/clerical

Present working space for clerical functions is
inadequate.
Space for 2 secretarial staff plus storage and
working area is needed.

TOTAL REQUEST

II. Neurosurgery ; Dr. James R. Bloedel (Dept. of Neurology)
t~)

Space is needed for the following:

A. Staff

Ron McRoberts - Comp?ter Programer

office to house 2 Neurosurgical Fellows

office(s) to house 2 M.D.-Ph.D. students,
(currently William Litchy and Timothy Ebner)

office for new Post Doctoral Fellow

~OTAL Needed for staff

B. Work Rooms

office(s) to be used for Graphic Arts and for
thesis preparation

100~

200 iii

200'&

400 91

100,s

150t6

150 t;6

10015

500"

200~

i I

TOTAL REQUEST 700 IfI



III. Dept. of Therapeutic Radiology'- Dr. S. Levitt, Head

(,)
Space is needed for the following:

A. New Staff

Oncology Center
Office for Radiotherapist
Office for Administrative officer
Office for Editoral Assistant
Office for 2 secretaries

Sub Total

Outreach Program
Office for Radiotherapist
Office for Administrative Officer
Office for secretary

Sub Total

"

TOTAL REQUEST

e,l See.. Ifl',hv Ie f+e~ .f".tIo\ bro, Lev,~+.

110"
110~
100c.6
l40 llli

460,s

110"
1101;6
90~

3l0~

770 II

IV. Dept. of Family Practice - Dr. E~ Ciriacy, Head

(2)
Total Request , 3,000 ..



UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
TWIN CITIES

: Division of Pediatric Neurology
; Medical School
I Box 486 Mayo Memorial Building
! Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455
I
I (612) 376-3692 or

(612) 373·5288 (after hours)

November 18, 1974

*,-"-.

.............
.-'0-",.

Dr. Neal L. Gault
Dean, Medical School
Box 293 Mayo

I ~ "/

Dear Dr. Gault: I '.' .Y'~-~.

'--..~ . :~ ...... -.- ? " .~ ". .<~

This letter is a s~quel'to my letters of June II, 1974
and September 3, 1974 asking that additional space
be sought and allocated by the Medical School to the

~ , Div~sion of Pediatric Neurology .
.......... "h.. ~. 4. .I ...

\. '1'~ ....... ~ \,.

"·c.~_.-· Iu"'m'y 'initiai-'letter I requested 200 square feet for
.~~.~. an additional pediatric neurology staffman. I~ is

>
our present"intention to add an additional full-time

-'pediatric neurologist to our staff, Dr. Bhuwan Garg,
",

_. on July 1, 1975. He will require the 200 square
feet'of space asked for'him in the initial request.
Dr. Elsa Greenberg, a psychologist, has joined our
staff ~n a half-time basis and will undoubtedly go
to a full-time position as an Assistant Professor in
our-division by July 1, 1975. At the present time she
shares a desk in a room with two other individuals,
making it i~possible to utilize the room for interviews,
testing or counselling which are vital to her role.

The ~dditional staff and personnel has continued to
place undue stress on our secretarial and clerical
help because of inadequate working space and inadequate
storage space. The initial.request for 200 additional
square feet for two secretarial positions and filing
space appears to be more modest than initially thought.
Furthermore, we continue to have no reasonable space
for meetings of our staff with ane another, for inter
disciplinary meetings between our staff and the members
of other units of the school, including Social Service,
Speech and Language, Psychology and various community
agencies and organizations, including o~fieials of
schools and school districts who are frequent visitors

• . • 2

HEALTH SCIENCES



." .

and partic;i:ants in our program. In addition, we have.
no space [~~ assembling the large amount of manuscript
and teaching material which literally flows through
our office.

All in all, the needs which were described previously
are more pressing and becoming more urgent. It is my
hope that sufficient space will be available to us when
building B/C is completed. Nevertheless, it is impossible
for our division to function adequately in its teaching,
service, and research roles during the next 3-4 years
without further space allotment.

I hope that my request will be heard. The development
of this division and the growth of our professional
area has been rapid because of the large population of
children that are in need of our ser~ices and the large
amount of practical knowledge concerning child development
that must be imparted to medical students and fellows
of a number of disciplines. It is disturbing to think
that the functioning of our division will decompensate
because of our inability to gain proper and relatively
minimum housing. I hope you will be in position to
help us. - .

'Sincerely yours,

1(y~ ? ,dMl{"~~
K;~:th F. Swkiman, M.D.
P~ofessor and Director
Pediatric Neurology

KFS:mec
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA! Department of Neurosurgery
lWlN CITIES Medical ScllOol

8-590 Mayo filemorial Building
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

November 14, 1974

Dr. E. Wayne Drehmel
Assistant to the Dean
Medical School
1360 Mayo
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota

Dear Dr. Drehmel:

I am writing in response to a telephone call from your office a few days
ago requesting an itemization of our needs for space in the apartment
buildings located behind Building A. It is my understanding that this
space must be used for offices and laboratory work which does not require
large amperage power. sources or special wiring. The following is a list
of our projected needs:

1 office to. be used for Graphic Arts in the preparation of figures and
manuscripts.

1 office to be used by the computer programmer and statistician (Ron McRoberts).

1 office for a Neurosurgical Fellow in Neuropathology (Resident changes every'·
six months) •

•1 office for a Neuro~urgical Fellow in the Research Laboratory of the
Department of Neurosurgery (Resident changes every year).

1 office for thesis preparation, to be used by a Neurosurgical Resident.

2 offices to be used by M.D. - Ph.D. students training in the Research
Laboratory of the Department of Neurosurgery (currently William Litchy and
Timothy Ebner).

Thank you very much for your inquiry. Please notify.me if you would like
specification of our needs presented to you in a different format.

James R. Bloedel
Associate Professor
Departments of Neurosurgery and Physiology

JRB/cmj

HEALTH SCIENCES
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:1. 1:.,:illrJrl.'J· ! UNIVERSI.TY OF MINNESOTA! Department,of Therapeutic Radiology
l.iwJ :! TWIN CITIES !Medical School

I
i Box 187 Mayo Memorial Building

I
,Minneapolis. Minnesota 55455

: (612) 373,8680

November 19, 1974

Dr. W.E. Drehmel
Assistant to the Dean
Box 293 Mayo

Dear Dr. Drehmel:

This letter is in response to Mr. James Nelson's
call for an update to our request for office space
in the MarIan apartment building, which was presented

~n my letter to Dean Gault on September 18, 1974.
"'7. q>elf. As you know, this department is making full use of
r~ the space which we now occupy. This includes 1850

~, square feet of space in Powell Hall, exclusive of
/13 clinical examination rooms, treatment rooms and
Ci waiting rooms, which is occupied by four staff radio

therapists, two Ph.D. :physicists, one PhoD o radio
biologist, eight residents, one electronics specialist,
and seven secretaries. There is no space available

'0" e}-,-/""'-==---""'l;-n our laboratories in Diehl Hall, which are occupied.
, <Q(,'by thre.e Ph.D. radiobiologists, four technicians, and

o a secretary.---- '

We have submitted two grant applications this year, one
for a Radiation Oncology Center and one for an Outreach
Program. These programs will significantly expand our

/efforts in research and teaching. The Radi~tiQ..n..-Qru;.o,lp~X'

~) Center program will present a need for office space for
:> an aaai tional radi.other_a.2J-st, an administrative officer,

two addl tlonal secretaries, and aneilit-oriar-assl"s-tant":-'
,--This program was slte vislted on--S-ep'temoerl.-2--'aria 13, T974,

and is now scheduled for a second site visit on December 16,
1974. The Outreach Program will require space for an

~addi~io~~l_~j~~h~~ap-i~t,one administrative officer, and
tal asecretarx:. This program has beenappro-veaWTEK---aTevised

'3 15uageto Copies of these applications and the revised
~budget are in the Dean's office, and I will be very

happy to furnish you with' any additional information.

Sincerely you~s, ,

CO; L__~·
--~",- ()

Seymour Ho Levitt, M.D.
Professor and Head

SHL:jch

(', ~e..,iy u4 S~of; HEALTH SCIENCES
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA I Department of Family Practice and Community Health
TWIN CITIES i Medical School

A-290 Mayo Memorial Building
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

(612) 373-8539

November 20, 1974

Neal L. Gault, M.D.
Dean
Medical School
1360 Mayo Memorial Building
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, MN 55455

Dear Neal:

The Department of Family Practice and Conununity Heal-th requested
3,550 square feet of additional space of the Space Allocation
Committee on January 22, 1974. This was to alleviate overcrowd
ing then present and allow for expansion of the residency
training program, the faculty, undergraduate teaching space and
secretarial offices.

The Department has grown in the past year and our space limita
tions are now severe. Staff and faculty have been added who
must share one-man offices with 3 people. Our behavioral
scientist and M.D. faculty members are unable to do confidential
advising since there are several people in every office.
Secretarial space is extremely cramped and there is no storage
area at all.

We have developed a gerontology program within our Department
and are adding a faculty member, administrator, secretary, and
research assistant to staff the program. A federal grant of
$160,015.00 funds this program but we do not have office
space anywhere for the staff.

The Health Inventory and Care Evaluation System (RICES) Project
is housed temporarily in Powell Hall until December 30, 1974.
This project operates on a federal grant of $87,421.00 but will
soon lack an office.

In" light of our critical need for space we are requesting the
first floor of the Marlin Building for our use. This area is
3,000 square feet and would help meet our needs until the
completion of B-C Building. Acquisition of the Marlin Building
would provide room for the following areas within our Department:
Research, Evaluation, Conference Room, Accounting, Medical
Sociology, Clinical Psychology, Gerontology, Editing, Allied
Health Research, Pediatrics, Resident Office and Call Room and
Storage. We enclose our design for the use of this space and

W'I\I TH SCIENlCF9



Neal L. Gault, M.D.
November 20, 1974
Page-2

a breakdown of the square footage per area.

The Rural Physician Associate Program is currently housed in
Frontier Hall. The length of that stay is unknown but as long
as they may remain there they would not request any changes of
the Space Allocation Committee. However, they will want space
in the B-C Building.

We will continue to be over occupied in A-290 Mayo in the
secretarial area. These support personnel must remain in the
immediate Department. In addition, the secretaries in the
Family Practice Clinic and the transcriptionists must work in
very restricted spaces. The bounds of the Family Practice .
Clinic impede expansion. We do however, make one final and
strong request. The Family Practice Clinic asks for the add
ition of n-254, 262 square feet, the inpatient admission
lounge. This room is adjacent to the Clinic and would serve as
a conference and consultation room. The confines of the Clinic
make this an essential request for us.

The proposals for first floor Marlin Building and D-254 Mayo
for a total of 3,262 square feet of space are made with
urgent cgneerIT)for our space needs and we will very much apprec
iate ~lfe consideration the committee extends to us.

Edward W. Ciriacy, M.D.
Professor and Head

E1;vC :mo

Enclosures: Floor Plan
Square Feet



FAMILY PRACTICE AND COMMUNITY HEALTH SPACE NEEDS

Submitted to the

Owre-Jackson-Mi11ard Space

A116cation Committee

Revised
November 20, 1974
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DEPART':IENT OF FAMILY PRACTICE Ai>1D COMNUNITY HEALTH

M1\RLIN BUILDING 1ST FLOOR

AREAS

Evaluation

Secretarial

Gerontology

Medical Sociology

Accounting

Clinical Psychology

Allied Health Research

Editing

Residents Offices

Residents Call Room

Pediatrics

Research and Conference

Restrooms

Storage

Subtotal

MAYO BUILDING

2ND FLOOR

Clinic Consultation and Conference
(Room D-254)

'rOTAL

SQUARE FEET

284

128

332

128

104

180

284

128

234

134

128

284

72

27'1

306

3 / 000 Square Feet

262

3,262 Square Feet
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
TWIN CITIES

Office of the Dean

I
i School of Dentistry

1

136 Owre Hall
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

j

December 6, 1974

Dr. John A. Anderson'
Department of Pediatrics
1460 Mayo
University of Minnesota

Dear Doctor Anderson:

This is to acknowledge receipt of your letter of November 27 regarding
the space needs for the Pediatric Outpatient Department and for the
Pediatric Department. The space needs request you sent will be
included in the deliberations of the Health Sciences Space Planning
Committee. Thank you for the detailed information.

Sincerely,

J1l.RLdtb{
M. R. Holland, Chairman
Health Sciences Space Planning Committee

MRH:ajm



UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
TWIN CITIES

i Department of Pediatrics
1460 Mayo Memorial Building 0

! Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

! (612) 373-8114

November 27, 1974

(,
"wi

Dr. Mellor Holland
Chairman
Health Science Space Planning Committee
136 Owre Building

Dear Dr. Holland,

The following presents space needs and suggested changes for the
Pediatrics Outpatient Department and for the Pediatric Department relative
to your note of November 12th to Mr. Paul Maupin, concerning space adjustment.

The need to expand the Pediatric Outpatient Department facilities has
been longstanding. The growth in all areas of the Pediatric Outpatient
Department, both in numbers of patients and numbers of visits is evident from
review of the outpatient department's census reports of the last few years.
Specifically, certain of our Pediatric Department clinics have had to be
dislocated to other areas because of the limited space in the existing area.
These include the location of the rheumatic fever and arthritis clinic, a
large renal clinic now in the congested Heart Hospital clinic, which is used
both for adult and pediatric cardiac clinics. We have had to locate the rapidly
growing metabolic and endocrine clinic in the very congested North Clinic area.
Finally, the pediatric allergy clinic is also located in Medicine Clinic and
in Masonic Hospital. All of these disassociated clinics need to be brought back
into the general Pediatric clinic area to permit better organization of the function
and the administration of these clinics.

To provide for additional space in the present outpatient area on the second
and first floor of the Eustis wing, it would be necessary to remove several
programs and personnel now located in these areas. These include the remainder
of the Child Development personnel (The Collaborative Study Program on Cerebral
Palsy), the present outpatient department faculty personnel, Drs. Margaret
Horrobin, Leon Satran, Robert Fisch, Carl Hunt, Rolf Engel, Pi-Nian Chang, a
social worker and the related administrative office personnel. The ambulatory
cardio-pulmonary function test laboratory, under the direction of Dr. Carl
Hunt, will also have to be relocated. The space on the first floor and in
part, some of the second floor of the outpatient department, was originally
developed by the Pediatrics Department and funded by grant monies obtained
from NIH to permit pursuit of the Collaborative Study Program.

There is approximately 626 square feet of space on the second floor out
patient department consisting of the following rooms: 0-229, 0-225, 0-224-1-2-3,
0-224, 0-224-5; a total of 626 square feet now occupied by professional and
outpatient administrative people.

Continued ..••

HEALTH SCIENCES



Dr. Mellor Holland
November 27, 1974

Page 2

The first floor space is approximately 2612 square feet. Much of this
can be converted to outpatient functions and for professional staff related
to outpatient activities. It will be necessary, however, for the department
to retain approximately 483 square feet consisting of rooms 0-133, 0-133-1,
0-124, 0-124-2, 0-124-3, and 0-124-4. These rooms must be retained as they
are specially constructed audiology testing rooms and special clinical research
instrument containing rooms which are used for special tests for ambulatory
patients both in the hospital as well as in the outpatient department clinic.
Retention of these rooms is necessary to permit pursuit of NIH and other
grant protocols for speech language and hearing (under the direction of Dr.
Frank Lassmand and Dr. Robert Fisch) as well as the program of Dr. Rolf Engel
on carboxyhemoglobin analysis which is done on both infants and adults. Both
of these. studies are related to specific outpatient subjects. The audiology
rooms, however, have been used and can continue to be used for general use of
both children and adults under the direction of Dr. Lassman's program in the
Department of Otolaryngology. The rooms occupied by Dr. Engel were especially
air-conditioned with a sensitivity of less than one degree of Fahrenheit
temperature essential to the research protocol. Except for the above rooms,
the department is willing to relinquish the remainder of the space on the first
floor for conversion to a more effective, efficient and expanded outpatient
department bringing together those dislocated clinics mentioned above into
close geographic proximity to the general pediatric outpatient department.
This would return 2149 square feet of the 2612 square feet on the first floor
for outpatient department functioning permitting the retention of 463 square
feet for the specific purposes mentioned above in audiology and by Dr. Engel.

To effect these above changes and permit expansion of the outpatient
department it will be necessary that space for those functions now located
on the first flOOD be available. It is suggested that consideration be given
to the following:

(1) Return to the Pediatric Department the space now held by the Department
of Psychiatry on the 14th floor. (This was a temporary change that was made
many years ago with a committment to return this space to the Department of
Pediatrics at a later time when the Psychiatry Department could make other
adjustments.) This space on the 14th floor now occupied by the Department of
Psychiatry is a total of 1050 square feet and consists of the following rooms:
1403, 121 square feet; 1403-1, 88 square feet; 1405, 158 square feet; 1439,
154 square feet; 1441, 166 square feet; 1442, 154 square feet; 1443, 114
square feet; 1444, 95 square feet; a total of 1050 square feet.

(2) In addition, there will be need for an additional 1100 square feet
of predominantly office space to accomodate the remainder of individuals and
programs that will leave the first and second floor outpatient areas. It is
highly desirable that these individuals also be in close proximity to the
major department administrative offices on the 14th floor and this amount of
space on the 13th floor below our existing area would be needed. Hence the

Continued ..•..
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loss of 2149 square feet on the first floor requires'a total of the 2150
square feet mentioned in the above paragraphs (1) and (2).

(3) The above indicates essentially just replacement space due to the
need to expand the outpatient department activities in Pediatrics. Our
problem is further complicated by the fact that we do not have office space
defined for Dr. Bernard Mirkin, Professor, Dr. Tom Rolewicz, Assistant Professor,
Dr. Sharanjeet Singh, Assistant Professor, and Dr. Alan Sinaiko, Assistant
Professor. These individuals are now temporarily located in the Department
of Pharmacology spaces over in the Owre building. Finally, we have Dr. Warren
Warwick located over in Centennial Hall and it is advisable that all these
people be brought bac~ into the geographical relationships with the Department
of Pediatrics.

It is absolutely essential that we do provide expanded ambulatory care
program in the Department of Pediatrics. Serious restrictions in programs now
growing that are designed to increase our ambulatory activity should not occur
as we anticipate in the next three years the expanded programs in the B-C
outpatient department area.

Serious consideration of these requests would be most appreciated.

Sincerely yours,

~
." .4J.~, .

... . .,¢r /f"'l,~'l (.. tJt;;' r-v"
./ .

/ ",'

{ •.•".r' John A. Anderson, M.D., Ph.D.
Professor and Chairman
Department of Pediatrics

cc: Mr. Paul Maupin
Owre-Jackson Space Allocation Committee

Mr. Robert Dickler

N.L. Gault, Jr., Dean of the Medical School

JAA:kf
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December 12, 1974

MEMORANDUM

TO: Dr. Mellor Holland, Chairman
Health Sciences Space PI ning Committee

FROM: Lee D. Stauffer, De

SUBJECT: Additional School

UNIV. OF MINN
HEALTH SCIENC'E
PLANNING OFFiCE

As you know, Mel, I have requested and sought additional space for
immediate and short-range needs of the School. This process began on
August 14, 1974 and has not yet been concluded.

I'm aware your committee was not even appointed until September and
also know how long it takes to consider important matters such as space
assignment. Therefore, I'm not at all surprised that final decisions
have not yet been made.

In the interim it would be helpful, however, if you could give me
some information which will help us evaluate how probable the acqulsl
tion of additional space may be. In particular I'd be interested in
knowing:

a. How many and which units have submitted requests for space
in the Marlin Apartments?

b. When were the requests submitted? (As you may be aware, the
School's request was sent forward August 14, 1974.)

c. How many and which units have submitted requests for the space
on the 13th floor of the Mayo Building presently occupied by
the Medical School?

d. When were the requests for present Medical School space on the
13th floor of Mayo submitted? (Our request for this functionally
most appropriate space for the School was sent to Dr. French on
September 5, 1974.)

HEALfH SCIENCES
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e. When does your committee plan on making assignment of space:
1) In the Marlin Apartments?
2) For the present 13th floor Mayo Medical School areas?

I'll appreciate hearing from you at the earliest opportunity. We con
tinue to add grant funded faculty without appropriate places to put them.
As the Health Sciences unit with the second largest annual federal research
and training grant expenditures, we may be producing more problems for
ourselves than the past vigorous pursuit of such funds warrants. Grants
and contracts have become our major means of survival and we now rank sixth
among all University units in federal research and training funds. Our
functional operation is being seriously constrained by not being able to
find space for our projects to operate. However, if internal readjustment
is not probable in the immediate future we must quickly begin looking at
other alternatives such as space outside the health science complex.

I'll look forward to hearing from you.

LDS:nw

cc: Dr. French
Mr. Maupin
Professor Singer
Administrative Committee,

School of Public Health
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Health Sciences Space Planning Committee
December 19, 1974

Summary of Space Requests and Potential Space

Space requests in alphabetical order.

Unit
1. Medical School

2. School of
Nursing

3. School of
Public Health

Dates Requested
Stated at October 8, 1974
meeting of H.S.S.P.C. and
in written summary dated
November 27, 1974.

February 25, August 6,
August 29, October 18

August 14, September 5
(two separate letters),
and October 18

Amount
9,670 n.s.f.

2,500 n.s.f.

4,500 n. s. f.

Location
Preference

MarIan Apartment

Powell Hall

13th Floor Mayo

University
Hospitals

4.

a.
b.

First submitted to
Jackson-Owre-Millard
Committee prior to
September 5, 1974.

Outpatient Management
Pediatric Department

1 ,000 n. s • f.
1,000 n.s.f.

Priority
1. Owre
2. Mayo
3. Powell
4. Centennial

5. University
Hospitals

Pediatric
Department

November 27, 1974 2,150 n. s •f. 13th and 14th
Floors of Mayo

Background Information to Space Reguests

Medical School
At the October 8, 1974 meeting of the H.S.S.P.C. Wayne Drehmel indicated a need for
at least 7,000 n.s.f. of space for pediatric neurology, neurosurgery, therapeutic
radiology, family practice, laboratory medicine and pathology, psychiatry and
anesthesiology. This request was updated to a need for 9,670 n.s.f. of space in a
statement dated November 27. The Medical School has expressed an interest in the
MarIan Apartment space at least as early as August 29 in a letter from Dean Gault
to Vice-President French. The Medical School was allocated 7,563 n.s.f. of space in
Owre Hall for the Medical School Administration. In receiving this space, the Medical
School agreed to relinquish 3,750 n.s.f. on the 13th floor of Mayo and 1,500 n.s.f.
of space in Centennial Hall.

School of Nursing
In information available to the H.S.S.P.C., the School of Nursing requested additional
space as early as February 25, 1974 and in subsequent letters and summaries dated
August 6, August 29, and October 18. The School of Nursing has requested ten additional
offices and one or two nursing arts laboratories. This request totals about 2,500 n.s.f.
Nursing has indicated a strong preference for Powell Hall to permit consolidation of
their faculty and staff.
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Background Information to Space Requests
(Continued)

Page 2

School of Public Health
The School of Public Health is now housed in 11 different locations on campus. In
letters dated August 14, September 5 (two separate letters), and October 18, the
School has requested additional space. The latest update requested approximately
4,500 n.s.f. The School has stated a definite preference for the 13th floor of Mayo
to permit consolidation of the newly required space with their existing space on
the 13th floor of Mayo.

University Hospitals
Initially University Hospitals requested 8,000 n.s.f. in Owre Hall for the opthalmology
clinic and support areas. 'This request was submitted to the Jackson-Owre-Mi1lard
Committee. Because of the high cost and length of time of remodeling and perhaps
because of the likely unavailability of space in Owre, the request was modified as
follows: (1) Five faculty offices and a secretarial office totaling about 1,000 n.s.f.
for the outpatient management program currently on floor 3 of University Hospitals.
This move would permit expansion of the ophthalmology clinic which currently is in
juxtaposition to the outpatient management offices. (2) Four faculty offices plus
two secretarial offices totaling approximately 1,000 n.s.f. for the Pediatric Depart
ment. Currently, these rooms are on the second floor of University Hospitals. This
charge would permit expansion of the pediatric clinic on floor 2. A letter dated
November 27, 1974 from Dr. John Anderson, Chairman of the Department of Pediatrics,
to M. Holland, Chairman of the H.S.S.P.C., requested 2,150 n.s.f. for office space
in the Department of Pediatrics. In the letter, Dr. Anderson requested that 1,050
n.s.f. of this space request be satisfied by returning space on the 14th floor of
Mayo loaned to the Department of Psychiatry some years ago. In addition, 1,100 n.s.f.
of space was requested on the 13th floor of Mayo. From Dr. Anderson's letter it
appears that some of this 2,150 n.s.f. is the request for 1,000 n.s.f. submitted
earlier to the Jackson-Owre-Millard Committee. .

Potential Space for Allocation
to Help Satisfy Space Requests

Area
13th Floor Mayo
Centennial Hall
MarIan Apartment

(Floors 1 and 2)
In addition, it would seem
that space would need to be
obtained in Powell Hall to
total about 1,800-2,000 n.s.f.

Space Amount
3,750 n.s.f.
1,502 n. s •f.
7,000 n.s.f.

1,800-2,000 n.s.f. ?
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Proposal for Consideration by
the Health Sciences Space Planning Committee

It is readily apparent that the space needs of the Medical School, School of Nursing,
School of Public Health, and University Hospitals am critical and urgent. It is
obvious from the above report that the space requests exceed the potential space
available for allocation. Further, it seems evident that compromises will be necessary
to arrive at a solution and that some trade-offs will be necessary. Also it appears
to be essential that some spaces in Powell Hall will need to be relinquished to help
put the pieces together. Could this space become available through the relinquishment
of space by the School of Public Health, University Hospitals, and the Medical School?

All units seem to be very eager for a solution to this problem. It is highly
questionable whether further delay is necessary for the Health Sciences Space Planning
Committee to make a recommendation to Vice-President French.

In view of the above observations, the chairman proposes the following for consideration
by the Health Sciences Space Planning Committee.

Unit
Medical School

Allocation
7,000 n.s.f. in MarIan Apartment
(Requested 9,670 n.s.f.)

School of Nursing 1,800-2,000 n.s.f. in Powell Hall
through the relinquishment of space
by such units as the School of Public
Health, Medical School, and University
Hospitals (Requested 2,500 n.s.f.)

School of Public Health 3,750 n.s.f. on the 13th floor of
Mayo (Requested 4,500 n.s.f.)

University Hospitals
Outpatient Management Offices
Department of Pediatrics Offices

750 n.s.£. in Centennial (
750 n.s.f. in Centennial \Requested
2,000 n.s.f. in first proposal and
later 3,150 n.s.f. after Dr. Anderson's
letter of November 27.)

Medical School approximately 76+% of its request in a building
acceptable.
School of Nursing would receive on a 1,800 n.s.f. allocation
72% of its request in a building acceptable to them.
School of Public Health would receive about 83% of its request.- Mayo
University Hospitals (excluding Dr. Anderson's latest request) accept
would receive 75% of its request. It is not known whether this able.
space in Centennial would be acceptable to the Outpatient Manage-
ment Office and the Department of Pediatrics, but it is air
conditioned, well-decorated and designed space -- at a somewhat
greater distance than Owre but in many ways better space.

(2)

(1)

(3)
(4 )

Disregarding the needed contributions in Powell Hall, the above proposal would give
the following:
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Proposal for Consideration by
the Health Sciences Space Planning Committee

(Continued)
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One of the most central aspects of the above proposal is the necessity of space
being relinquished in Powell to provide space for Nursing. In order to unlock the
stalemate, it seems that this must be accomplished.

The above proposal is submitted by the chairman is an effort to be helpful and to
provide a basis for settling a difficult problem.

M. R. Holland, Chairman
Health Sciences Space Planning Committee

MRH:ajm
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HEALTH SCIENCES SPACE PlANNING COMMITTEE
December 19, 1974

Attending were: Wayne Drehmel
Me llor Ho lland
Rosemary Huerter (for Barbara Redman)
Thomas Jones
Hugh Kabat

Arnold Lazarow
Virginia Lewis
Paul Maupin
Rex Singer
Milton Trapold

The agenda items discussed were as follows:

1. Mel Holland reported on his meeting with Vice-President Lyle French and
Mr. David Preston regarding the work of the H.S.S.P.C. They requested
that the following information be given to the Committee:

1. It is acceptable to expand the charge of the Committee to include
negotiations on space outside the Marlan Apartment such as Mayo,
Centennial, and Powell as currently being discussed by the
Committee. There would, of course, need to be some limitations
of responsibilities so the Committee wouldn't be burdened with
all the space requests of the Health Sciences.

2. As appropriate, the Vice-President's office will ask the Committee
to consider division of specific spaces such as it did with the
Marlan Apartment.

3. The H.S.S.P.C. will likely be asked to approve space exchanges
between schools.

4. Decisions on allocating vacated space in Mayo and other buildings
(e.g. VFW, Powell, Diehl) as per the 1967 projections when Blc
is completed should follow the original intentions as closely
as possible.

See attached memo from Mr. Preston regarding the above.

2. Background materials on the 1967 projections for vacating space when BIC
is completed were prepared by Virginia Lewis and distributed to the
Committee at the meeting. The Committee was asked to study this background
material for future work of the Committee. Mr. Maupin commented that since
there are two phases of Unit Blc completion, it would need to be understood
that the full schedule of vacating space in Mayo and elsewhere wouldn't
occur until BIC is completed, likely not until 1980-81. Mel Holland commented
that apparently some departments in the Medical School are reassigning spaces
which would be in the lito be vacated space". This is no doubt a normal
course of space usage but could create some problems later if the new "tenants"
aren't aware of the 1967 projections.
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c 3. Discussion then, centered on a document prepared by Mel Holland entitled
"Summary of Space Requests and Potential Space". Also distributed was a
letter of November 27 from Dr. John Anderson requesting additional space
for the Department of Pediatrics. After the Committee read the two documents,
the following discussion occurred.

Tom Jones informed the Committee that the Hospitals' request for space for
the Department of Pediatrics (1,000 n.s.f.) and the Outpatient Management
Offices (1,000 n.s.f.) was being withdrawn. In replacement, the Hospitals
support the new request from Pediatrics for 2,150 n.s.f as submitted by
Dr. John Anderson. In Dr. Anderson's request, he requested 1,050 n.s.f.
of space on floor 14 Mayo now held by the Department of Psychiatry which
Dr. Anderson related was a loan to Psychiatry from Pediatrics many years
ago. Also, he asked for 1,100 n.s.f. of space on floor 13 Mayo. Arnold
Lazarow commented that the long-term plan was for the space on the 14th
floor of Mayo to go to Microbiology. Wayne Drehme1 stated that the Medical
School is looking for new space for Psychiatry over and above what they
already are using. Paul Maupin suggested that space within a school's
management should be negotiated within the school involved unless the
school decides it needs assistance from the H.S.S.P.C. or another group
or office.

As part of the "summary" document, a proposal was included for space alloca
tion to help resolve the current issues. This proposal was offered to give
the Committee a plan to work from and modify as it wished. Central to the
proposal was the need to free-up space in Powell Hall, presumably for
Nursing which clearly wishes to gain its needed space there. Paul Maupin
raised the possibility of the 2400 corridor in Powell Hall to provide the
needed space. Wayne Drehme1 pointed out that when part of Pediatrics moved
to Unit A, some of the 2400 corridor was vacated. Some of this space is
now being used by the Animal Hospital under Dr. Patrick Manning and other
space is planned for Anesthesiology. The available space for Anesthesiology
is far less than needed.

The Medical School is now in the process of seeking additional space for
Anesthesiology so they can take care of current needs and can expand.
Anesthesiology needs space that is close to the operating rooms, but there
doesn't seem to be anything available in Mayo. The 2400 corridor of Powell
is apparently too remote to be convenient for Anesthesiology.

A suggestion was made that perhaps rooms 1112 and 1114 Powell could be
vacated by the hospital for Anesthesiology ~ The rooms,' with a combined total
of 1,035 n.s.f., are being used by the hospital nOw to store materia1s.~ Paul
Maupin felt that this space was particularly unsuitable for storage of
pathology specimens. It would seem preferred that these specimens be stored
in Jackson Hall or in Unit E. If 1112 and 1114 Powell were available for
Anesthesiology, their needs would be helped considerably. Anesthesiology
currently holds some space close to 1112 and 1114 Powell. Rooms 1112 and
1114 are still some distance from the operating rooms but possibly could
be acceptable.

*1112 Powell stores the pathology specimens and 1114 Powell stores some
hospital supplies and equipment.
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Rosemary Huerter said that Nursing now has 2112 Powell for its Nursing Arts
Laboratory. To gain this, Nursing gave the Hospitals the priority in the
use of 2309 Powell which is a classroom. Nursing can still use the class
room, however. Paul Maupin mentioned a lounge-locker room occupied by
Nursing which he noticed had not been fully utilized. Rosemary Huerter
said the use would increase considerably winter quarter with the addition
of 150 students as of the beginning of winter quarter.

As part of freeing up space in the corridor in Powell, it would ne necessary
to find suitable alternative space for the Animal Hospital Office. Wayne
Drehmel will check with Dr. Patrick Manning about his willingness to move to
some other location such as Centennial Hall. If it is possible to move
Anesthesiology and the Animal Hospital from the 2400 corridor in Powell,
approximately 2,000 n.s.f. of space will be created for nursing which is
close to what they need in the location they desire. (The 2400 corridor
space in Powell was later determined to be 1,351 n.s.f.)

Tom Jones accepted the assignment to check on vacating 1112 and 1114 Powell
by the hospital and asking Anesthesiology whether this space was acceptable
to them.

It was agreed that all discussions relative to the above potential moves
and those discussed in the "summary" statement would have to be completed
prior to the Committee's next meeting on January 9.

The tentative combination of space allocations pending various agreements
which is before the Committee currently is as follows:

1. Medical School - 7,000 n.s.L in MarIan Apartment
2. School of Nursing - 2,000 n.s.f. in ~OO corridor of Powell

(Later determined to be 1,351 n.s.f.)
3. School of Public Health - 3,750 n.s.f. on the 13th floor of Mayo
4. Department of Pediatrics - 1,000 n.s.f. in Centennial Hall
5. Animal Hospital Office - 500 n.s.f. in Centennial H~ll

6. University Hospitals - vacate rooms 1112 and 1114 -Powell and move
specimens and other materials. to .UnitE or some: other location.

7. Anesthesiology - occupies 1112 and 1114 Powell.

The next meeting of the Health Sciences Space Planning Committee is scheduled
to,be Thursday, January 9, at 3:00 P.M. in 4112 Powell.

, ajm
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MEMO

December 18, 1974

Office of the Vice President for Health Sciences Affairs
A-306 Mayo Memorial Building, Box 501
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

TO: Mellor Holland

FROM: David presto1~
SUBJ: Charge to Health Sciences Space Committee

This note is follow-up to the discussion this morning with Dr. French
in which we attempted to clarify the charge to the Space Committee.
As we agreed, the allocation of space is a very complex process and
hopefully Dr. French can gain the advice of the Health Sciences-wide
committee, while not making the charge to the Gommittee so comprehen
sive that your group will become bogged down in attempting to negotiate
all space transactions among the Health Sciences units.

As we discussed, the following are more specific charges to the committee:

1. As indicated in the original charge, the primary job of the committee
is to review the 1967 assignment of space within the Mayo complex to
be vacated at the time Building B-C is occupied and to update the
recommendations for assignment of that space.

2. The Committee should make specific recommendations for the alloca
tion of space as requested by the Vice President, e.g. new space
made available to the Health Sciences, such as the Marlin Apartments.
It is understood that in the assignment of this new space, other
exchanges of space may be an integral part of the recommendation
and these related exchanges would be a part of the committee's
recommendation.

3. Any exchange of space among Health Sciences units would be reviewed
by the Space Committee with the recommendation to the Vice President
for Health Sciences for final approval.

I would suggest that you discuss this charge with your committee and,
if you feel that it defines the job of the Committee adequately and
that you ,can work within this framework, please let me know and we
will communicate this information more formally to the Committee and
to the Deans of the Health Sciences units.

D. P.

kg
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